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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROB~I 
The purpose of this study _ is to set up a plan of 
cooperative learning and self-direction whereby pupils in 
the ninth grade may improve ~he effectiveness of the~r oral 
co:mmnnics.tion through a program of creative activity. It 
consists of three units in speaking and listening: (l) The 
Unit on Conversation, (2) The Unit on an ~valuation o~ Radio 
and Television, and (3) The Unit on American Folk Music as 
an Approach to Poetry. 
The value of the unit method as a teaching procedure 
is recognized by Hook in the following statement: 
The present tendency is toward teacher-student 
planning of units • • • • The students learn much 
through the procedure. They talk, they listen, they ...- .. 
reach decisions democratically. In the unit itself 
they also improve their skills in reading and writing.l 
Smith emphasized the desirability of this trend 
seventeen years ago when she stated, "Increasingly free and 
effective interchange of ideas is vital to life in a demo-
cracy. 11 2 
1 J. N. Hook, The Teaching of ~g~h School English; 
The Ronald Press Company, New York-;-1 , · PP• 49-56. . 
2 Dora ·v. Smith, Basic Aims for En~lish in American 
Schools, Monograph No.3, NationalCOUnci of Teachers of 
English, D. Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1934 1 P• 3. 
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These units have been organized according to the 
basic principles and procedures advocated by Billett.3 
Living in a democracy requires intelligent behavior. It 
demands a refined concept of both the responsibility of the 
individual to the group and of the responsibility of the 
group to the individual. Therefore, the competent teacher 
must help the pupil develop within himself a greater capacity 
for intelligent behavior and for sensitivity to his social 
responsibility. As DeBoer points out, 
If • • • young people leave our high schools burdened 
with racial or religious prejudice, or without a sense 
of collective responsibility for slums, poor schools, 
inadequate hospital facilities, eroded soil, and the 
threat of war, we have to that extent failed them.4 
The thinking on a constantly maturing level which is 
demanded for intelligent behavior in a democracy is encouraged 
through the problem-solving approach used in the unit method 
of teaching. This nanner of presenting material enables the 
pupil to feel an immediate, vital usefulness for his activity. 
Emphasis is laid upon the pupil and his needs, rather than 
upon the teaching of subject-matter alone, for as Dakin states 
"Ideally, what one should teach should develop from pupil 
needs."5 Later on, she warns, "Remember that you are teach-
3 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School 
Teaching, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
4 J"ohn J". DeBoer, "Literature and Human Behavior," 
English J"ournal, 39:79, February, 1950. 
5 Dorothy Dakin, How To Teach ;High School English, 
D. c. Heath and Company,"EOstOn, 1947, P• viii. 
'!,. .· 
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ing individuals, not merely a subject."6 Hook further 
supports this stand with the following statement: "Probably 
-
the chief' change in the teaching of English during this 
century has been a shifting of emphasis. The doctrine that 
we teach students, not subjects, is the basis of the shift."? 
This study is built upon the foregoing principles. 
The writer believes that a good problem is an activity 
judged by both the teacher and the pupil to be worth while, 
carried on in a real-life setting, initiated by the pupil; 
and of immediate practical value to him. Thus the teacher 
may avoid becoming "entangled ••• with inherited patterns 
of procedure [thereby coming] to ignore the larger world 
outside the classroom."S Back in 1935, Hatfield said: 
The school of experience is the only one which 
will develop the flexibility and power of self-
direction requisite for successful living in our age 
of swift industrial, social, and economic change. 
• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Pupils' use of subject-matter to solve their own 
problems is at once the most economical way for them 
to assimilate it and the indispensable condition of 
developing their own capacities.9 
More than ten years later, DeBoer expressed this 
6 Ibid., P• 4. 
7 Hook, ~· cit., P• 10. 
8 Lou LaBrant, "The Individual and His Writing," 
~nglish .Tournal, n 39:185, April, 1950. 
9 W. W. Ha t:f'ield, editor, An Experience Curriculum c..c- .._ ,~ /:/ ·· in English, National Council of' Teachers of English, 
Chicago, 1935, PP• 3-7. 
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opinion: 
It is the vogue among some teachers to stimulate 
mere division and criticism and to avoid religiously 
even tentative approaches to- a common course of think-
ing and action • • • • Actually there is little value 
in class talk that does not lead somewhere. That 
"somewhere" ought to be -a firlner belief in the United 
States and in democracy.lO 
Since the pupil in the secondary school is an indi-
vidual in a class group, the worthy teaching procedure must 
provide "not only for the basic resemblances and common 
needs of all the pupils enrolled, but also for individual 
differences in aptitudes, interests, aims, and hence needs.ttll 
The three units in this study are organized in the effort to 
identify the basic principles which should function in all 
secondary-school teaching, and to apply those principles to 
speaking and listening activities in the language-arts 
classroom. 
II. SOURCE AND JUSTIFICATION 
Speech is the most important single instrument for 
communication with which the individual faces life. "All-
human activities, all skills," says Greaves, "are modes of 
self-expression, but no other mode of self-eXpression is 
lO John J. DeBoer, "Standards for Appraising the /...--
Language Arts Program of the Secondary School," Bulletin of 
~ National Association of Secondary-School Principals, --
30:41, February, 1946. · ·· . 
11 Billett, ~· £!!., P• 4~ 
===If--=--=--=== 
used as much by so many people as speech. 11 12 The National 
Council of Teachers of English further supports this state-
ment by the following paragraphz 
The exchange of ideas and inforttlation is_ the very 
life blood of society. T.he art of communication must 
therefore occupy a prominent place in any modern cur-
riculum. And within the curriculum the assignment of 
communication to the English department is expedient, 
because the use of language is a constant and impor-
tant feature of normal communication.l3 
We live in a world "gone oral." In recognition of 
this fact, Hatfield stated that: 
Pupils in elementary grades and students in high 
schools and colleges should have more experience in spo-
ken than in written communication. Throughout life, 
occasions for speaking are more frequent than those 
for writing, more varied in type, often more important, 
and in many ways more difficult to meet.l4 
Even today, more than fifteen years later, Hook 
_ notes that: 
""ere is a need for the teacher • • • who recognizes 
one big responsibility in teaching the vaguely defined 
subject we call English. That responsibility is the 
improvement of verbal communication.l5 
However, claims LaBrant, "OUr communication scene 
today is littered with trashy magazines and books, with 
foolish broadcasts, with trivial and childish motion pic-
tures • • • •"16 
12 Halbert s. Greaves, "Credo for 1-'lid-Century, n 
Quarterly Journal .£! Spee~c,!'!, 36:184-8, April, 1950. The -
13 Hatfield, .£1!• cit., P• 133. 
14 Loe. ill• 
15 Hook, .Q:Q• ill•, P• 28. 
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Therefore, thoughtful teachers everywhere are becoming 
increasingly aware of the scant attention which this phase 
of education is receiving in some sections of the country. 
The findings of research indicate that New England is one of 
these areas. 
c. P. Q,uimby,l7 graduat~ of Boston University, made 
a survey of the extent of speech education in the secondary 
schools of Massachusetts in 1947. He found it to be deplo~­
ably haphazard and disorganized. Of the sChools responding 
to the questionnaire, nearly one-half reported that speech 
was being taught only "incidentally." Vlhile most of the 
schools recognized the desirability of speeCh training, 
they also admitted that few schools are putting as much empha-
sis on it as they believe is desirable or as educational 
authorities feel they should. 
Q,uimby states that replies to letters of inquiry 
directed to each State Department of Education in New Eng-
land revealed that almost no information was available on 
the extent of speech education in this area, and that ver.y 
little was being done. In a further effort to explore earlier 
research in speech education in New England, he also made 
inquiries at the Third New England Speech Conference held at 
Springfield College, on November ~o, 1946. At that time 
1'1 c. P. Quimby, "A Survey of Speech Education in 
Secondary Schools of Massachusetts," Unpublished Master of 
Education Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1947. 
=---===j--- ---------=--=---= -~=---=-=-=-=-=-=-~=-=--=----=--=-=o-=--=-=-=--=-=--=--=-=-=-c-=c-====- ..:::=..=-....:_- ---==----=..:;.._- -
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those approached had no knowledge of any similar studies ha'\r-
ing been done for any New England state. The need :for effec ... 
tive methods o:f speech education is emphasized significantly-
in the 1945 Bulletin of the National Association of the 
Secondary-School Principals,l8 prepared by the National Asso~ ­
ciation of Teachers of Speech. This booklet contains author-
itative opinions and research da.ta in the field of secondary ... 
school speech. 
State depa.rtments of public instruction which have 
developed substantial resource materials for their speech 
teachers within the last few years include Iowa, Texas, 
Louisiana, and Missouri. At the present time, recognized 
speech authorities are making extensive studies of state pro-
g~s of ~peech education at the University of Michigan, _Uni-
versity of Southern California, Ohio State University, purdue 
University, and the University of Oklahoma. Reports of these 
studies should be available in the near future to help bring 
into clearer focus some of the practical problems of curric-
ulum construction for secondary-school speech education.l9 
A number of the larger city school systems, particu-
18 Franklin H. Knower, editor, "The Role of Speech in 
the Secondary School," Bulletin of the National Association 
of Secondary-School Princ~pals, ~:I=r69, November, 1945. 
19 Franklin H. Knower, "Source }Iaterials for Speech 
in the Secondary Schools,'·' Douglas Ehninger, editor, The 
~uarterly Journal of Spee~h, 36:98-99, February, 1950:--
-=-~ ·--=--=·=1----=~--':.. ==== =--=--=-=-'-=-··:=.-, -"--1/-=-=-=--=---
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larly in the West and Mid-West, have emphasized speech 
education and its importance to a considerable degree. 
Among them, the city of Los Angeles has aChieved outstand-
ing success during the past ten years. 
In 1940, a group of Los Angeles teachers prepared a 
chart and manual of speech education for use in the Social 
Living and basic English programs of junior and senior high 
schools in that city.20 Instruction as outlined in the 
manual and chart proceeded from the simple to the complex 
in nine strands of speech attitudes, understandings, skills• 
and habits. TeaChers of all subjects were urged to stress 
speech education in their classes, to use the manual con-
sistently, and to post the chart in classrooms for frequent 
reference by both pupils and teachers. Above all, it was 
stressed that speech improvement must be continuous, and 
that in every classroom pupils must be held to high standards 
of speech both in ordinary conversation and in oral work. 
Since the preparation of this manual, a speech con-
sultant has been appointed in each secondary school. In 
addition, each teacher has become more "speech conscious," 
and is better-trained in speech instruction. 
OVer twenty years ago, estimates showed that when 
people communicated, they spent 9 per cent of their time in 
20 Speech Education in- the Secondary Schools, School 
Publication No. 340, Los Angeles-"cl'fy Schools, Los Angeles, 
1940. 
-==--,--------------------
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writing, 16 per cent in reading, 30 per cent in speaking, 
and 45 per cent in listening.21 Recently, Hook stated: 
We listen approximately three times as much as we 
read, five times as much as we write, and one and one-
half times as much as we speak. Yet • • • sChools have 
devoted almost no class periods to · the improvement of 
listening • ·• • ·• --In ~actuaJ:it-y • • • we know much less 
about the listening .phase of communication than we do 
about the others.22 · 
Certainly, if educators admit that speech education 
should be greatly extended, they also must admit that listen-
ing should be improved as well. Says Hook, "• •• listeners 
often cannot distinguish the important from the unimportant; 
cannot follow clear instructions, and cannot distinguish 
assertion from evidence.n23 Although the two factors of 
oral communication--speaking and listening--are essential 
to each other, development of skill in listening has received 
only limited attention until recently. Yet children spend 
a large part of their time listening, whether actively or 
passively. The very way they live is often related to how 
well they listen. "Creative listening," notes Hook, "is 
the conscious, purposeful registration of sounds upon the 
mind, and it leads to further mental activity.n24 And 
Mirrielees states emphatically, "Ear training for your pupils 
· 21 P. T. Rankin, "Listening Ability," Chicago Schools 
~ournal, 12:177 and 417, ~anuary-~une, 1930. 
22 Hook, .2:e.. ill.• , p.. 216. 
23 1Bi£., P• 34. 
24 ~· .£!1· 
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is valuable, more valuable by far than all the grammar train-
ing you can give them.u25 
For many years it was assumed that speaking and 
listening were learned without actual teaching. Then it 
was discovered that maturing individuals were not proficient 
in speaking, and schools began to put some emphasis upon 
this aspect of the language-arts program. Today we are 
becoming concerned about the kind of listeners the schools 
are producing, and about the responsibility of the schools 
for helping to develop intelligent listeners.26 Hook makes 
the following emphatic statement: 
If for no other reason, creative listening would be 
important in a democracy because it can help us to think 
straight about the issues that a democratic nation con-
tinuously faces. Essential to democracy is intelligent 
choice.27 
Since we must face the fact that there is an urgent 
need for the improvement of skills in speaking and listening 
in our schools, it would seem to this writer that once again 
it is largely up to the teacher of language arts to lead the 
way in helping to mold the shape of things to come. "There 
are indications," says Wallace, ••that educators and students 
of language behavior have a quickened interest in communica-
25 Lucia B. Mirrielees, Teaching Composition and Lit-
erature, revised edition, Harcourt, Brace ana Company, New--
York, 1949, p. 93. 
. 26 Miriam E. Wilt, "What Is the Listening Ratio in 
Your Classroom?" Elementary English, 26:259-60, May, 1949. 
27 Hook, ~· £!1., p. 217. 
10 
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tion and its problems--an intere s t we can foster and encoul:'.-
age.1128 Knower puts it aptly when he comments, "We can no 
longer accept the assumption that anyone Who knows his sub· 
ject matter can teach it. The teachers of speech must acce:Pt 
the idea that teaching can be improved. 11 29 
The four skills of communication--speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing--are essential for full, rich living. 
Says Dakin, "Basic to understanding personal, national, and 
world relationships lies communi cation •••• n30 Lack of 
skill in any one phase of communication may be a handicap 
throughout life. Hook makes the following observation: 
If ••• the tea-cher of English takes the broad view 
of his subject, if he conceives of his task not as the 
teaching of unrelated fragments but as the teaching of 
the whole art of eommunication, and if hie goal is to 
help each student progress as far as possible toward 
effectiveness in all aspects of communication, English 
i .e meaningful to etudents.31 
One way in which the language-arts teacher can develop 
these skil_ls is by organizing effective teaching units of 
creative, self-initiated pupil activity and presenting them 
in the classroom in terms of life situations. The National 
Council of Teachers of English states: 
28 Karl R. Wallace, "Education and Speech Education 
Tomorrow," The guarterly ~ournal £f Speech, 36:17?, April, 
1950. . -
29 Knower, ~· £!!., P• 99. 
30 Dakin, 1.2£• .£it• 
31 Hook, ~· £!!., p. 44. 
:11 
.Communica.tion is a two•way process, involving social 
and psychological adjustments as well as effective use 
of language. Hence it is important tha.t the skills of 
communication be taught in situations which involve 
such adjustments and not in isolation.32 
For, as Hatfield noted even fiftQen years ago: 
. . 
Classroom experience that is itself real and is as 
close as possible to the reality of extra-school and 
post-school life, without deception or pretense, .must 
be the actual basis of any realistic curriculum.33 
Today, Hook expresses the same idea thus: 
The teacher thinks of h i s students as both present 
and future factors in the life of the democracy, each 
a part of a family, a community, a state, a nation, and 
a world, eaCh importagl to himself and to the groups of 
which he is a member. · 
In this study, the writer bas sought to. provide 
~.terials for the development of the essential skills of 
speaking and listening. 
III. EASIS FOR. SELECTION 
The unit on conversation. "The main purpose of 
--- -- -- ..;;..:;~--..-..-.--...-..-. 
speech is communication,u35 and the most widely used for.m 
of communication in everyday life i s conversation. Stoops 
32 OUtline of Desirable outcomes and E~eriences in 
the I.angu.ase. Arts,Communication No. 7, Publised by The-
National CounCilof Teachers of English, Chicago, 1949. 
33 Hatfield, ~· £!!., P• 134. 
34 Hook, ~· ill•, P• 38. 
35 Lew Sarett, William Foster, and James H. McBurney, 
Speech, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1943, p. 32. 
:12 
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says, "Ninety per cent of all communication is oral, and 
nearly all oral conmunication is conversational in type. 11 36 
This writer believes that conversation is the first form of 
communication to be studied, by right of its importance in 
the daily life of each pupil. "Language study in the 
schools, •• Sm.i th reminds us, "must be based on the language 
needs of living.n37 The student should understand and have 
opportunity to practice the techilique of -good conversation. 
In this manner he prepares himself for his immediate and 
future personal, social, school, civic, and business life. 
"Training for better living," notes Dakin, 11 for as complete 
and well-rounded a. life as each individual is capable of 
achieving, should be • • • our philosophy of teaching 
English. 11 38 
The unit on an evaluation of radio and television. 
--- --· _. - - - _..;..,;;;;;;,.;;..;...;.;;.;;.;:.;;; 
According to recent estimates, ninety-five per cent of 
American homes now have radios, with the average home owning 
two. In these homes, the radio is turned on for an average 
of between two and three hours per day.39 In addition, 
NBC's Television Data Chart estimated that there were 
9,169,300 television sets in the homes of the United States 
36 Emdly Stoops, "Oral English in Life Situations," 
~ English .Journal, 24:555, September, 1935. /./ ~ 
37 Smith, ~· £!!., P• 10. 
38 Dakin, .Qll• ill.•, P• 4. 
39 Hook, ~· .£!.!., p. 231. 
on November 1, 1950.40 Consequently, educators are :faced 
with the significant fact that the average child spends mo:re 
time listening to the radio and watching television than he 
spends in school. Since the child is constantly learning 
by radio, it becomes the respons i bility of the teacher to 
help develop discrimination in order that his learning may 
be beneficial rather than questionable or even detrimental. 
"A study of • • • radio," sta.tes Smith, 11 is indispensable 
in the English program.n41 Herzberg says: 
• • • whatever excellent programs may be made 
available for classroom use, out-of-school listening 
is probably more important than classroom listening • 
• , •• Courses in appreciation and criticism of radio 
must become as common as those we now have in the 
appreciation and criticism of books • • • • If through 
such courses we can help to produce more intelligent 
enjoyment and more intelligent skepticism, we shall 
be helping young people and helping radio.42 
Upon this subject Hook comments: 
• • , radio is both actually and potentially one of 
the strongest factors in infl uencing modern thought and 
culture • • • • Improvement will not be made suddenly 
but gradually, as listeners become more discriminating.43 
However impatient teachers may be with the quality 
of much of today's offering in te l evision, they must recog-
nize the educational possibilities of TV, particularly in 
4o Facts .Q!!._ File, Inc., Weekly World News Digest with 
Cumulative Index, 5~if'ih"Avenue, New York i8, New Yorr,-" 
1950, P• 38'7, 
41 Smith, .Ql!• ci i ., P• 14. 
42 Max J. Herzberg, editor, Radio and En,lish Teach-
ing, D. Appleton-Century Company, New Yor~l§4 , p. 4. 
43 Hook, .Ql!• cit., P• 232. 
:14 
learning situations where seeing is a necessary ingredient. 
As sight is added to sound, the possibilities of learning 
are enla rged. Notes Seldes: 
Many centuries ago, Francis Bacon said that the 
contemplation of things as they are, without imposture, 
is in itself worth a whole handful of inventions. The 
great thing about the invention of television is that 
it lets us contemplate things as they are.44 
If the language-arts teacher can aid the pupil to 
contemplate critically what he sees on the television 
screen, the cause of television as an educational force 
will be advanced. The type and quality of both radio and 
television programs reflect, rather than create, taste. 
~ .!:!!!ll .2!1 American ~ music ~ .!!!. approach .12_ 
J20etry. The too-frequent aversion to the study of poetry 
at the secondary-school level presents a disturbing preble~. 
Children of five and under revel in rhymes. However, these 
same children, after they learn to read, find metrical lit-
erature both baffling and distasteful. creel accounts for 
the transition thus: 
It is difficult to turn away from the eye; difficult 
to turn to the voice . and ear of spoken literature. The 
eye habit remains, even today when nearly as many words 
are published in voice as in print.45 
44 Gilbert Seldes, ••Television in Education, u Radio 
!.!:!!! English Teaching, Max J. Herzberg, editor, D. Appleton-
Centur.y Company, New York, 1941, P• 48. 
45 Warren Creel, "Landmarks and Goals in Rhythm," 
~English Journal, 39:295, June, 1950. 
========~F=====~-=-=-==-=~~-===================== 
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The writer believes that enabling the pupil to sense 
once again the rhythmic patterns he felt so strongly as a 
small child can be the basis for an appreciation of poetry 
and rhythm in his everyday living. This study proposes to 
achieve this goal through what the writer considers to be a 
natural and closely related approach--folk music. 
IV. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
The three units in this study represent one type of 
organization of the varied teaching materials which the 
language-arts teache~ may employ in his year of activities 
with the ninth grade. "The successful teacher," observes 
Dakin, "is the growing one--the wise man or woman who real ... 
izes that times and seasons alter, and that with changing 
ideals must come changing methods.n46 Therefore, the 
writer does not present these units as the best or the only 
method of teaching effectively. Rather, they are offered 
as an excellent procedure, one which has withstood repeated 
trial and evaluation and has been accepted across the nation 
as an effective method of instruction. Dakin points out the 
value of unit organization in the following statement: 
The unit system has definite advantages in that it 
enables one to plan his work intelligently, to stay with-
in the time limits set, and to test the student over each 
phase of work. It is particularly adaptable to working 
out a flexible plan of procedure • • • • The unit system 
%Dakin, .21!• sii•, P• 3. 
i 6 
permits one to change with ease one's order of work.47 
In this paper, the writer has limited her study to 
one section of ninth-grade work in or.e,l communication. 
Specifically, the study is concerned with the skills of 
speak~ng and listening as they function in three particular 
units; namely, (1) Conversation, (2) Evaluation of Radio 
and Television, and (3) American Folk Music as an Approach 
to Peetry. 
The teaching materials have been-prepared with 
Naugatuck High School, Naugatuck, Connecticut, in mind. 
This school has a total _ enrollment of approximately six 
hundred and forty pupils, with an average ninth-grade 
enrollment of two hundred. Each ninth-grade English class 
averages thirty-five pupils, a.nd t he length of class periods 
is fifty minutes. The classroom i s extremely over-crowded 
and facilities are correspondingly limited, but the writer 
feels that she could make adequate arrangements for the 
presentation of these units. 
The writer must state at this point a serious limita-
tion to her study. At the present time she serves as a sub-
stitute teacher at the Naugatuck High School. While it is 
possible that she might be in a position at some time during 
the ensuing year to present and evaluate these units in oral 
communication, the probability is small. Therefore, the 
4? ~., P• 358. 
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writer is limited to setting up this study with the expecta-
tion that at some time in the not-too-distant future, She 
will be a.ble, as a full-time faculty member, to try out her 
work. The writer hopes that fellow-students in the graduate 
school of education at Boston University will test these 
units in their own language-arts classes. Only a very gen-
eral evaluation could result from such a method of trial, 
since it would be necessary to make adaptations and modifi-
cations to suit each particular classroom. However, if these 
units are tested by others and found to be effective teaChing 
materials as a whole; the writer will consider her efforts 
to have been worth while. Meanwhile, she frankly adndts 
that the evidence of serviceability of this study must re-
main limited, at least for the present. 
This study has been prepared specifically for use by 
the teacher of English in the language-arts program. How-
ever, since effective speaking and listening are pertinent 
to the whole process of educative growth, it has been made 
adaptable for instruction in other branches of the curric-
ulum. These units are but a suggestion for teaching pro-
cedure. The writer expects .that any teacher wishing to 
employ these materials in his course of study will modify 
them to meet the needs of his pupils and the situation in 
the school where they are to be taught. Space should be 
left in each plan to capitalize upon pertinent current events 
and opportunities for illustration. 
'. 18 
:::::r1d1 1mit of s t ut'.y ' s of t wo t o three wee ·s 1 durati on. 
The unit on conversation i s designed for ~.:rese .tation at -'-~ e 
open nc'. of llE' s ch oo l year . The othe r tw o units !nay be ;:: .. re-
sented whenever most ez)edient . A l thr ee units b.re consid -
ered :- s ~)art of the lan ·uage - arts curricululil , and not as 
parts of a se_tJarat e course in s~eech . They are intended 
~rimarily for· t he '1 • 1gli sh 11 cle.ss which ·:~oes not ha.ve ade -
quate su~.:;;lementary s.peech mater_c:l l s . 
48 
V. E..XPLANAT IJN OF T:CRfJiS 
The unit . The unit i s a statement of the t ea cher ' s 
goal, vJhich i s to increase t.1e capacity f or i ntell igent 
behavior of each lJupil iri. s olvinc certai..n life-s ituation 
)roblems created :Ln cL:.-ssroom a ctivities . The se cl ass r oom 
eX)t'-; riences are selected carefully to provide prob ems 
which ea~h pupil will meet in his i mmed i ate and future life , 
and s ol ve a ccording to his indiv idnal aptit udes , . b ilitie s , 
n t ere s ts , and needs. 
TI1e delimitation . The del i mitation develo~s ill 
detail the general sta teMent of the m1it . I t defines the 
SlJecifi c learni ng product s vJhich a re to be achieved by t ile 
pupils in a s pec ific class , i n a slJecific course , i n a 
specific leng t h of time . 
'l'~e probabl e i nd irect and i nc i dental learnin g 
48 Billett, 22• cit ., pp . 5 5- 9. 
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products . P::J.rt i cipation in the classroom a ctivities may 
resul t i n some changes i n t l1.e cencepts , skills , a t titudes, 
abilitie s , und appreciations of the PUlJils , which are no t 
listed LYJ. t he delimitation. I n I.'llanning the w1it , t he 
teacher anticipa te s t hes e changes , an ~ records t hem as 
)robable indirect and incident a l learning ~roducts. 
Th8 1m it assignment. The unit ass ignment is the 
teacher • s plan of act ivit ies designed to give each pupil 
an opr)ortm1ity t o practice and t o develop t he learn ing 
~roduct s in t he delimitat ion according to his needs. 
The ~ act ivities. A "Study and Activity Guide" 
is iJrelJared , duplicated , and presented to each pupil. 
Thi s guide takes the form of thought-pr ovoki ng cluestions , 
Sl:tggestions for individual a.YJ.d group discussions , and 
problem- s olving activ ities and expe riences , in '''hich all 
the pupils are to engage to some degree within t he time 
limi ts of the unit~ 
The optional related activities & Opportun t i es 
fo r further study are pro¥ided by the teacher for pup · ls 
vJho complete the core activities , or ~tJho develop interest 
in some particular phase of the VJOrk . The s e activities 
a r e opti onal , and must be approved by the teacher . No 
pupil is required to e l ect or to complete one o; these 
opt i onal related a ctivities . 
The pooljng-of - e xperi ence Qhas.§_ . During the last 
f ew day s of t he unit assignment, t he teacher and the pupil s 
9.i 
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plan a l)ror.;ra m of exhibits, demons t rati ons , a nd re1.Jorts 
of the achievements of all the pupils in the core and 
o~tional related activit .As . I n this way each JUpil s hares 
the e xpF riences of t he othe r members of the c l ass . 
E.stimatin2. educative grmvth.. In t he core activities, 
opti onal related activities, and t he .Pooling-of - exper ience 
phase, the t eacher measures t he educative grmvth of e a ch 
pupil throu§h oral questioninr.;, observing the pupil ' s 
behav i or , and judging his .;..Jerfo r mance and t l1.e products of 
his wo r k . v·vhen the core activities he:.ve been concluded, 
the tea cher rec1uires each pu pil to write an essay summary 
of what he h e.s learned ln the unit assigmnent. These 
essays are analyzed carefully to uet ermi ne t he extent to 
whiclJ. the pupil has mastered t he lea rning products stated 
in t he unit and the delimit at i on. 
At the end of t he lmit assignment , tbe tea cher 
administers an informal objective test based on t he unit , 
the items of the deli:nitation , and the probable indirect 
and incidental learning products. Tl1.e results of t h is 
test are used to measure the achievement of each pupil, 
211d t o compare his g rowth vvi th the growth of the othe r 
merubers of the class . 
.;::::/. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE UNIT ON CONVERSATION 
.:./' 
I. THE GENERAL STATEMENT 
The long-range goal of this plan is to help the 
pupil become a happier, better-adjusted member of society, 
now and in later years. Through this study, it is hoped 
that the pupil will gain a more mature concept of what 
his relationship with other~ should be in a true democracy. 
Also, this unit intends to acquaint students with eaCh 
other and to build good rapport between students and 
teacher during the first days of the school year. 
II. THE DELIMITATION OF TEE UNIT 
1. The verb "converse" comes from the Latin "conver-
2 • 
sari," meaning "to associate with," or "to commune 
with." Therefore, conversation is a way of living 
with others. It is a form of mental and spiritual 
companionship among human beings which should pro-
vide mutual advantage and satisfaction. 
Boys and girls speak much more frequently than 
they write, and with an amazingly large number of 
people each day. Their conversation is most apt 
• ,¥.· 
I 
I 
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to revolve around social and school matters, with 
business conversation also beginning to achieve 
importance. 
3. Certain qualities and S}'aech characteristics 
make one person's conversation more interesting 
than that of another. A skillful conversational-
ist is (1) sincere and courteous, (2) understands 
human nature, (3} considers the interests of 
others, (4) is a good listener, (5} employs good 
vocal technique and body action, (6) uses correct 
l~nguage, (7) finds interesting things to say, and 
(8) adapts the conversation to the occasion. The 
degree to which the speaker observes these rules 
often unwittingly but accurately reflects his 
personality. 
4. Skill in conversation is largely a product of 
(1) ability to talk clea rly and fluently in face-
to-face situations, (2) wide interests, and (3) a 
well-adjusted personality. 
5. Pleasant topics of mutual interest make for a ,j 
worthwhile conversation. In social conversation, 
it is better to avoid unpleasant subjects and 
unessential details. 
24 
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6. An adept conversationalist knows how to "give 
and take." In other words, he makes an effective 
contribution to the dialogue himself, and he also 
listens attentively to others. 
J 
7. The person who reads widely and understands human 
a. 
9. 
nature, who has keen powers of observation, and who 
enjoys everyday life among his fellowmen is usually 
interesting in his talk. 
The use of an intelligent question is one of the ~ · 
best ways to start a conversation and to keep it ·~ 
going. ~uestions about the interests and work of 
others are particularly helpful. 
The constant use of the pronoun "I" in a conver- J 
sa.tion is apt to indicate egotism, and it soon 
changes a conversation into a lecture. Constant 
consideration for the other person will help avoid 
this fault. 
10. The art of interesting dialogue is much like a ~ 
well-played baseball game. The ball of conversation 
never remains for long in one position; rather, it 
is passed from one participant to another, with each 
change contributing to the development and brilliance 
of the game. 
11. Unfortunately, family conversation in the home 
is frequently sterile and even non-existent. Part 
of a healthy family relationship should be lively 
talk about the common and individual interests of 
all members in the group. Parents and older 
brothers and sisters are in a position to "give)t,/ 
/ 
conversationally because of wider experience; but 
younger children in the family need attentive listen-
ing to their little problems and constant questions. 
12. An attitude of kindness, interest, and patience 
will improve the quality of conversation in most 
homes. 
13. Courtesy is indispensable to good conversation. 
...----. 
Interrup~ions, argument, and disparaging remarks 
make worthwhile talk impossible. . 
/ ( 14'~:) 
I ~ 
Ma~ing introductions is not only a requisite of 
social etiquette; it is also an essential in pro-
moting worthwhile conversation. To avoid confusion 
in order of names, one follows the simple rule of 
I 
~)) 
. 15. 
---
remembering to give first the name of the person 
who should rece.ive the most consideration. 
The person making the introduction should say the 
names clearly and proceed to make a pertinent conment 
which will start conversation for those being intro-
I 
i ~5 
~--
,, 
duced. A topic of mutual interest will prove to be 
a good "starter." 
/>-~\ ()> / 16. ) In response to an introduction, it is considerate 
~/ r 
to show genuine interest, accompanied by a war.m 
smile and hartdshake. Repeating the name of the 
person to whom one has just been introduced, and 
asking a leading question about him, will start the 
conversational ball rolling • 
...... ~ ' 
' • i 3 ) . 
1'7. l---'Small talk" is pleasant, light chat used to fill 
in the gaps at parties or teas where there is a gre•t 
deal of activity and little opportunity for serious 
conversation. It has its place, but should not 
replace the more intellectual type of discourse in 
other situations. 
/~ .... 
18. (, ___ t ) People in the United States use the telephone 
more than any other form of communication except 
face-to-face speech. Any kind of speech employed 
so widely is worthy of careful consideration, 
especially since many persons use the telephone 
ineffectively. 
\ ~ 19. \_J Telephone calls are either of a social or a 
business nature. Either type calls for the 
employment of good telephone technique. 
========~=======================================================~==~-~~ 
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r; -, 
\ ~ ~er a telephone, the voice is all-important. 
\.....Y 
Its quality often reflects the personality of the 
speaker and gauges the success of the call. Since 
facial expression and bodily action are absent, the 
voice carries all the responsibility for effective, 
pleasant communication. 
21 •. ~p Two necessary qualifications for good telephone 
~conversation are courtesy and a pleasant, clear voice. 
Observance of the first is likely to be followed 
naturally by the second • 
.. -·- ....... 
/ / \ 
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22. \ __ : / Good articulation, pronunciation, and grammar 
usage are particularly important in speech over the 
telephone. If they are poor, misunderstandings 
result, jobs are lost, and dates are refused .• 
/ ' 
[ t.\ ! 
23.\, __ ~J Effective telephone technique also involves 
(1) speaking directly into the mouthpiece, (2) 
keeping the lips about one-half inch from the 
mouthpiece, (3) keeping the receiver close to the 
ear, and (4) hanging up the receiver quietly. 
w) 
24. - In theaters, restaurants, stores, and other 
public places, the common speech fault is noisy 
conversation. Attracting undue attention by loud 
talk and coarse language is not only a breach of 
etiquette; it encourages others to think the worst 
I 
I 
I 
tl 
I 
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of the offender. 
/ ',) 
25. l> As in other situations, grammatical errors made 
in public places make an unfavorable impression. 
The over-use of slang makes one appear cheap and 
ill-bred; although slang is permissible occasionally 
when more formal speech is less effective. 
(~, 
I I I 26. '~ Addressing a salesperson courteously is an 
essential of good conversation and correct etiquette. 
A show of superiority and lack of considerati·on are 
unforgivable. 
i ' 
2?. :, (:~ i In a theater one necessarily limits conversation 
to a minimum. Only in the lobby or during inter-
mission is talk per.missible, and then it should be 
as quiet and inconspicuous as possible .• 
28. \~) In a restaurant, low conversation should 
accompany good table manners. The well-bred person 
shows consideration for the waiter, and summons him 
as unobtrusively as possible. 
29(._~J A good host, whether entertaining in his home or 
·e11ewhere, puts his guests at ease by starting good 
conversation, getting everyone to participate, and 
changing the subject when the need arises. 
i 
I~ 
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30. 
31. 
32. 
One apologizes for unavoidable accidents quietly 
and sincerely, with a minimum of words. 
(]Vionversational ability in applying for a position 
is of great importance. The applicant asks for an 
interview courteously and at the convenience of the 
employer. He speaks clearly and correctly, is 
truthful and concise in hie statements, has good 
posture, is neat in dress, and listens attentively. 
/ - ) 
I \;.aways showing courtesy and consideration for 
others provides a basic rule which is almost certain 
to help one say the right thing at the right time 
in all situations. 
33. Here in a democracy we enjoy the right of free 
speech. The exercise of intelligent speech follows 
as the duty of every Ameriean citizen, for by its use 
we make others, as well as ourselves, happier and 
better-adjusted in everyday living. 
III. THE :PROBABLE INDIRECT 
AND INCIDENTAL lEARNING :PRODUCTS 
1. An appreciation of the democratic values of 
working together to.ward a desired goal. 
2. An increased appreciation of worthwhile books, 
.•. / ··----..........'\.: 
....  · ~ "' . 
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plays, music; movies, and radio programs. 
3. An attitude of consideration for the rights and 
feelings of others. 
4. A discrfminating attitude toward the kind of 
conversation which one hears, and participates in, 
each day • . 
5. An attitude of respect for one's home and family. 
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V. THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
Introductory Activity~~ Teacher. (It is 
suggested that the teacher try the following introductory 
procedure:) If possible, have chairs arranged informally, 
ready when pupils arrive. Invite pupils to sit anywhere 
they Choose. Ee friendly and informal in your manner. 
Greet each one, calling by name if possible; wJ::lile pupils 
are coming in, chat with those already arrived. This will 
help pupils to relax with you and each other. Teacher-
pupil activity will have already begun, although they 
probably will not realize it. 
When all are seated, comment on the general excite-
ment and stir of beginning a new school year (perhaps in 
a different school building), of making new friends with 
other boys and girls and with teachers. Comment on the 
excited buzz of conversation you have overheard all day. 
Then ask the following questions: 
------~~-------------·---
1. To how many people have you talked today? Five? 
Ten? Or perhaps twenty or more? 
2. What did you talk about? The new subjects you are 
taking? What the new teachers would be like? Other 
pupils? Clothes? The movies? A date? T.he weather? 
S'I'ODY AND ACTIVITY GUIDE .I , r 
·~ .,. . 
Read this "Study and Activity Guide" carefully. If' 
you would like to suggest some other interesting things 
to do, write them out and present them to your teacher. 
Keep this guide and all the written work you do in your 
notebook. Ee sure you know the meaning of all words. 
1. ~- Look u:p the verb "converse" and learn its origin. 
\../ 
Write down What you find and a short paragraph about 
v 
how it fits the action. 
2. Keep track of how many people you talk to in one 
day. Make a list, and after each one, give your main 
topic of conversation. What subject did you talk 
about most during the day? 
3. What two kinds of conversation do we take part in 
most frequently? 
4. Why do we like to talk so much with other people? 
List the reasons. What effect do voice quality and 
posture ~~ve on our listeners? 
la~ 
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5. Think of someone with whom you like to talk. Write 
) 
6. 
a paragraph on why you like to talk with that person. 
Does his manner of conversation reveal anything about 
his personality? 
What makes conversation interesting and worthwhile? 
Make a list of what you consider to be the require-
menta of good 'conversation. Star the ones you feel 
are most important. 
7. Think of an important conversation you have had 
recently. Then read the questions below and answer 
them in your own mind--honestly. 
which apply especially to you, and try, every day, to 
improve your conversation. 
(a) Did you talk too much about yourself, or 
did you talk on subjects of interest to 
others? 
{b) Did you do most of the talking, or did 
you give others a chance to talk? 
{e) Did you pass the conversation on in a 
way that made it easy for others to take it 
up? Or did you try to be clever and put 
them '' in a hole" ? 
(d) How often did you interrupt? 
(e) How many times did you try to argue? 
(f) Did you steer away from dispute when 
others tried to start an argument? 
(g) Did you listen, and show an interest in 
listening, while others talked? 
(h) Did you encourage _timid persons in your 
group to talk'i 
(i) Did you avoid asking embarrassing personal 
questions or making personal remarks? 
(j) How often did you let trite expressions 
escape you? 
a. 7 Write a paragraph or two telling just what bothers 
you in making conversation, and in what situations 
you find it most difficult. Don't feel aShamed to 
confess your shortcomi~ge. We all have them. This 
is to help you% Pass your paper in to your teacher 
as soon as possible. The whole class will try to help 
you overcome your trouble, just as you will help others 
·to overcome theirs. 
(~ the teacher: Without mentioning names, try read-
ing several proble~ each day to t~e class. .Ask pupils 
how they would go about solving each. Arrange for at 
least two laboratory periods and outside time when 
you may discuss each pupil's needs with him\ privately. 
\ 
Suggest the most direct aids to eris~re his rapid tm-
. \ 
provement, and remind him to listen carefully for 
suggestions given in class by others. Remind him also 
38 
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that corrective measures must be conscientiously 
applied, not merely pondered. Since it is impossible 
to give . a satisfs.ctory diagnostic test of a pupil's 
ability in, as well as his knowledge of, conversational 
techniques in the classroom, these papers and inter-
views will serve as pre-tests.) 
9. 'What general topics are particularly suitable for 
conversation. in your everyday living~ List them. 
Star the ones about which you talk most easily and 
feel you really have something to say. 
10. A well-known speech teacher has said, "We must 
learn to 'give and take' if we will develop our 
conversational abilities." \Yha.t did he mean? VJha t 
enables a person to "give" in a conversation? 
11. 'What ways do you suggest to gain more information 
as a be.ckground for your amount and quality of "give" 
in conversation? 
12. How many senses have you? YJhat are they? Why do 
colorful words and phrases make conversation much more 
interesting? How are such words often closely con-
nected with the senses? Write a paragraph describing 
how you might use each one of your senses to gain 
information which could be used as interesting con-
versational material. 
J! 
I 
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13. How important is it to be a good listener in con-
versation? Of what value is it to you personally to 
be able to "take," as well as "give," conversation? 
Why? 
14. Why is it a sign of intelligence rather than 
ignorance to have a number of good questions to ask 
during a conversation? 
15. You are a guest in the home of one of the follow-
ing: a far.mer; a store-keeper; the owner of a filling-
station; a salesman for Ford cars; the member of a 
symphony orchestra; an actress; a radio star; a 
television expert. List ten questions you might ask 
to start an interesting conversation. 
16. What does the constant use of the pronoun "I" 
indicate about the speaker? What does it do to the 
conversation? Why is it better to develop the 
"you-attitude"? 
1?. How would you compare the art of interesting 
conversation to a well-played baseball game? 
18. Divide into groupe of five. Choose one person to 
be host. Choose topics for conversation. Every 
member should be prepared to contribute at least two 
interesting bits of information about the general 
40 
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topic. Be sure that the host starts the conversation, 
that each member listens attentively, and that eaCh 
member links his comments to those of the others. 
19. What subjects do the members of your family like 
to discuss? What could you do to enter into the 
conversation more effectively~ What subjects are of 
greatest general interest to most families~ (No one 
is more interested in you than the members of your 
family, and they will be glad to converse with you if 
you will give them the opportunity. Remember, your 
parents and older sisters and brothers have a wealth 
of information and experience you have not yet had 
the chance to acquire. Tell them about this problem 
of improving conversation which we are trying to solve. 
They will be glad to help you. But be sure you don't 
bore them. Really have something to say and make it 
interesting. Also, be a good listener and ask plenty 
of intelligent questions. The information you get 
will make you all the better in other conversation. 
And you will be getting in some excellent practical) 
20. List the happenings of an eventful day in your 
life, choosing events that would make interesting home 
conversation. Try out these topics with your family. 
In what way were they good Choices or poor ones~ 
Write about your results. 
21. How does your attitude toward your home and the 
members of your family affect the quality of your 
home conversation? 
22. List ten ways to improve your attitude toward your 
23. 
home and the members of your family, thereby improving 
your home conversation at the same time. (Really try 
to make a change for the better. Talk it over with 
Dad and Mother. They will be delighted and proud to 
cooperate.) 
What is the relationship of courtesy to excellent 
conversation? \v.hy can't you have one without the 
other? 
24. One of the most common faults of conversation in 
the home is excessive argument. 'Why is this bad 
manners? How does it affect the family conversation? 
25. Tell your family about a movie you have seen 
recently, or a school game, or a good book you have 
just read. Make it interesting, find out what they 
think about the subject, and be courteous. (Remember, 
those in your family think more of you than anyone else. 
You should be as courteous to them, at least, as you 
are to strangersl) 
26. Make a chart, listing at the left the questions 
~=======F======~==================================================~F=====---· 
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below. Make four columns after the questions with 
these headings: NEVER, SELDOM, GENERA.I..LY, and ALWAYS. 
Rate yourself as honestly as you can. If you find 
that you are checking the "NEVER" and "SELDOM" 
columns, you need to participate in more conversations, 
to take an interest in people, and to work for social 
adjustment. 
{a) Do I enjoy meeting people? 
{b) Am I physically poised in a new situation? 
{ c} Am I mentally poised in a. new si tua.tion? 
{d) Do I react effectively to a new conver-
sation? 
{e) Do I command respect? 
{f) Do I command attention? 
{g) Am I willing to consider the interests of 
otherscr 
(h) Do I have a sense of humor? 
(i) Do I know how to introduce people? 
{j) Am I "prepared_for conversation"? 
(k) Can I start a conversation easily? 
(1) Do I express my thoughts readilyCf 
(m) Do I try to improve my conversational 
(n) 
(o) 
(p) 
ability? 
Am I appreciative? 
Do I avoid self-pitycr 
Do I avoid being sensitive to criticism? 
i j· 
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(q) Do I avoid daydreaming? 
(r) Am I a "go-getter"? 
(s) Do I share responsibility? 
(t) Am I an intelligent listener? 
27. How many names of the students in this class do you 
know? If introductions bother you, what is the 
difficulty? 
28. In general, what are the rules for correct proce-
29. 
dure in making introductions? How would you phrase 
one good general rule to follow regarding which name 
should always be stated first? 
What forms are acceptable in making introductions? 
Why is it so important to say the persons' names 
/" 
correctly and clearly? 
30. How should you respond to an introduction? Why is 
it important to remember the name of the person you 
have just met? How may your handshake indicate your 
personality? 
31. Ee ready to come forward in class and demonstrate 
\S j' 
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introducing: 
(e.) A girl-friend to your mother. I 
(b) A young man to your grandfather. II 
. -.4 
I (c) Your parents to the headmaster of your l====l~=======lf=l 
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school. 
(d) A young man to a young girl. 
(e) Two young men to your father. 
(f) An unmarried woman to a married woman. 
I 
32. ,_/ Divide into groups of· three. Let each group try 
taking its turn making an introduction before the class. 
After each introduction, the rest of the class may 
criticize how it was done. 
How may you get conversation started in that awk-
ward moment which often occurs after an introduction? 
34. Make a list of ten good "starters" as remarks or 
questions to begin conversation. Try them out on your 
friends and family. Which ones proved the best? The 
poorest? Check them ac.cordingly. . ~-
35. What do we mean by "small talk"? In what situations 
is it most frequently used. and why? 
36. What are the subjects that you and your clasgmates 
37. 
find most interesting? Which ones would serve best as 
: openers or "starters" with slightly-known . classmates? 
\ Suppose you are having a date with a certain girl 
or boy for the first time. List five subjects which 
you could choose from to "break the ice." If your 
date is shy and not very apt to be talkative, what 
I 46 
questions might you ask to relieve the situation? 
38. What other undesirable types of conversationalists 
39. 
40. 
41. 
do we meet besides the "won't-talkers"? Coin names for 
them. What desirable rules of good conversation are 
they breaking? u·'j· 
Write a sentence after each of the following names, j 
describing the speech indicated by the adjective 
before each name: 
(a) PUttering Pete (e) Sloppy SUe 
(b) Cute Carrie (f) Deaf Dean 
(c) Roaring Robert (g) Weak Willie 
(d) Simpering Sally (h) Blustering Bill 
What topics would you be careful to avoid in social , 
:· _ .... -·· 
conversation? Why? cJ 
How many times, on the average, do you use a tele-
phone each day? Why do you use it? Why do other 
members of your family use it? Into what two categories 
do all these calls fall? What are the chief differ-
ences between them? 
I 
I 
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42. List ten reasons for making a telephone call. 
Check each one with a "B" for business and an "S" for 
social type of call. 
43. Why is the quality of your voice particularly 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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important when telephoning? What kind of voice do you II 
like to hear over the telephone? What kind makes you 
I 
want to hang up? I 
44. Write a paragraph explaining the quotation, "OVer 
a telephone, the voice with a smile wins." 
45. What part has courtesy and consideration in making 
a telephone call? \ihat training must telephone 
operators have in this respect? 
I 46. Make a chart with two columns. In one column list 
~ ~ ten adjectives describing a pleasant telephone voice. 
I 
1 In the other, list ten which describe an unpleasant one. 
I 
47. What are the rules of good telephone conversation? 
How does the personality show through the voice? 
48. How important are articulation, pronunciation, and 
good usage of grammar over the telephone? What 
troubles result if they are poor? 
49. Divide the people in your class into pairs. One of 
the following topics of conversation will be assigned 
to each pair. Ten minutes will be allowed for mental 
preparation. Then each pair should be ready to come to 
the front, and using a telephone, make a call. The 
class will criticize the quality of conversation as ~ 
well as the techniques used in telephoning. 
~-====~~ - =-== 
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(a) Boy calls a girl and asks for a date • . 
(b) Girl calls and invites a boy to - a . party •. 
(c) Boy calls a boy and asks for-advice on how 
to repair his bicycl e, radio, gun, or same 
n:achine. 
(d) Girl calls girl and asks for a recipe. 
(e) Girl calls businessman and asks for an 
interview. 
(f) Boy calls coach and asks to be excused from 
practice. 
(g) Boy calls headmaster's office and asks for 
permission to stay out of school for work. 
(h) Boy calls a neighbor and tactfully tells 
him that his dog is disturbing his sleep. --
(i} Student calls prominent citizen and a sks 
him to give a talk to the high school assembly j 
or to a club. 
(j) Student calls owner of house and asks per-
mission to shovel the snow, rake the leaves, 
or help with the garden. 
(k) Student calls teacher and asks for infor-
mation regarding an assignment. 
(1) Student president of club calls restaurant 
or hotel to make arrangements for a banquet. 
(m) Student calls proper city official and asks 
for permission to stage a parade through the 
I 
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51. 
business section of the city. 
(n) Student calls clothing store to register 
a. complaint about a suit or dress. 
(o) I Girl calls cffice to leave a message for 1 
her father. I 
(p) Boy calls pol.ice to report an accident, I 
giving accurate instructions as to place, time, ! 
and persons involved. 
Read ce.refull~ the pamphlet "Guides for Improving 
Telephone Communication," put out by the American 
·-" 
r-.4 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. What other 'J 
suggestions for good technique can you add? 
J 
What do we mean by "public places"? 
you list? 
How many can rJ 
./ 
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52. When you go down to the corner drug-store for a 
53. 
"coke," what types of conversation are you apt to 
hear? What is revealed by the speaker's manner? 
Stand on a busy street corner for ten minutes. \ 
~. 
Notice the different kinds of conversation you hear / ·.} 
"--' 
Write them do'vn at the first opportunity. (We will 
discuss them in class.} What did you learn about the 
people whose remarks you overheard? 
54. What speech habits do you consider especially 
I 
,, 
objectionable when conversing in public places? How 
~-Y one's reputation be affected by continual disre-
gard for "good taste" in such situations? 
55. Make a list of "Ten Commandments for Conversation 
in Public Places... The next time you meet with a group 
of friends, check yourself to see if you meet them all. 
56. What impression do grammatical errors make upon 
50 
those who overhear you use them-r When is the use of ( \' ~- · L~ 
,.~)" 
slang per.missible1 When is it in poor taste? When ' 
can it be very desirable and helpful? 
57. 
,I 
How revealing is your conversation with a clerk ~ , __ .y / 
in a. store? \Vhat points are most important to c __ l ' 
remember? 
58. P+etend you are a salesperson in a store. ~at 
can you tell about a purchaser's character and person-
ality by the way he behaves? 
' ., 
; 
59. When have you been annoyed by others at the theater? !--':~ 
What do you consider proper behavior while attending 
a play or movie? 
60. .Be prepared to participate in a class discussion of 
"Annoying Conversations I Have Heard in the Theater." 
Why were they annoying? 
, 
61. Under what circumstances have you ~een embarrassed 
for someone in a restaurant by the way he talked? How 
should be have behaved? Why is it important to observe 
these same rules if you are having only a sandwich in 
a drugstore? 
62. When have you been called upon to act as host or 
hostess? Was it at home? At a school affair? At a 
party in your church? What are the quickest and 
easiest ways of putting guests at ease? What is 
your duty if an awkward remark is made? 
63. The next time a guest is entertained in your home, 
arrange with your parents to let you greet the guest 
and be responsible for part of his entertainment. 
Write about your experience. How successful were you? 
What can you do another time to improve? {Ferhaps you 
could plan with your parents to ask in one or two 
classm.tes, either to dinner or for the evening. Then 
you could help each otherl) 
64. What kind of conversation is appropriate at parties 
and dances? What rules wi ll you observe if you want 
to be invited again? 
65. How does one apologize gracefully when an accident 
occurs? 
Bos tcn Ur1v•_,,_. 11\. 
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66. What effect will your conversational ability have 
when you apply for a job? How should you make an 
appointment for an interview? 
67. What points should you remember in taking part in 
a successful, interview? What possible errors would 
\ ~·/""' \.../ you try to avoid? 
68. Pretend you want .a job as a baby-sitter, or deliver-
ing groceries in a store. What points would you be 
espeeially eareful to keep in mind when applying for 
the position? 
69. What would you suggest as one basic rule which will 
/,/ 
a1most guarantee your saying the right thing at the 
right time? 
Why is it your duty to practice intelligent speech 
in a democracy, where you already have the right of 
free speech? 
VI. THE OPTIONAL BELA~ ACTIVITIES 
1. Test the interests of a new acquaintance in con-
versing about the topics below. Report your findings 
to the class and -draw conclusions. 
(a) 
(b) 
His job 
His home 
(f) 
(g) 
His pets 
His hobbies 
52 
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(c) His health (h) His sports 
(d) His recreation ( i) His previous home 
(e) His political views (j) His favorite reading 
2. Get together with another classmate and :plan a 
telephone conversation involving one of the following 
situations: 
(a) Joe is suddenly ill. Call his mother from 
the school office. 
(b) Order a list of groceries for your mother. 
(c) You want a job during the summer. Call a 
businessman and ask for an interview. 
(d) Make a date over the telephone. 
(e) Invite a friend to a party. 
(f) Your mother has fallen and can't move her leg. 
Call the doctor. 
(g) Call a neighbor about her dog, which is 
digging u:p your garden. 
(h) Call a classmate and ask him if he will lend 
you a certain book. 
(i) Call the railroad station to find out when 
trains leave for New York. 
(j) Call your father at his office and ask him to 
do an errand for your mother on his way home. 
s. Listen carefully to the next three strange voices 
you hear over a telephone. PUt down on paper what 
,! 
II 
I 
I 
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you think of the personalities behind them. Then, 
arrange to meet these people and see how accurate 
your impressions were. Report to the class. 
4. Rig up a telephone with batteries for use in class. 
Get one or two others to help, if you wish. 
Make a diagram of a baseball diamond. Label each 
position as if the game were conversation, instead of 
baseball. Beneath the diagram describe several plays 
made using the ''ball" of conversation. 
List twenty adjectives representing a colorful, 
effective vocabulary. Use each one to improve a 
' 
sentence, and write it down. Try to use these words 
in your conversation. 
Report on some article on conversation which has , 
appeared in a recent magazine or book. (SUggestions 
below:) 
{a) ''The Delightful Game of Conversation," 
Reader's Digest, December, 1947. 
{b) "Easy Lesson in Being Liked," The Rotarian, 
November, . 1943. 
{c) "The Art of Opening a Conversation,•• Reader's 
Digest, November, 1937. 
{d) "What Makes Good Conversation,.• House :Beautiful, 
December, 1947. 
I 
~ 
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I 
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{e) "Conversation Piece," Saturday Review~ 
Literature, February 19, 1949. 
{f) "Happy Art of C.onversation," Coronet, March, 1949. 
(g) "Are You Really a Good Listener?" Better Homes 
{j) "How Good Is Your Speech?• Woman's Home Co~ 
--
Ranion, ~anuary, 1935. 
(k) IDn! 1.2. Win Friends ~ Influence People, by 
.. 
Dale Carnegie, Simon and Schuster, Inc., New York, 
1936. Pages 73-128. 
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/ / ' . (.~'~' B. 1 Write an essay on 'How To :Be a :Bore 1n A Conversation." .::J.; 
9. Select five adults at random and ask them to name 
three qualities which they admire most in a good con-
ver~ationalist. Report to the class. 
I 
10. ,J Prepare a list of ten "Should' s" and ten "Should 
Not's," in conversation. 
I 
11. "',_>fake it a point to meet and converse with someone 
about whom you know very little. Report your experi-
ence and observations. Were -you able to make a good 
report? Did you observe the walk, dress, and habits 
-~--
of the person1 Why was he interesting or uninterest• 
ing? Did you have trouble listening to him? Did he 
.. 
~·\-··' 
listen to you? 
..c o:-"" ;--,• · 
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12. With another member of the class, reproduce an 1 
exasperating street conversation you have heard. J . .._:&_ ....... J~ .. ....... , i 
T.hen present it as it should have taken place. 
13• Get another member of the class to join you in 
dramatizing an imaginary conversation at one of the 
following places: 
(a) A perfume counter (e) A ten-cent store 
(b) A music store (f) A men's shop 
(e) A hat shop (g) A grocery store 
{d) A shoe-repair shop (h) A beauty shop 
14. Dramatize the difficulties involved in finding 
15. 
16. 
three empty seats together in a crowded theater. 
Show the inconsiderate and considerate ways of getting 
to those seats. 
/ 
._-
\ J. Write or visit your local telephone company and ~_..--- , . . · '-'t~ ,) ~ .:: '· ) 
ask them .for bulletins on good telephone usage. v--· 
~xhibit them. ) 
Bead to the class an interesting conversation 
that you have found in a short story, novel, or play. 
Ask the class for opinions of it. 
======================~~=-=-~-= 
17. Start a conversation outside of class, at home, 
or among your friends. Observe and write down how 
it progresses. Do others take it up at once~ Does 
one person monopolize the conversation~ If so, do 
others show any dislike? Does anyone contribute 
anything significant or interesting, or is it mere 
chatter~ 
18. Pair off with another member of the class and work 
out an interview. Rehearse it and present it to the 
class. 
/ 
19.~ Prepare a brief class talk on "A Speaker I Like, 
and Why." (A well-known radio personality would 
20. 
provide fine material.) 
~Prepare a talk on hew you spent this past sumner. 
Tell where you went, what you )learned, and about your 
interesting eXperiences. Let class members ask 
questions. 
21. Plan one of the following {consulting your teacher 
if necessary) and, a.s chairman, be responsible for 
all details: 
(a) A visit by the class to the local telephone 
office. 
{b) A class dinner-party in a restaura~t. 
(c) A class theater-party {play or film). 
(d) A class "coke-party" in a local drugstore. 
(e) An infor:rml party in your home (with your 
parents• approval). 
22. If possible, secure from the commercial department 
a recording of the right and wrong methods of conducting 
an interview. Play it to the class and ask for com-
pari sons. 
~-----
23. Present a blackboard demonstration of the mechanism 
of a telephone. 
·. _..-· 
24, '--~-Make a poster illustrating the class definition of 
25. 
conversation. 
,• 
~aw ~n illustrated poster of the ways to improve 
conversation. 
r' 
26. lJI Make a scrapbook illustrating various situations 
in which there is good or poor conversation. 
27. Interview a dancing teacher for the rules of proper 
conduct at a formal dance. Write up the interview 
and read it to the class. 
I 
28. !. Listen to the conversations of pupils in the high 
school. Make a list of "overworked" words, and sub-
stitute other words which are more colorful. 
29. !Jf..ake a study of what etiquette books have to say 
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about proper introductions. Report to the class. 
30. Invite your parents to visit school, acting as 
their host or hostess. Introduce them to your teachers 
and headmaster, and show them through the interesting 
parts of the school building. 
31. Write a short skit, demonstrating good or poor 
conversational techni.que--or both, if possible. Cast 
and produce it for the class. 
32. v-Write e. letter to a prominent businessman or 
professional person requestin~ an interview. 
33. ~ke a poster, showing right and wrong telephoning 
technique. 
(If there is some other project you would like to 
do, consult your teacher and get her approval.) 
VII. THE POOLING-OF-EXPERIENCE PHASE 
1. EXhibits. 
2. Demonstrations. 
~. Reports. 
VIII. THE ESTIMATION OF EDUCATIVE GROWTH 
Summary. Eefore the pooling-of-experience phase, 
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eo.ch pupil is asked to write a sUilli!Rry of what he has {''·'- ( :;J( 
, ... t_ f ' 
learned in this unit on conversation, including (1) gener.al I 
rules, (2) introductions, (3) telephone usage, a~- (4) inter-
views. 
Questionnaire. At the end of the unit, each pupil 
is asked to write answers to the following questions: 
(1) Do you like this method of study? Why? 
(2) What part of the work did you like most? Why? 
(3) What part did you like least? Why? 
(4) Did you find this type of work more difficult than 
other methods of study? Why? 
(5) In this type of work, do you think you learned more 
or less than in other methods of study? Why? 
(6) What suggestions for improvement could you make? 
Log. During the laboratory periods, the teacher 
keeps a record of the behavior, performance, attitude, and 
achievement of each pupil. Any marked improvement, or 
failure to imp+ove, is noted. The execution of the class 
activities suggested in the unit assignment provides 
evidence of the degree to which skills have been acquired. 
Informal Objective ~· At the end of the unit, 
the teacher administers an objective test, based upon the 
material involved in achieving the specific objectives and 
the indirect learning products. 
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IX. THE TEST FOR THE UNIT Ol'r CONVERSATION 
I. Choose the best ansvver in each of the foll01.ving 
situations. J?lace a check before the number of 
your choice . 
1. In communicEtting vli th others, we 
a. Write more often than we talk. 
b . Talk only when necessary • . 
c. Talk more than we write. 
d . Prefer to write out our messages . 
2. :111ost of our conversation 
a. Is of a social nature. 
b . Takes place at home • . 
c . Should be about the faults of others . 
d. Is of a business nature . 
3. A skillful conversationalist 
a . Talks about his ovm interests . 
b . Doesn ' t bother to l i s t en to others if he isn ' t 
int.ere sted. 
c. I~kes frequent grammatical errors . 
d . Uses good vocal technique. 
4 . One good reason for talking with others i s to 
a . Show hoii<J much you know. 
b . Get information. 
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c. Discuss the private affairs of people you know. 
d. Impress others vJith your tvitty remarks. 
5. The verb "converse " means 
a. " To associate with." 
b . "To lecture." 
c. "To talk rapidly." 
d. "To gossip." 
6. If you have a number of interesting things to say, 
a. Do most of the talking. 
b . Listen to what others have to say, too. 
c. Insist upon having your say first. 
d. Look bored until it 's your turn to t alk. 
'7 . In good social conversation, ()ne 
a. Talks about himself . 
b. Discusses unpleasant topics. 
c. "Talks shop. II 
d. Avoids argument . 
B. A colorful vocabulary 
a. J:fukes the use of slang necessary. 
b. Gives one the right to. do most of the talking. 
c. ¥akes conversation much more interes ting. 
d. Is used only by poe t s. 
9. An excellent way to se cure waterial for interesting 
convercation is by 
========*============= 
a. Avoiding people until you have .plenty to say. 
b. Prying into other people's personal affairs. 
c. Hanging around street corners. 
d. Reading good books, seeing good movies, and 
listening to good radio programs. 
10. Asking intelligent questions during a conversation 
a. Is a sign of ignorance. 
b. Is annoying to the one being questioned. 
c. Is an excellent way to keep the conversation going. 
d. Is a waste of time. 
11. A good conversationalist 
e.. Usee the pronoun 11 I 11 constantly. 
b. Has kee~ powers of observation. 
c. Answers all questions that are asked. 
d. Knows how to be the center of attention. 
12. When a guest in someone's home, you should 
a. Show interest in the doings of your host and 
his family. 
b. Talk about yourself constantly in order to amuse 
your hostess. 
c. Let the others do all the talking and keep quiet 
yourself. 
d. Tell all the jokes you have heard recently. 
13. The quality of conversation me.y be improved in most 
G3 
homes by 
a. Keeping the children quiet. 
b. Showing an attitude of kindness, patience, and in-
terest. 
c. Speaking only when it is absolutely necessary. 
d. Arguing with your brothers and sisters. 
14. One is apt to say the right thing at the right time 
if 
a. He belongs to the town's smart social set. 
b. He has "been around" and knows everybody. 
c. He is sure of what he wants for himself. 
d. He is always courteous and considerate. 
15. In making an introduction, 
a. A young girl should be presented to an elderly lady. 
b. A lady shoUld be presented to a man. 
c. A doctor should be presented to a boy. 
d. A school principal should be presented to a group 
of students. 
16. If you spill something at the table, 
a. Jump up and run for the mop. 
b. Tell your hostess over and over how sorry you are. 
c. Apologize quietly and sincerely, with few words. 
d. Pretend it wasn't your fault. 
I A 
0 '* 
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1?. In good conversation, slang is 
___ a. Never permissible. 
___ b. Used almost entirely. 
c. Permissible when more formal speech is less 
effective. 
d. Used only by uneducated persons. 
18. Loud, vulgar talk in public places 
a. Can quickly ruin your reputation. 
b. Shows that you are popular. 
c. Shows how witty you are. 
d. Is all right for boys and girls, but not for adults. 
19. When keeping an appointment for an interview, 
a. Arrive a little late to show that you aren't 
nervous. 
b. Get there half•an-hour early and ask to see the 
boss immediately. 
-~:c. Ask to postpone the interview until you feel 
braver. 
d. :Be on time. 
20. If the waiter doesn't come to your table promptly, 
a. Call out sharply to him. 
b. Wait quietly until he can give you his attention. 
c. Rap on the water glass until he notices you. 
d. Tell everyone how poor the service is. 
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II. Complete the following sentences by filling in 
the missing word or words. Write the word or words on 
the line. to the left of the sentences. 
------
1. A good conversationalist always has 
something .te 
------· 
------
. 2. In making introductions, the name of 
the person receiving most consideration 
is always given --------· 
3. One acknowledges an introduction by 
saying ---------· 
----------- 4. When a man and lady are introduced, the 
offers to shake hands first. 
5. A remark or question to begin conversation 
is known as a 
-----· 
---------· 6. Pleasant, light conversation is called 
--------· 
--------
7. Telephone calls fall into two groups, 
social and ----------• 
--------
a. An unpleasant telephone voice usually 
reflects the speaker' s ------• 
9. Eefore making a telephone call, you 
should look up the number in the _____ _..;._• 
_________ 10. It is your duty to practice 
speech in a democracy as well as free speech. 
__________ 11. The only way to deYelop ease and skill in 
conversation is by---------· 
( 
-=-== 
______ 12. In a home, the guests are introduced by 
the 
------· 
13. A good conversationalist knows how to 
------= 
"give and ------". 
______ .14. 'When making introductions, you should 
say the persons' names 
------· 
------
15. A good place to gain conversational 
ability is in your----------· 
III. Choose the best answer in each of the following 
situations. Place a check before the number of your 
choice. 
1. When introduced to a young man who has just come 
to your city to live, you should talk about 
a. The weather. 
b. His impressions of the city. 
e. The appearance of others present. 
d. Your hostess. 
e . Your hobby. 
2. When you answer a business call for someone who 
is out, 
a. Tell the caller where and when to reach the 
person to whom he wishes to speak. 
c. 
d. 
Ask the caller to state his business. 
Ask him to call later. 
Say the person he wants isn't in, and hang up. 
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e. Carry on a personal conversation with him. 
3. When you are in a group and know nothing about the 
-
subject under discussion, 
a. Pretend you know all about the subject. 
b. Listen carefully and politely. 
e. Ask questions about the subject . 
d. Try to change the subject. 
e. Excuse yourself, and leave the group. 
4. When introducing two people for the first time in 
a large gathering, 
a. }~ntion their names- and then leave them. 
b. Stay with them for a Short time, and talk about 
a subject in which you are interested. 
c. Begin a conversation on a subject which is of 
interest to both of them. 
d. Find them a place to sit, and then leave them. 
e. Engage one person in conversation about your 
occupation. 
5. In an interview, if you make a grammatical error 
in speaking, 
e.. 
-c. 
e. 
Apologize. 
Let it pass. 
Stop talking. 
Correct your error simply. 
Talk rapidly to cover up your error. 
6. If a newcomer to a group starts to discuss a 
subject which is distasteful to another member of 
the group, 
a. Try to change the subject graqefully. 
b. Say nothing. 
c. Stare at the offending person. 
d. Get him away from the group as soon as possible. 
e. Tell him openly that he is being offensive. 
7 . When you are talking with one friend, and an 
Qcquaintance whose name you have forgotten approaches, 
a . Ask him his name and introduce him. 
b. Pretend you do not see him. 
c. Smile and talk to him. 
d. Don't try to introduce him. 
e. Move e. way rapidly. 
8. When making a purchase at a store, 
a . Let the clerk know "who's boss." 
b . Ask courteously to see the merchandise. 
c. Insist upon having the head clerk wait on you. 
d. Rap on the counter to get the clerk's attention. 
e. Ask the clerk to show you everything she has in 
stock, and then leave abruptly. 
9 . When interviewing a businessman for a position, 
a. :Be as informl and "chatty" as possible . 
b. Walk around and look over his office . 
c. Chetv gum to show him you're not afraid of him. 
d. Answer his que s tions politely and clearly. 
e. Brag about your accomplis~~ents. 
10. When a guest is being enterta ined in your home, 
a. Let your parents entertain him. 
b. Sit in the next room and listen. 
c. Help your parents make the guest comfortable. 
d. Keep out of the way and don't bother them. 
e. Lead the conversation at every opportunity. 
11. vJhen in a crovlded theater, 
a. Talk as little as possible. 
b. Let those around you know how the picture ends. 
c . Ask others to move over so that you may have the 
seat on the aisle . 
d. Talk out loud only when you aren 't interested in 
what is on the screen. 
e. Try to get the attention of your friends four 
rows ahead of you. 
12. If your "date" is shy and not very talkative, 
a. Don't go out with him (or her) a,gain. 
b. "Kid" him (or her) about being shy. 
c. Act disgusted, and stop talking. 
d . Try to find a subject in which he (or she) is 
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interested. 
e. Ask him (or her) if he (or she) is mad at you. 
13. If your family insists that you be home by eleven, 
but the party isn't over, 
a. Call home and ask to stay. 
b. Say goodbye and leave. 
c. Complain about how strict your parents are. 
_ d. Wait until the last moment and then rush home. 
e. Take those at the party home with you. 
14. If you are called upon in class and suddenly forget 
what you were going- to say, 
a. Give up and sit down. 
b. Explain the situation. 
c. Bluff it through. 
d. Get assistance from a classmate. 
e. Giggle nervously. 
15. When answering the telephone, say 
a. "Who's speaking?" 
b. "What do you want?" 
c. "Who do you want to speak to?" 
d. "Yes?" 
e. "Dr. Smith's residence; this is Jane speaking." 
(See Appendix for Key to Test) 
CHAPTER III 
TEE UNIT ON AN EVALUATION 
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION 
I. TEE GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE UNIT 
The long-range goal of this plan is to help the 
pupil become a happier, better-adjusted member of society, 
now and in later years. Through this study, it is hoped 
that the pupil will gain a more mature concept of his 
responsibility as an active, discriminating listener in 
a democratic society. 
II. THE DELIMITATION OF THE UNIT 
1. The noun 11 radio" (shortened form of "radio-
telegraphy") comes from the Latin "radius," meaning 
"ray." It is the transmission and reception of 
signals by means of electric waves without a con-
necting wire. 
2. The noun "television" originates with the Greek 
"tela," meaning "far," and the Latin "visio," meaning 
"to see.'' Thus television is the transmission and 
reproduction of a view or scene by converting light 
rays into electrical waves and reconverting these into 
visible light rays. 
• 
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3. With over 50,000,000 radio and 10,000,000 TV 
receiving sets in the United States, radio and 
t elevision have become a tremendous social force, 
conditioning hundreds of millions of persons every-
where by what they see and hear. Since children spend 
more time listening to the radio than they spend in 
school, we must give such a powerful influence serious 
consideration. Its bad as well as its good points 
affect everyone. 
4. A worthwhile radio program does the following: 
{a) Has a worthy and definite purpose. 
(b) Eenefits its hearers as well as its producers. 
{c) Presents performers who possess genuine ability. 
(d) Keeps advertising down to a minimum and makes it 
attractive. 
(e) Presents both sides of an issue fairly. 
(f) Presents life as it really is. 
(g) Emphasizes superior speech technique. 
(h) Shows respect for the listener's intelligence. 
(i) Is well planned as to timing, perfor.mance, script, 
choice of words, and music . 
5. Most radio programs fall into the following 
categories: 
{a) Newscasts. 
(b) Sportscasts. 
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(c) Dramatizations. 
(d) Music programs (popular and classical). 
(e) Comedy shows. 
(f) Speeches (lectures and sermons). 
6. As a means to public service, newscasts are most 
important, with educational and informative talks by 
national leaders closely following. Sermons, concerts 
of classical music, and dramatizations of gres t plays 
greatly contribute to our spiritual and cultural well-
being. Sportscasts, mystery plays, popular music; and 
comedy shows are chiefly to entertain. All may be good; 
many are too often bad. 
7. Many well-known programs are guilty of the following 
faults, which -only listener criticism can correct: 
(a) Improbability of plot. 
(b) Poor characterization. 
(c) :Bad dialog. 
(d) Stale jokes. 
(e) Coarse humor. 
(f) Unpleasant voices. 
(g) Poor enunciation and grammar usage. 
(h) :Bad music, vocal or instrumental. 
(i) Imitation of other program£. 
a. A valuable program guio.e is complete and emphasizes 
the programs which meet high standards of production. 
A valid review is fair and unbiased, and is given by 
a qualified critic. Excellent program guides and 
reviews for both radio and television appear regularly 
in the ~ ~ Times, the ~ York Herald Tribune, 
the Christian Science Monitor, the Boston Herald, 
Variety, the ~ Yorker, Radio Guide, Newsweek, and 
other sources. By following them regularly, the 
listener chooses his programs with more discrimination, 
thereby improving his habits of listening and viewing. 
9. The Federal Communications Commission is a govern-
ment organization which regul~tes the use of radio · 
in the United States. American broadcasting presents 
a great variety of programs, has l71B.ny sponsors, and 
appeals to the general public. In contrast, the 
British radio is owned by the government, has no 
sponsors, and presents programs which are limited in 
scope and primarily educational in nature. 
10. The manner in which comnentators present news is 
vitally important in forming public opinion. A 
qualified, authoritative newscaster like Ed Murrow 
may be expected to be always clear, concise, and 
reasonably accurate. The listener will do well to 
beware of the commentator whose approach, in an 
attempt to be impressive, is emotional rather than 
) ... 15 q' 
factual. He is dangerous, for he often distorts the 
truth. 
11. During certain political speeches, newscasts, and 
commercials, the radio listener is sometimes given 
misinformation. When such speech is characterized by 
exaggerated statement, excessive emotionalism, and 
prejudiced remarks, the hearer may question the valid-
ity of the speaker's statements with good reason. 
12. Since the radio audience is affected only by what 
it hears, voice and speech composition are more impor-
tant than in any other form of public address. A flick 
of the wrist eliminates the unpleasant radio speaker 
regardless of how important his message may have been. 
13. An effective speaking voice for radio has the 
following qualities : 
(a) Sincerity and natura..lness. 
(b) War.mth and friendliness. 
(c) Resonance. 
(d) Low pitch (modulation). 
(e) A conversational tone. 
(f) Varied inflection. 
(g} Vitality and enthusiasm. 
14. Radio announcers must possess cultured and eXpres-
sive speech. They are skilled in (1) communicating 
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ideas, (2) communicating emotion, {3) projecting per-
sonality, {4) correct pr onunciation, and (5) voice 
control . 
15. Members of the radio audience do not affect each 
other as do those of other audiences. However, the 
studio audience exerts great influence over the radio 
audience by its onathe-scene reactions. 
16. Since broadcasting time limits are rigorous, the 
speaker's material must be concise and well organized. 
1 '7. The radio speaker must make his speech intimate and 
personal, make the listener feel as if he were on the 
scene, and read his script as if he were talking in-
formally and personally with each one of his hearers. 
18. Face-to-face with an audience, a speaker stimulates 
the members of the audience, they stimulate him, and 
t hey stimulate each other. However, the radio speaker, 
by means of his voice technique and personality alone, 
must endeavor to stimulate each individue.l first, 
hoping ultimately to reach many thousands. 
19. The opening sentences of a radio speaker must 
arrest attention by being challenging, humorous, con-
crete, or vibrant with human interest. Otherwise, the 
listener will tune in another station. 
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20. In radio programs, great care must be taken to 
avoid making any sound not intended for the ear of 
the audience. On the other hand, planned sound effects 
are essential to the success of many programs which 
depend on them for stimulating imagination and creating 
atmosphere. 
21. As a rule, successful radio speakers use a scrip·t, 
carefully prepared. They never "trust to luck." The 
sportscaster, covering an event on the scene, is a 
notable exception, and it calls for the greatest skill 
in extemporaneous speaking. It is his duty to give 
his hearers the sense of actually being present, to 
give necessary details and brief summaries, to avoid 
repetition, to inform of every significant development, 
and to stimulate visualization of events. 
22. A good radio script, prepared by the best radio 
speakers, is ~11 organized and easy to understand. 
It embodies all the chara>cteristics of good oral 
language, i. e.; familiar words, simplicity, colorful 
words and phrases to stimulate imagination, variation 
in length and kind of sentence, repetition, use of 
first and second personal pronouns, euphony, and con-
ciseness. He avoids excessive use of stories, bellig-
erence, and smugness. He is careful not to Shout, and 
does not present too many ideas in a short time . 
23. Informational radio speaking is often done by men 
or women selected for competence in subject matter 
rather than skill as speakers. Consequently, radio 
lectures are of extremely uneven quality. Too o~ten 
they are uninteresting, and fail to reach potential 
audiences because they are pedantic and lifeless. 
24. Sermons prepared specifically for the air are muCh 
more effective because of their personal, conversa-
tional quality than those prepared primarily for j 
church congregations. I 
25. People remember more o:f what is told to them in li 
dialog form than that presented in lecture form. 
Drama stimulates the imagination to the point of 
reality. over the air, one sees objects and people 
only with the eye of imagination. The audience must 
visualize the setting, the action, and the characters. -
Therefore, voices must be -dramatic and carefully dif-· 
ferentiated . The ear easily detects unnaturalness and 
insincerity. 
26. Any good music program, . whether. popula! or class-
ical, -presents instrumental and _vocal performance of 
high quality • . The program shows careful rehearsing 
and training, with great care given to tone quality, 
pitch accuracy, and technique. jl 
ll 
il 
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27. The good comedian is a master at timing his remarks 
to the audience response. He -tells jokes that are 
really funny but not suggestive, and avoids embarras~­
ing any particular individual, religious sect, or racial 
group. 
28. The essential difference between xadio and television 
is that TV contains the ingredient of sight as well as 
sound. This means that eve ry movement and gesture must-
be a planned, contributing factor to the show's entire~y. 
In fact, every TV show is in reality a miniature movie, 
and its producer is burdened with similar responsibili-
ties. 
29 . The educational potentiality of television is almost 
limitless. Its possibilities are even more far-reaching 
than radio, for it is a well-known fact that people 
learn by seeing and hearing together much faster than 
by hearing alone. Many colleges and progressive high 
schools are already using TV for instruction in such 
subjects as science, medicine, chemistry, and domestic 
arts. It is particularly valuable wherever a demon .... 
stration is necessary and over-crowded conditions exist. 
However, most schools are still hampered by the tremen-
dous cost of telecasting. 
30. Broadcasting companies have an increasing tendency 
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to present a variety of excellent programs on Saturday 
and Sunday for boys and girls who do most of their 
listening then. Such programs are "Mind Your Manners," 
"No School Today," and "Archie Andrews. 11 
31. Hearing is passive ; listening is active• Listening 
attentively calls for concentration and undivided 
attention. It results in discrimination and mental 
comments by the hearer upon what he hears. 
32 . Active listening is also assimilative. we record 
mentally the main points of what we hear and make them 
a part of our thinking. Therefore we should not accept 
what we hear indiscriminately, but should weigh and 
judge carefully. 
33. Radio may be used effectively for either good or 
bad propaganda. Unless we learn to listen critically 
and thoughtfully, we are in possible danger of being 
influenced by subversive factions of evil intent. 
Active, rather than passive, listening is one of our 
best guarantees for freedom of thought and wisdom of 
action in a democracy. 
I II. THE PROBA.l3LE INDIRECT 
AND INCIDENTAL LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. The habit of listening intelligently. 
~-
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2. The habit of thinking cri tica,lly. 
3. An appreciation for the facilities of radio and TV 
a,s a mea ns of educa,tion and entertEdnment. 
4. An appreciation of the finer type of programs. 
5. A sense of pleasurable sa tisfaction in 'vorking with 
others to present a worthwhile creative activity. 
6 . An awareness of the degree to which radio may be 
used as a mass medium for both good and bad propaganda. 
7 . A sense of responsibility, as a patriotic duty, for 
improving the quality of radio programs through in-
telligent, constrv_ctive listening. 
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English Journal, 38:44?-53, October, 1949. 
Anderson, . Borghild F., "Are Good Radio Listeners Made?" 
Engli.§h ~ourna.l, 38:391-4, September, 1949. 
Anderson, H. A., "Efforts To Harness the New Media," 
School Review, 58:315-17, September, 1950. 
:Beecher, E. M., "TV, Your Children, and Your Grandchildren," 
Consumer Rep9r~, 15:231-2, May, 1950. 
Bradbury, B., "Is Television Mama,' s Friend or Foe?" 
Housek~eping, 131:58, November, 1950. 
Good 
-
Dunn , Anita, "Experimental Teaching in Ra.dio-Listening," 
English Journal, 38:194-?, April, 1949. 
Eaton, Q., "Radio and Television, 11 JYiusical Arne rica, '71 :25, 
April 1, 1951. -
Frank, J., "Is Television Good or Bad :for Children?" 
Woma .. n 1 s ~ Companion, ?? : ?0-1, November, 1950. 
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"Freedom's Bell Rings 'Round the World, 11 Town Hall Semina:r, 
National Education Association Journal, 38:423, Septem-
ber, 1949. 
Gilburt, s. G., "Selected :Bibliography on Radio and Tele-
vision for Teachers," English Journal, 38:295-7, May, 
1949 . 
Gruber, F. c., "OUt-of-School Radio-Listening Habits of 
High School Students," English ![Qurnal, 39:325-7, .rune, 
1950. 
Gunn, M •. Agnella, ''Speech _ in the English Program," ~lementary 
Engl1~, 26:399-403, November, 1949. · _ 
Kandel, I. L., "Televi sion Stoops To Conquer," School and 
~iety, 72:363, December 2, . 1950. ---
Kenney, H. c., "Children Are Watching-" Christian Science 
Monitor Magazine, P • 4-5, April 9, 1949 . 
Larrabee, Carl ton H., Radio, A Public Servant, 11 English 
Journal, 38:92-4, February, 1949. 
McDonald, J., 11\Vhat' s Wrong with Your Radio Scripts, 11 
\ifri ter, 62:53-4, February, 1949 . 
McGra th, E. J., "Safeguarding Television Channels for Educa-
tion," School Life, 33:51, January, 1951. 
Novokovsky, G., "Radio and Language Arts, 11 Education, 70:255-9 
December, 1949. 
Palmer, c. N., "Captive Audiences," Consu~ Reports, 15:238, 
June, 1950. 
Parry, J., "Student :Broadcasts," Engl~ Journal, 38:585-6, 
December, 1949. 
Robinson, Karl J., and s. T. Donner , "Suggested Units in 
Radio for the Secondary School," Quarterl~ Journal of 
Speech, 33:225-8, April, 1947. 
Saunders, Katherine, 11 Among ourse 1 ve s, " English Journal, 
38 :33-7, January, 1949. 
Shayon, R. L., "Pied Piper of Video," Saturday Review of 
Literature, 33:9-11, November 25, '1956. · -
"Speak Now, or Forever ••• ," National Education Associatton 
Journal, 39:618, November, 1950. 
Tallman, IIi . L., " Te&.ching Discl~iminating Radio Listening , " 
English Journa l, 37:8, October, 1948 . 
Taylor , T. , "Finding a Pla ce for Education on TV, 11 Ne,H York 
Times l,'T.aga~, :p. 9, January 28, 1951. 
11 Televersity, 11 Ti~, 56:44, August 21, 1950 . 
"Three R's a nd TV," 1Te\vsweek, 36 :90, December 11, 1950. 
11 TV Channels for Schools, 11 ~le .  sti c, 5:11, December 6, 1950 . 
"TV: Enemy of Education?" Schola stic, 57:20-1, Sentember 20, 
1950. - - -" 
"TV for Teachers ," Tim~, 56:40, December 4, 1950 . 
"We Use TV, 11 National Education Association Journal, 39:629, 
November,l95o:-- ----
11
'\tJhat Shall \ve Do About 'l1elevis i on? " Parents• I'1agazin!3, 
25:36-7, December, 1950. 
vlillett, L. , "Television, :Bo on or Bane?" Scholasti_£, 55:21, 
November 1, 1950. 
\volfe, B . A. , "Miss Lacey a nd the Loudspeaker, 11 E£gl ish 
J"ourn§l_, 39:208-13, April, 1950. - -
(Also, s ee list of a rticles under "Optional-Related 
Activitie s, 11 number thirty-six. This list is primarily 
for pupi l refere nce, although it will be interesting a nd 
informa tive for the tea cher. The :fa ct that titles are 
given first, a nd &re not in alphe .. bet ica. l order , i s inten-
tional . The \·Jriter believes t ha t listing of entries in 
biographical form vJould tend to appe a r forr(l.al and mon-
otonous to the pupil .) 
C. Fill1S 
The follmving sound films were produced by t he Bell 
Telenhone Company. They are av<:dlable, free of charge , from 
the University of Has sachusetts Extension Service, Amherst , 
l1assachusetts . Numbers one and two a re a lso avail able, fre e 
of cha rge, from the Office of Radio-Audio-Visual Aids , Divi-
sion of University Extension , State Department of Education , 
200 :Hev·Jbury Street , Bost on 16, :Iviassachusetts: 
1. 11 Rehearsal. 11 
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2. " The Telephone Hour. " 
3 . "Stepping Along with Television." 
V. TEE UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
Introductory Activity for~ Tea cher. (It is 
suggested that the teacher try the f ollowing introductory 
procedure : ) 
A. When a ll the pupils have arrived , submit the mimeo-
graphed check-list (see Appendix) on student habits 
in listening to radio and viewing television. Stress 
that it is not a test and that answers will not in-
fluence grades . Request pupils to answer the questions 
honestly and carefully. Tell them that it is the first 
step in having a lot of fun for the next two or three 
weeks , doing something they all like . 
E. When the check- list has been completed, introduce 
the unit with the following questions : 
1 . How many hours a day do you listen to the 
radio? One? Five? Perhaps more ? How much 
time do you spend watching television? 
2. What do you like to listen to best ? To watch? 
Tell us what you really like , not what you think 
you ought to like ! 
3 . Into what big groups would you put most radio 
and TV programs? PUt the headings on the board, 
===1!,=======--=--=-'========~F======--1 
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4. 
\vith room 1)enea th for listing. 
'ltihat make s a good newsca st? 
Radio drama ? JYiusic :program? 
evision show? 
Sports co~nentary? 
Comedy show? Tel -
5. Let's divide into six conmlittees, representing 
the six types of programs i:le have listed . We a re 
going to learn some interesting things about these 
programs you like so muchl On which coil~ittee 
would you like to be? (Try to arrange for an 
equal number of persons working on each comrnittee . 
AllO\rJ the pupil with a number of interests to 
volunteer for several committees, placing him where 
he can best balance the number in a group . ) 
STTJIJY Alill ACTIVITY GUIDE 
Read this "Study and Activity Guide 11 carefully. All 
written work should be neatly done and l<:ept in the ra.dio 
and television section of your English notebook. Be sure 
you knovJ the meaning of all i•Jol~ds. 
1. ·where do vJe get the i<lord 11 r adio"? The word 11 tele-
vision11? r .ook up the orig in of these ti:Io words, and 
vlri te a short :pa rEgraph telling i.vha.t you find about 
ea.ch. 
2. Join one of the con1mi ttees \vho a re going to judge 
radio and TV programs . Listen, either by yourself or 
with other members of your committee, to as many differ• 
ent programs in your field of study as possible. With 
the other members of your committee, decide which pro-
grams are most worthwhile, and why. List your first 
five choices and the reasons for choosi~g them. Be 
prepared to help your connnittee lead a class discussion 
of how to select a worthwhile program in your area of 
study. 
3. Choose a radio program about which you can answer the 
following questions: (Be sure to give the name of the 
program.) 
(a.) What is the purpose of the program? (To enter-
tain, instruct, build good will, inspire, sell a 
product, arouse syml;)athy, or what?) 
(b.) vfuo benefits from the program? How? 
(c.) Do the performers have real ability? 
(d.) If there is an issue at stake, are both sides of 
the questiol1 presented f a irly? 
(e.) Is advertising kept down to a minimum? Is it 
well done? 
(f.) Does the program present life as it really is? 
(g.) Is the speaking clear and pleasant? 
(h .) Does the program respect the listener's intelli-
gence? 
(i .) Is the program well planned as to timing, per-
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formance, script, choice of words, and music~ 
4. Rank the general types of radio programs in the 
order of interest to you. Next, arrange them in their 
order as a means to public service. 
5. Write a review of some recent program which you 
especially like or dislike. If you ca.n prepare one 
which is good enough for publication, we will ask the 
local paper, as well as the school paper, to print it . 
6 . What well-known broadcasts contain such faults as 
improbability of plot, poor c~~racterization, bad 
dialog, stele jokes, coarse humor, unplease.nt voices, 
poor enunciation, "tinny" music , poor singing, and 
the like? 
7. What are the essentials of a good guide to radio 
and TV programs~ Of a good review~ vfuat newspapers and 
magazines provide the most reliable program guides~ The 
most accurate reviews~ How can they help you inprove 
your listening and viewing habits? 
B. What programs do you recommend for daytime listening 
or -viewing on Saturday and Sunday, when you can be home 
to enjoy them? :tvrake a schedule. 
9 . Listen to the news by one of the well ... known commenta-
tors . 'Be prepared to enter into a class discussion of 
the latest news based upon what you have heard. 
10 . 'Why are news co:rmnenta tors vi tally important in 
the forming of public opinion? How can we decide 
whether or not we may expect their observations to 
be reasonably accurate? How do they differ in their 
approach to the radio listener-; Compare the best-
kno\tm commentators. Whom do you consider most reliable 
in the field? Why? 
11 . How much does speech quality affect the radio 
listener? List the qualities of a pleasant speaking 
voice . Choose a well-known radio announcer or com-
mentator and check each quality he possesses . List 
ten adjectives de scribing how you think your voice 
sounds to other people . 
12. 'Why must a radio speaker be even more effective 
in his speech than a platform orator? Does he have any 
advantages ? What advantages does the listener have in 
hearing a radio speaker? 
13. In what radio programs do you have the right to 
expect excellent speech technique and language usage? 
In what programs are these qualities not to be ex-
pected '? Why? 
14 . In one day of radio-listening, see how many gram-
. '·t 
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matical errors you can detect. List them, give the 
correct form, and indicate on what program the error 
was made . Was the error unintentional, or was it used 
to portray a character? 
15. In what ways could radio be used for either good 
or bad propaganda purposes? List five of each. 
16. Under what circumstances does the radio listener 
sometimes receive misinfoi"lDe.tion? How ce.n you tell? 
l3e prepared to participate in a class discussion of 
how one can learn to discriminate between accurate 
and inaccurate broe.dca.sting. 
1?. 'What is the "F. C. C."? What are its povTers? How 
does American broadcasting differ from British broad-
casting? List the advantages and disadvantages of both. 
18. Hovi would you rate the kinds of advert ising you 
hear over the radio and TV? Which sponsors use novel 
and clever techniques in their advertising? What types 
are objectionable? Why is advertising necessary? 
19. \ihy are Red Barber and Mel Allen experts in the 
field of sportscasting? What other sports commentators 
do you admire? Why? \mat special demands are made of 
them? List the advantages and disadvantages of listening 
to ge.mes on the air. 
I 
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20. How do radio and television bring the great 
classics to their audiences? List five famous books 
that you can recall being dramatized over the radio 
or TV. Which did you like most? v1hy? 
21. What is the difference between a radio and a stage 
:play? A radio and a. television :play? What suggestions 
can you make for improving the quality of radio drama? 
What are 11 soa.:p-o:pe ras"? Discuss the reasons for their 
\vide spread · appeal. What are their weaknesses? How 
valuable are they on the radio schedule? 
22. vJha.t are "transcriptions "? 'What is their advantage? 
Disadvantage'( What bad and good effects do they have 
upon music? How much do 11 disc-jockeys " e,nd their :pro-
grams contri bu_te to radio? 
23. List the five music :programs of the week which, in 
your opinion, come nearest to meeting the standards of 
good music . They may consist of either :popular or 
classical music, or both. However, give specific 
r easons for your selections. vJha t station, owned by 
the !ew ~Times, presents top-quality music through-
out the day? 
24 . \\Thy does music ocCUJ;>Y such a large proportion of 
broadcasting time? How is it used to improve dramatic 
effects in :plays and narrations'( How else is it used, 
9 . 
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other than in concert for.m1 
25. vfuat advantage does listening to music over the 
air have ove r attending a concert in person? \1hat 
disadvantages? How do these apply to opera? 
26 . Review the essentials of a good music program which 
we enumerated the day we began t his unit. Listen, 
with the rest of the class, to Robert E. Smith 's 
11 Theate r of Melody" program of recorded music which 
is broadcast 1' rom \vTIC in Hartford every weekda y morn-
ing from nine to nine-thirty. (This will be heard in 
class time.) it/ri te your impressions of the program. 
\ifhich selections did you most enjoy? WbB>t do you 
think of Mr. Smith as a commenta tor? What other regu-
l ar program does he present? List the qualifications 
of a good music program met by this radio show. 
27 . What is the difference between cheap comedy and 
good comedy on the air? How important is the "gag-
writer"'? v1hy must the good comedian be a master at 
ad-libbing? What comedy shows would you list as being 
really funny? \1hich are suitable for the whole family? 
28 . \ifhich religious programs do you consider most in-
spiring? vlhy? If the speakers are difficult for you 
t o understand, ask your parents which ones they prefer 
and why. \Vha t good religious dramas are presented 
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regularly? List at least one sponsored by each of the 
Protestant , Catholic , and J ewish faiths . If music is 
a part of the program, how well does it measure up to 
the standards we have established? 
29 . wnat value do "quiz" shows have? What weaknesses? 
vlhat programs in this category would you consider 
worth while ? vlhy? 
30 . What programs help us learn correct social behavior? 
How can listening to these programs be of great ad-
vantage to y ou , and fun as well? 
31 . What children ' s programs do your little sisters 
or brothers prefer? What programs do you think woUld 
be best for them to hear? Why? How can you help 
them to listen to suitable programs without disap-
pointing or upsetting them? (Enlist the help of y our 
parents in this activity. They will appreciate your 
interest and suggestions.) 
32. What is the essential difference bet-v;een a radio 
and a TV program? v!hat added responsibilities does 
this put on the producer and performers in a TV show? 
On the other hand , what great advantages does tele-
vision have , especially for its audience? 
33. How might television be of more educational use in 
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the future? vmere is TV already being used education• 
ally? How might it bring school, home, and community 
more closely together--even more so than radio has 
done? What are the difficulties being experienced by 
television at present? 
34. For one week list the interesting and useful facts 
that you learn from radio or television. What ones 
help you in your school subjects? How? 
35 . Many programs closely resemble others. \1/ha t pro-
grams offer novel ideas? In \vhat \vays are they com-
pletely different? How is the program improved by 
this unique feature? 
3() . What would you consider desirable "radio manners" 
for the listener? Undesirable "radio manners"? How 
does the way you listen affect your discriminating 
ability and appreciation? 
3? . What is a "Hooper Rating"? Vl.b.y have some radio 
programs remained favorites for many years? Name the 
five oldest programs on the air today. Why are they 
still popular? Which of the newer programs on the air 
do you think will stand the test of time? vlhy? 
38. Work out a plan for tuning in the radio or TV set 
in your home which will suit the tastes of all members 
I 
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of the family. Make a chart or schedule of y our results . 
(Why not get a l l the members of your family together 
to help you ? ) 
39 . How do radio and television supply us with informa.-
tion about other parts of the world in which we live? 
What programs might be of val ue in the study of geo• 
graphy, current events, civics , international relations , 
folk customs , health a nd hygiene , science , music , 
domestic arts , etc . ? 
40 . Make a list of today' s ten most noted radio and TV 
personalities . After each name , state in one sentence 
what outstanding quality for attracting the public is 
possessed by each. 
41 . Make a list of new words you have added to your 
vocabulary while doing these activities on radio and 
television. Be sure that you can spell them correctly. 
42 . Write a letter from your committee to a broadcasting 
company, thanking the sponsors for presenting a program 
which the committee rated as being of excellent quality. 
If you thought another program particularly poor, you 
may mention that also , with suggestions for improve-
ment . Be sure your criticism is the result of careful 
thought . Ee courteous and fair . Make your letter 
really constructive . 
I 
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43. How would you like to give a radio show, providing 
your own producer , talent scouts, technicians, pro-
gram arranger, announcer, and performers? If so, we 
shall discuss plans in class. l-1eanwhile, be thinking 
about the following que stions: 
(a) What kind of show shall we present? 
(b) How long ought the progre,m to be? 
(c) How shall we select the most competent announcer 
and program director? 
(d) What talent is available in the class for a 
possible variety show? Why should, or should we 
11ot, bring in outside talent from other classes? 
{e) How many items shall we have on the show? 
{f) How long should each item be? 
(g) vfhat class members will make the most capable 
program committee? Sound effects committee? Re-
hearsal committee ? Script committee ? 
(h) vfhat other committees will we need? 
(i) Where and when shall we give the · show? 
{j) Why should, or should we not, invite parents and 
other classes to attend t he show? 
(k) When and where can rehearsals be scheduled? 
(1) How shall we set up a broadcasting studio for 
our show? 
(m) How can we be sure that everyone in the class has 
an important part in this radio program? 
II 
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(n) How can we be sure that every single person 
participating in our show will accept the respon-
sibility for doing his assigned work as well as 
he can? 
(o) \1hen our show has been presented, how shall we 
decide whether it has met the requirements of a 
worthy re.dio program? (Could we find someone to 
record the program for us? If so, it could be play-
ed back to the class and we could eva.luate the 
resultsl) 
(p) What other points must we consider? 
VI. THE OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
1. Prepare a paper, or give a class talk, on one of 
the following topics: 
(a) Television As a Teacher. 
(b) How Radio Has Spread Atrerican Culture. 
( c} Ho,.., Radio Programs Might :Be Improved. 
(d) When Radio Tries To Make Up Your I-Iind! 
(e) The Birth of Radio and How It Has Grown. 
(f) The Problems of Giving a Good TV Show. 
(g) The Effect of Advertising on the ~uality of 
Radio Programs. 
(h) Vfuat Fl! Has Done for Radio. 
(i) Be.dio Hinders and Helps the Music Teacher. 
j 
(j) The Smoothest Sho\v on the Air. 
(k) I Want To Make Radio My Career. 
(1) The "Soft Soap" in Soap-Operas. 
(m) Telev ision Threatens Radio. 
(n) My Favorite TV Show. 
( o) The "Do ' s " and "Don ' ts '' of Radio Announcing. 
(p) Television Could Stand Improvement % 
2. Make a radio or TV scrapbook 1trhich will contain 
3 . 
pictures, clippings, sketches , gre.1Jhs, charts , maps , 
diagrams, etc. about programs you have found to be 
interesting and worth while . 
Prepare a radio and TV guide which will include the 
best programs in all e.reas for a week. (Be sure to 
give the hour, station, and channel number .) 
4 . Give a class demonstration on how the redio operates, 
using the board f or diagrams if you vlish. 
5 . Read a book suggested or reviewed by a speaker on 
the air. Write a review of your own, judging it as 
carefully and fairly as possible. 
6 . Secure a radio script from a local station. EY..e.mine 
it carefully and list the ways in which it resembles 
the script of a play. How does it differ? 
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mage.zine or in the radio and TV section of any reli .. 
able newspaper. \vri te a. revievJ of the article, or if 
you prefer , give an oral review fer the class . 
8 . }lf ..a.ke a list of terms and expressions used in radio 
work. Explain each and tell how it is used. \Vhy are 
such expressions not considered mere slang? 
9 . Keep a radio or TV diary for two weeks. Tell what 
10 . 
programs you listened to or watched, and give your 
impressions of them. 
Write a 11 fcm 11 letter to a radio or television star, 
i~ which you give intelligent reasons for liking him 
and his program. Avoid being too sentimental , and 
don ' t "gush." 
11. Invite one of the teachers i n the science department 
to give a talk to the class on television and ho\ol it 
works . 
12. }lf...a.ke a puppet (or more if you wish) of a well-known 
radj.o or TV personality. Perhaps you would like to 
give a puppet-show for the c lass when you have finish-
ed your project . 
13. Construct a model of a radio orchestra.. It might 
be Fred Waring ' s , or the NBC Symphony. or, you may 
make a poster, picture, or diagram if you prefer. 
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14. Find out, by interviewing an expert in the field 
of radio , what is being done to use the radio for 
in-school listening. How is . it being used as an 
educational benefit outside the school? Report to 
the class . 
15 . Listen to a Saturday afternoon broadcast of the 
Metropolitan Opera . Write down your impression of · 
the artists and the quality of their singing. \Vhat 
did you think of the orchestra.? Include a paragraph 
explaining why Milton Cross deserves his reputation 
of being a top music corr~entator. 
16. Arrange with the manager of a local stat i on for 
the class to make a conducted tour of the studios . 
Ask class members to observe what they see carefully 
and to ask intelligent questions of the guide . A 
class discussion will follo'\11, describing what hc.s 
been seen and learned. 
17 . Make a "Who ' s 'Who in Radio" scrapbook {or a 
bulletin board display) including pictures and clip-
pings of artists, a.nnouncers, speakers, script-writers, 
sound-effects men, and all those necessary to the 
production of a radio show. 
18. Make a poster, or draw a series of cartoons , 
illustra.ting the weak a.nd strong points of certain 
I 
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radio programs or TV shows. 
19. Write a paragraph, carefully analyzing the singing 
or speaking voice of a nationally-known radio or TV 
personality. 
20 . Plan a television party at your home. Select in 
21. 
advance good shows for viewing, and be certain that 
your parents are willing to allow you to act as host 
to the class. Other students may help you arrange 
the party if you need assistance. 
Ask a radio announcer (or other radio expert) who 
lives near you to speak to the class on a topic you 
have selected carefully. :Be sure the subject will be 
of interest and value to the class . 
22. Make a model radio set and demonstrate ho\or it works 
to the class. Explain the importance of each major 
part. 
23. Invite the school music supervisor to speak to the 
class on what radio does to develop a greater appre-
ciat i on of good music . 
24. Write to one of the big broadcasting companies, 
requesting free study guides, program outlines, per-
sonality sketches, and published radio scripts for 
class use. ,~ 
---... _._ 
25 . Arrange an interview with a radio announcer. Ask 
him to tell you the most important "Do ' s and Don'ts'' 
in radio technique. Tell the class what they are, 
and why they make the difference between a good and 
a poor show. 
26. Try to find out how an experienced sound-eff.ects 
man makes the various sounds necessary for realisti c 
radio plays. Tell the clas s about these special 
effects and demonstrate how they are produced. 
27. Plan a debate with several others on the topic, 
"Give-Away Programs Are Good Entertainment, 11 and 
present sound arguments for both sides before the 
class. 
28. Bring a small, portable radio t o class. As you 
tune to various stations, lead a brief class dis-
cussion of the quality of each program heard. 
29 . Volunteer to bring in, and post daily on the 
bulletin board, radio and television programs from 
newspapers and magazines . 
30 . Arrange with your teacher to secure and show to 
the class one of the follO"\\oling films produced by the 
Bell Telephone Company: 
(a) "Rehearsal ." 
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(b) "The Telephone Hour." 
(c) "Stepping Along with Television." 
31 . Invite a "ham" radio operator to tell the class 
about his hobby. (Perhaps he would let the class 
members visit his studio and do some actual broad-
casting!) 
32. Volunteer to secure books, magazines, and pamphlets 
on radio and television from the school and public 
libraries. Place them about the classroom, within 
easy reach of class members . 
Report to the school and town newspapers on our 
class activities during the study of this unit. 
(Here ' s an excellent opportunity to publicize your 
variety show also %) 
34 . Write to Station WQ,XR, Ne\v York City, for its 
program booklet on the finest in radio music and drama. 
35. Write to the Wisconsin As sociation for Better 
Radio-Listening, 423 North Pinckney Street, Madison, 
Wisconsin, for their pamphlets entitled "Let's Learn 
to Listen," and "Radio Listening." (There is a small 
charge of 23 cents for the first, and 35 cents for the 
second, pamphlet listed. 
36 . Read any of the magazine articles listed below 
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which particularly interests you. Write a review, 
or give a class talk, on the article . Show how it 
is related to the study of this unit on radio and 
television. (If you have time, read more than one.) 
"Radio Forum Helps Solve Community Problems," by Alma 
F. Eshenfelder, in American City, May, 1949 . 
"Background Music for Radio Drama, 11 by Boris Kremenliev, 
in The Hollywood Quartertz, Fall Issue, 1949 . 
"'What Will Television Do for Music?" in Etude, June , 
1949. 
"WQ,XR, Radio's \'/onder Station," by R. Heylbut, in 
Etude, July, 1950. 
11 Melody JYiust :Be Perfect, n by E. Cross, in Collier' s , 
July 1, 1950. 
"How Do You Want Your Music on the Radio?" by R. 
Williams, in House Beautiful, April, 1950. 
11A-Plus to the Halls of Ivy," in Scholastic, M.ay 3, 1950. 
"Red :Barber at Bat, 11 in Newswe~, 1-Ia.rch 13, 1950. 
"Dear Sir, You Cur," by J. Crosby, in Collier's, Decem-
ber 10, 1949. 
"Right to an Una.nn·oyed Journe y, 11 by A. s. Bard, in 
American City, February, 1950. 
"'What 's the Secret of King Arthur Godfrey?" by c. 
Hughes, in Coronet, December, 1949 . 
"Some Radio Programs for Good Listening," in School 
Life, November, 1949 . 
"Swipes and Gripes," in News\veek_, December 19, 1949. 
"How To Listen to Good Music \Vhen You Get It for 
Nothing," by D. Ewen, in House Beautiful, August, 
1949 . 
"Good Listening: Programs Recommended by Federal 
Radio Education Committee," in Scholastic, April 6, 
1949 . 
"The McGees of "itlistful Vist~," by R. M. Yoder, in 
Saturday Evening Post , April 9 and 16 , 1949. 
"Radio's Most Embarrassing Moments ," by :r. Bryan, III , 
in ~aturday Evenins Post, April 23, 1949 . 
"Goodbye , Giveaways, " in Llli, September 5 , 1949 . 
"Ho\v Comrrercial Should Radio Be?" in Scholastic , 
October 6, 1947 . 
"Backstage- at the Give-Aways, 11 by :r. Beatty, in The 
American, July, 1949 . 
"The Advertising Value of Classical Music, 11 by vl. 
Mead, in Etude, September, 1948 . 
" Is Radio Operating in the PUblic Interest?" (Broad· 
cast of "America ' s Town Meeting of the Air"), in 
Education, May, 1947. 
" It ' s De 1 i c i ous, rum! Y'Uml 'Y'Uml " in A tlan tic , Decem-
ber, 1947. 
"Radio Chatter, II in rvrusician, :ranuary, 1948 . 
"Lend Me Your Ears 1 How Would You \vri te Radio 
Dialogue?" in Scholastic , October 13, 1947 . 
"Radio, A Voice of Democracy," in Scholastic, October 
13, 1947. 
"Radio, Entertainment for Millions ," in Scholastic, 
October 20 , 1947 . 
"Radio's Handiest l-Jan , 11 by c. itloodbury, in The 
American, January, 1948. 
"Stuffed-Shirt Presentation of I:--1usic, 11 by G. Marek, in 
~ ~ousekeeping, 14ay, 1948. 
"You Can't Say That on the Airl " by :r. Lear, in Sat-
~day Evening~' July 12, 1947. ----
(If there is some other proj ect you would like to do, 
consul t your teacher and get her approval.) 
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VII . THE FOOLING- OF-EXPERIENCE PHASE 
1 . Exhibits . 
2 . Demonstrations . 
3 . Reports . 
VIII. THE ESTIMATION OF EDUCATIVE GR~lTH 
Summary. Be:fore the pooling-9f -experience phase , 
each pupil is asked to write a sumn:ary of what he has 
learned in this unit on an evaluation of radio and tele-
vision, including (1) the importance of listening acui ty 
and discriminati on , (2) how to evaluate radio and television 
programs , (3) how radio may be used as a mass medium f or 
both good and bad propaganda, and {4) the techniques 
necessary for presenting a r adio show. 
~estionnaire . At the end of the unit, each pupil 
is asked to write answers to the following questions: 
( 1) Do you like this method of, study'? Why'? 
(2) What part of the work did you like most? \v.ny? 
(3) VJhat part did you like least? Why? 
(4) Did you find this type of work more difficult 
than other methods of study? \Vhy? 
( 5) I n this t ype :of work, o.o you think you learned 
more or less than in other methods of study? Why? 
(6) If \<le did a similar type of work again, what 
- --·-
suggestions for improvement could you ma.ke ? 
Log. During the laboratory periods, the teacher 
keeps a record of the behavior, performance, attitude, and 
achievement of each pupil. .Any marked improvement, or 
failure to improve, is noted. The execution of the class 
activities suggested in the unit assignment provide s evi -
dence of the degree to \>Jhich skills have been acquired. 
Info~ Objective Test . At the end of the unit, 
the teacher administers an objective test, based upon the 
material involved in achieving the specific objectives and 
the indirect learning products. 
IX. THE TEST FOR THE UNIT 
ON AN EVALUATION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION 
I. Complete . the f ollowing sentences by filling in the 
missing word or \lrords . Write the word or words on the 
line to the left of the sentences. 
1 . The average child spends more time 
listening to the 
---------- than he spends 
in school . 
---------- 2. One may hear the radio and still not be 
intelligently. 
Radio script is written for the 
-----' 
not the eye . 
========~================~-=-=·=-==================~-=~~====================~========= 
4 . vfuen broadcasting, an announcer speaks 
into a • 
-----
5. "Radio" comes f rom the Latin word 
-----
, meaning " ray. " 
------ 6 . A good radio program benefits its 
7 . 
as well as its producers. 
Poor plot and bad dialog are fre quently 
found in sentimental day-time dramas called 
II II 
------· 
---------- 8 . You may choose your radio programs 
wisely by consulting the magazine "Radio 
" 
-----· 
9 . The boy on the radio who gets himself into 
amusing predicaments every Saturday morning 
is Archie 
·---· 
10. In radio speech, the is more 
------
important than in any other form of public 
address . 
_ _ ___ 11. The effective radio speaker avoids lee-
turing , but speaks to his hearers in a 
tone . 
12. The most difficult consonant to voice 
-----
pleasantly over the radio is the letter 
II II 
------· 
______ 13. Successful radio spectkers usually 
follovJ a carefully prepared 
-------· 
__________ 14. Because the sportscaster reports events 
·as they occur , he must be an e xpert at 
------· 
___ .15 . OVer the air, objects and people are 
seen only in the 
-----· 
II . Choose the best answer in each of the following 
situations . Place a check (X) before the number of your 
choice . 
1 . An excellent program for the whole family to hear is 
a . "Mr. District .Attorney • 11 
b . 11 Jo:b..n ' s Other \vife • 11 
c . " The .Aldrich Family. " 
d. "Strictly Sports. " 
2. An exe.mple of good propaganda through radio i s 
a . Urging you to avoid hoarding items which may be 
rationed later . 
b . Encouraging your f ather to vote a straight 
party ticket . 
c . Urging you to read ~ Story magazine . 
d . \va.rni ng you that you should distrust all persons 
of Russian descent . 
3. One of radio ' s most accura te and impar tial news-
casters is 
a . We,lter O' Keefe. 
b . Walter Winchell . 
I 
I 
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c . Arthur Godfrey. 
d. Ed Murrow. 
4 . The radio and screen star famous for portraying t he 
character of Scrooge in Dickens ' 11 Christn&2, Carol " is 
a. Bing Crosby. 
b . Lionel Barr~~ore. 
c . Gabriel Hea. tter . 
d . Dr. Christian . 
5. An excellent guide to the finer radio and TV pro-
grams can be fotmd regularly in 
a . The Daily Iviirror . 
b . The New York Herald Tribune . 
c . The Reader ' s Digest. 
d . Life magazine . 
6 . During the winter, the NBC Symphony Orchestra presents 
a concert every 
a . Monday evening, at 9: 00 . 
b . Thursday morning, at 11 : 00 . 
c . Friday afternoon, a.t 4 : 30. 
d. Saturday eveni ng , at 6:30. 
7 • The character kno\'m a.s 11 The I·Cingfish11 is on which 
radio show? 
a . 11 Amos a.n d .Andy. 11 
b . "Wings over Jordan. 11 
c . "Baby Snooks." 
d . "Captain }1idnight. 11 
8 . In a radio play, part of its dramatic effectiveness 
depends upon 
a . The comrr~rcial . 
b. The sound effects . 
c. The good looks of the leading nJan. 
d . Wha,t the leading lady is wearing. 
9 . The purpose of the "National Radio PU~pit " program 
is to 
a . Sell soap-flakes . 
b . ~~ke one feel sorry for Dr. Seckman. 
c . Inspire its listeners to better living. 
d . Entertain people who don ' t go to church. 
10. A program in which both s i des of an issue are 
debated fairly is 
a:-. "Dange r ous Assignment. 11 
b . "Lorenzo Jones ." 
c . "America ' s Town I11eeting of the Air. " 
d . 11 Duffy ' s Tavern ." 
11. A program vlhich portrays real life is 
a . " Inner Sanctum." 
b . " One :Man ' s Family. 11 
c . 11 The Lone F.ange r . 11 
d . " Stella Dallas . 11 
12. A fine program for yot.mg children, to be heard on 
Saturday morning, is 
a . " No School Today. 11 
b . 11 The Fat 1.W.n." 
c. "Holiday Hotel. 11 
d . "Dra.gne t • " 
13. vmat delightful Irish lady on the radio has been 
patiently tolerating a " show-off" husband for many 
years'? 
a . Beulah. 
b . Hildegarde. 
c . Mrs. North. 
d . :Mollie 1-'.IcGee . 
14. What weekly program frequently presents a famous 
baritone by the name of Igor Gorin? 
a . "David Harum. 11 
b . 11:MB.yor of the Tot·m. " 
c . 11 A Date with Judy. " 
d . "Fi restone" program. 
15 . You would expect to hear a world-series game 
covered by 
a. Bulldog Drummond. 
b . Mel Allen. 
c . Nelson Eddy. 
d. Drew Pearson. 
III. Find the statement in the second column tvhich 
matches the item in the first column. Write the num-
bers in the blanks at the left of the first column. 
I 
I 1-·] '1( 
1 . Fred Waring. 
2. Disc-Jockey. 
3 . Jack Benny. 
4 . Clyde Beatty. 
5 . Arturo Toscanini . 
6 . Harlow Wilcox. 
'7 . Dennis Day. 
8 . Burl Ives . 
9 . "Great Gildersleeve" 
~o. Paul Winchell . 
1 . A bachelor with a con-
tagious laugh. 
2. Trainer of jungle animals . 
3. Master ventriloquist . 
4. Tenor who is also an ex-
cellent imitator. 
5 . President of Ivy College . 
6. Plays a program of tran-
scribed music . 
'7 . Has made the American folk 
song popul ar over the radio . 
8 . His glee club is one of 
the best . · 
9 . O'.ltstanding sportscaster. 
10. Conductor of the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra. 
11. Pretends to be a 11 tight-
\<Jad11 over the air. 
12. One of radio ' s cleverest 
advertisers . 
IV. Complete the following sentences by f ill ing in the 
missing word or words . Write the word or words on the 
line to the l eft of the sentences . 
1 . life\vS cornmenta tors are tremendously 
important in molding ___ • 
2 . An excellent program for Monday-evening 
listening is "------'" sponsored by the 
Bell Telephone Company. 
3 . A good radio ~peaker holds his audience 
--=-=-==-==~===========-==-~-=-=-=--=============-==-~=·=======================~~======== 
by reading his script as if he were engaged 
in with his listeners . 
-----
4. News commentators usually make an 
appeal either to the listener ' s intelligence 
or to his ----• 
5 . To persuade his audience, the radio 
speaker must depend entirely upon his 
------· 
-------- 6. A program which presents dramatic in-
cidents in the lives of our past presidents 
of the United States is 11 ." 
7 . A recording of a radio progra,m for later 
use is called a " " 
-----·-· 
a. Television appeals to the as 
well as the ear . 
A program which helps teen-agers solve 
their problems about correct social behavior 
is called "-·---·" 
10. A radio advertisement for a product, 
------
paid for by the sponsor, is called a 
" " 
----· 
(See Appendix for Key to Test) 
CH ~PT :'-' ~ IV 
THE UNI T ON Al'-1ERICAN FJLK MUSIC 
AS AN APPROACH TO POETRY 
I. THE GENbRAL STi~TMF lT 8F THE UNIT 
The long-range goal of this unit is to help t he 
pupil become a ha~pier , better- ad justed member of so c iety , 
nmH and i n later years . Through this study of •. e rican 
f olk songs and t he peoples who created t hem, it i s hoped 
that t he JUpil will gai n a more mature concept of who.t h i s 
r e l ationshi p vJi th othe r s should b e i n a t rue democracy. 
II. THE DELIMI TATI ON OF THE U:raT 
A. Amer i can Fol k Literature in General. 
l. Folk songs are a home -grown variety of verse , 
t he communal oet ry of the common people tha t has 
been handed dmm f rom gene ration t o generation by 
oral rec itat i on . 
2 . Folk s ongs flourish vJhere 1 t erat ure i s absent, 
a nd lrJhe r e people are so i s o a t ed that t hey must 
.t-' rov i de t he i r 0 1rm ente r t ainment.. Therefore , vJe 
l ook to the Ame rican Ind ian , t he plantation Negro , 
t he co¥Jboy and the Forty -Niner , t he l umber jack , t he 
1~ )" " . _L I 
sailor , an~i t he mountaineer for our Ame rican Fol 
lit erature. 
3 . I sol a t i on f rom civilizat ion , eit her whol e or n 
part , produces genuine f olk music , 1IDSl)Oiled by 
sophi s ticat i on . The foL~ literat ure of all grou s 
has simi l ar characteris ti cs - - anonymous aut horship , 
numerous versions of t he same poem , and a borrowi ng 
of theme s . 
4 . Folk music mirrors the .i..~eople who creat e it . It 
refl e cts t he i r f ee l ne;s , thoughts , deeds , and cus toms . 
It is music of the hear t ; f or as they sang of t heir 
troub l es , ex;,eri ences , and hores , t h e se people brought 
somet hing of t hemselves i n t o the ir sonr;s . 
5. The f olk literc:~ture of these groups is tr y 
American , for it i s t he ·vJ ord , not of one e.nt hor , bu t 
of rn..any Americans ~tJhose lives ancl act i vitie s have 
ma•le America . I n i t are recorded the manners , morals , 
t a s t es , and a bs urd i ties of American l i fe . 
6. Mus i c and poetry are often r ef e r red t ,, a s 11 the 
s ster arts • 11 I n 1.meri cc:u1 f ll lite r a ture , song and 
poe t :ry a re a lmost i nseparable . 
7 . Fa ctors essential to the crea tion of a fol-
litsrat re are the ab s ence of printed words or rn1sic , 
-~ 
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the absence of telephone and radio , r emot eness from 
urban l i:t.'e , lon liness , a n'-1 c.t lack of t he more s o 1 his -
ticated types of d ivers i 0n . 
8 . Mo ;;:;_._ n ivin~ tends t o d i scourage t .1e 1_~roduction 
of fol ore. It f a i. s to .:.:)rovi e the e is re tlme 
an s i mple s1rrotmdings nece s s ary to t s crea tio. 
T u s city dV>rellers have -heir r. ns ic :1a:r1ded t " t J.E"::rD. . 
'l' e a d L) , es l-;ec i a lly, h.:i.s su ...  .;. 'l anter1 crea tiv e rr vs ic 
a lthough j t Undoubtedly has be n i · ... v :· .1- c bl e a s a m<= Cl 1_3 
- . 
. -, , 13u i' 1 Iv ·~;:; 1 Cu.::.-·1 ~::.. nc bl .u·e; , ,John e.ncl A en LomaY 
.:Jtuar Churc. i l , Cec 1 Shar) , c.D d J ohn .TG. cob r,rile s 
ar·e d evot ng tr.temsel ves to tl:1s s L·u c.y b .. n d r e co :JJ.n.:~ 0 r 
so_ p·s create d b .t.,.mer·ice.:r! FolL groups . Th i s .. art of 
our .. meri can heritEL e is also a 1nirt of our '_qerica _ 
i t e ratu.re--fresh , unsl-)Oiled , and rea - - s t r<::.i t ht ro~ 
t '"e h .art of 5.11 Ul1Sop isticate d , adolescen t nat i on 
10 ~ Fo k mus ic is st~ll bein:.:_ ,urocluced i n the r emote 
secti ons of cmr· country . It vJill cont i m.1.e t o be 
cre::..ted ':Jh erever there ar·e :LsolateJ gro,l) S o ,;:.. 
... - -
~nt i n cl~s e contact with ~ op isticate ociety "\tlihere 
mus ic an ' poetr-y come r eady -made . Me-- ':Jhile , a s 1J]Ode r n 
mean s of cOD.llliUI1ication incr83.Singly r s 'uce t hese grOU...J S , 
l 
VI shoulc~ strive to unJerste;.nd :J..nd preserve the :::1 
lier tage of F.mer·ican f olklor·e \J e a lready h::1ve . 
l . The _rnerica ... Indian had primitive :Lnst ents and 
a 9rimit i ve approach to music . c..Lnce 1e emplo~red a 
" fferent scale fro m r:mrs , mak. i nt.. use of ma -Y 11 in-
bet1.veen 11 tont:~s , his me od ie soun·~l strange , we ird , G.nd 
frequentl un- music.s.l t o our ears. However, t he r e is 
no mist· l~int; t e intense beat of rhyt hm i n his s n c-- s . 
I n general , the mo re vva'rl i e c.. tribe 'ltJas , the l ess 
mus_cal it was . 
'I o the ed man prayer ancl .[JOet ry were as one , and 
t h ey ·1rJe r e both closely a l lied to v~~1e dan ce . Dee y 
re ligious by natur e , the In:.::l ian frey_uent l y co nbine 
a l l three a rt forms i _ his v:orship of th~ Great S) rit 
3. 'l 'he American Ind i an had a song and ance for ev e v 
o ccas ion o_ tribal life . He )roduced them onl \\!hen 
there w&s need for exrJre ss in~; t ha t one i d ea . He se.ng 
a nd chanted about \var , tribal heroes , l ove, death , 
da ily to i l , and espec i a l ly ab01.1t h i s faith i n the 
Great Spirit ~tJho :ave hiw ear.th , sun 11 and raL'Yl . 
4 . Contact vv_. th the v;hite man :::.nO. the splitting- u9 
of tribes has been l)artly res.:_Jonsible for t he loss f 
much I nd i an lore. Like t he musi c of a ll primitive 
peo.les , I ndian music i ::: unwritten . Unf'ort1..mat e l y , 
i t lJ.as been found im;_.:>oss i b l e for t lle white man to 
re )rod t ce th.f: qu ave ring f- ff'e ct of Ind i a n s on gs , a nd 
the i r 11 i n -be t ween•• t one: s a r e nearly irnposs ible to record . 
5. il though ext remely picture s c::ue · ncl V[1.ried, I ndian 
f oil-\: songs are seld.om hear d or ) l ayed . iJhen ;e do 
pla t hem on our moder n instruments , their me o L · es 
are of t en distort ed and not t r uly r epresentat ive . 
This is t he re su_lt of t hei r defin i t e as sociati o with 
t ribal customs, of lan~uage difficulties , of the 
I ndian's use of a s cale other than our d iatonic Ecc.l e , 
and of his unusual me thod of producing tone. 
6 . De spite the f act th3.t '"'i e l1.c.1ve no t absorbed I ndian 
songs into our own mus ic , we must rea l ize that the y 
re,:>resent the cultural and religious backgroun of t he 
earliest settlers of our country . It is t b.e express i on, 
not of a s i ngl e r a ce , but of many re.ces . 
C. 1Jegro 'oil Literature. 
1. Negro Folk music, i nf l uenced both by t he shadowy 
memory of 311 ancestra l life in Africa a nd t he ever-
chan ging experience of life in America , grew up around 
Southern i)lant a tion life. It demonst r a t es t he deep 
·-
feel ings of a race , the tragic history of its suppres -
sion, and the comfort its people derived from son.c:s 
of ecstatic r e lig · rYus f ervor. 
2. Negro folk songs are cha r act erized by melody , 
emot ion, and simple ha rmony . 'I'he ban j o ·wh1ch was t he 
principal instrument of the plantation, v-ms m1Jch mor·e 
a dv anced than the primit ive li1struments of t he Ind i~n. 
The l'Jegro 1 s mus ic i s fitted by its ve ry nature -:- o be -
come a wort{ of art. 
3~ I n the de9ths of his lonelines s , weariness , and 
des_p<:i.ir in the l i f e of slavery , t he Negro ( s hol_)e :::.n 
solace lay i n his sincere , child-li ke fait!1 i n a 
personal God . This h e expressed in 11 Spirituals 11 and 
''shouts , n songs which combined deep religious f'eelin g 
with an inherent sense of rhy thm . Through them he 
received at leas t temporary r e l ease from the bond s of 
endless toil , hgrdship , and sorroN . 
4. The " sp i r i tual'' r epre sents t he Negro 1 s best sing -
ing , for it i s h is ov.m way of expressing ,,;hat th.s new 
religion , Christianity , meant to h i m. It comes 
s t rai gl1t from t he heart , vibrant vJith iJO\I'Jer .. The 
s ~iritual arose vd thout benefit of instrument s . Sinc e 
i ts singers v.Jere brm:tg llt up on the na tural scal e and 
pure harmony , t h ey h tt.ve always kno-vm unaccompanied 
singing . 
5. Negro sin,:- ine; i s characterized stronr:;ly by rhythm 
Eilld syncopation . Words a re of seconda ry i mport ance . 
Other characteristics are frequent use of the minor 
form and of improvisation. 
6 . 'l'he work on pl antations, docks, and r a ilroads was 
more eas i l y a ccomplished by the Negro when done to the 
accompaniment of singing . Hence, we have many rhythmic 
work songs . Other types arising out of Negro plantation 
Life were f1..1.neral songs, sorrovJ songs , and son§:: s sung 
in comic vein with a Bi bl e story for the t ext. Lat er 
on came the minstrel , '' blues , 11 and prison songs. 
7. .ste phen Foster, a though a Northerner , preserved 
many genuinely great I'!egro folk songs . His composi-
tions, lr.<:.e a ll true fo l k music, are characterized by 
utmost simplicity. ~hey are true plantation ty pes . 
8 . ~"Ji thout doubt, tJ:le chief mus ical contribution of 
the Negro to music is his corn.._Jlete nas t ery of hythmic 
effects . The Negroes are a r~ce of nat ural mus icians 
because of their inherent sense of rhythm , deep emo -
tional ca ,_Jaci ty, keen imagination , and true ear for 
harmony . 
D. Folklore of the A:) palachian viount ains . 
l. 0vJ ing to d if iculty of a ccess, the l ife of mount a i n 
folk was i solat ed an<i primitive ~ Because t he ir habit s 
\·>e r e s imple and t he i r peoplE: poor and unschool e d , t c1e~ ~ 
creat ed a uni ... ue and fascinat in € folk literature . 
2 . For scores of years hill-co1mtry music was ke)t 
resh and vibrant within the im~enetrable wal s of 
surr ound in§'. mount a ins . It was not ·unti. a f e\v clecaJes 
a~o th::tt Ce cil Sllarp , Ho·ward Br oc. l.va;{ ; John omax , a r: r1 
ot':.J.ers vis ited these communitiE s , 1pJrote down t .'o.e sont:;s 
Scotland, <:t_ d England , fr-:Jm vJllE:r.!.ce these folk mi~rated . 
I n Amer ica t h ey took on nevJ vrorcls and a ne\'J e.tmos~Jhere 
end became ty i call y Ameri can . Among mo"L·ntaineers 
everybo-ly sang , young and old , encl the ir music t~d a 
_ iving , v ital qu2. lity . ll'e·\1\, horue s d id not boc.- st a fiddle , 
guitar , Irish har1) , or dulcime r o But 1,vher eas ti:le Negro 
pl aced s trongest emphasis on tl1e rhythm of a sonE:,: , 
mountc:t in ~Jeople ·were engro:::sed VJ ith the words and 
sometimes s hov;ecl little r ega rJ for either audience or 
a ccornpru1iment. 
4 . The bal lad , as ol d as time , was a story, s tmg or 
chctn ted , and created to tell of some outstanrJ_ Ll'lf'. event . 
Bc-.. llad ma.'k:ers or iginally performed a j ournalistic 
funct i on . Throut~h long r ep'2tition these song- stori es 
----=--#= 
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va_ied considerably, for in the mountains veryon e 
tried '1 bal et -mal{ in 1 • 11 
:J. Other ty_9e:;; of mount ain folk mus ic v·Iere "lonesome 11 
tunes an(l love sone:s , play - party and nonsense tunes, 
and religiou.f; songs~ They give a revealing and accura t 
pic t ure of mountain life , I!J ith its camp-meetings , corn 
ht.lskin gs , house raisings , brea."k-dovms, hog killints, 
and stir-offs o 
• Some of our best -knovm s i n gs of mountain folk 
sone:s tnclay u.re Burl Ives , John Jacob files , a nd 
Stuart Churchill~ Each yEar foll-c fes t val s are hel d 
in various .Jarts of .?enn sylvania and other mo1.mtain 
states ~<·.ihere foLl.{: mus ic and dances are recreated by 
old-timers and t ··.eir des cendants o 
E . Cm-Jboy Songs . 
1. The worlt of cov:boys vms lJ.sually long , tireson:.e , 
. ) 
1-J e 
a.l'ld l onely By singing , they provided t he ir ovm 
entertainment end told of their life in t he •,vide , 
open spaces . 
Cov-1boys sang ball ads about desperadoes , senti-
menta l tunes , songs al.lout r eligion and the hereafter, 
historical songs about the :~-j este Ln frontier , and songs 
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a bout their own vJo rk at herdinL cattle and rid ing the 
trail. Sometimes they sang as they rode; more often 
mus ic furnished evening relaxation in the war m security 
of the bm1khouse. Fre .. uently a guitar, fiddle , or 
accor d i an ~n·ovided accompaniment . Gene Autry and Roy 
Rogers keep many of these f olk songs a live todo.y , 
interjecting cattle -ca l ls j_nto the songs just as the 
cowboys d id . 
F . Songs of the Shanty B~ . 
l . In the forests of the North Country Jere men who 
cut, loaded , and hauled logs . They were called 11 lum-
ber j acks '1 or "shanty boys . n Be ca Pse their heavy vJO r 
did not lend itself to song , most of their singing ~nd 
story-tell ing was cione at night vJhen they rela.xed in 
the steamy 11varmth of t heir shanties. 
~. These men came from a ll parts of the vJOrld , and 
they sang of battles , ships, and accidents in the 
hard, da11gsrous life of the lumber j a ck . The rhythms 
are f ree and elastic , &Ild often the sont': s are mo_ e 
de .claimed than s1..mg , makint.: t hem effectively l. rama tic. 
Rough ru1d masculine , these songs project lit tle emotion. 
Rather, their po ignancy is achie.;ved through understate-
ment. 
G .FoJJ:c l'ltusic of Sailors and S t Pv edores .. 
1. J.he vJork of th.e American sailor and stevedore 
during Clipper days was complex and arduous . because 
his hands 1.vere ahmys busy, t-ds music took the form 
of .§: cappella songs . These .. chanteys'' expressed the 
sailor ' s at titude toward the sea, his work , and his 
life . The "chanteyman11 vvas the leader or soloist , 
i mprovising on the words a s much as his imagLnation 
allo~Jed , and joined by t he crew in the r efre.in. 
2 . The "chantey" was pri marily a work song beca us e 
it aided t he sailor in achieving the exact timing in 
heaving and yulling required of him. I t provided 
precis i on of rhythmic movement . The rhythmic quc..l ty 
of the sailor 1 s dut ies, therefore , provided a crisp 
accent and beat in l1is songs . They we r e short and. 
staccato in rhythm, or long and. steady, as the nature 
:Jf the task might be . Frequent ly the length and mete r 
matched the monotony of the vJOrk being done . 
1! H. Railroad VJork Songs . 
· Songs about the railroad v'Je re created during the 
l atter part of f rontier days, when Irish ·~v orkmen, 1;1ho 
l oved to s ing , were making U}> tunes and balla ds as 
they drove spikes and l a i d ties. Many of these scmgs 
told about r a ilroad accidents a nd the lon days of 
l aborious construction . 
I . ;tJork s.ona s of Can.al Drivers. 
The mule-drivers of canal boats s ane: to r e lieve 
the monotony of their 1•Jork c:.md to keep awake a t ni f·ht. 
Boat cap t a i ns knew the v a l ue of sing ing \vhen .. ulling 
bo""'' lines . As 1orith the sailor , it made f o r a mo re 
conten t d , efficient crew. 
J. The Folk Songs of Othe r Gr ouos . 
Other g roups 1.vho developed folk songs ,,vere t he 
Forty-Niners , t he people in New Engl and f arm d i s tr i ct s , 
j a il inma t es and members of cha in gangs, and wander -
ing hoboe s . 
1. During t he Gold Rush, men had money but little on 
\vhi.ch to spend it .. ThArefore , the:.' gathered at sa l oons 
t n cirinl<: and make up rough songs characteristic of their 
rough life. These songs were often coa rse !:l.lld ba~o~Jdy , 
bu.t they do re present a definit8 ty pe of fo lk mu sic 
·whi ch was created b y th e e.xpandint-:" frontiero 
~ . On Ne~tJ England f arms , a fter t he day ' s toil, f am-
ilies often gathered for "siJ.J.gs, 11 and "sq1.:1a re dancin ' .tl 
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The s ings wer-e usno.lly limited to camp- meetin.::. gymns , 
the popular sone:s of Ste_.9hen Foster , and sone;s brou,::ht 
over from the Old World .. Feat ured at the ,scuare dances 
was the 11 caller , " who cl1anted directions for t he s ets 
and mprovised rhymes in bet ween , all in .. erfect rhythm. 
Of equal i m1)ortance was t he f i ddl er , who sawed out t ne 
tunes and reels vJi th seemin ly inexhaustibl e energy . 
3. J a il inmate s whil ed away t 1e t edious hours by com-
iJOSing melancholy mel odies such as "The Prisoner ' s 
Song . " At the same time , members of regro chain go.ngs 
- the S;uth were lightening; their toil by s ongs hos, 
rhyt hms mat ched t hose of their labor . 
4 . Even the hobo , al thoueh cert a inly not to lighten 
his work , made Ul) sont;s t o easy his l oneliness as he 
wanderec aiml ess ly around the countr • They refl8 cted 
h ' s de 1 endence on rai roads f or free transportation , 
lJ.is t rans i ent natur·e , and his l:J d::- of materia ·oods . 
III. THE PROBi~BLI; (C) RECT 
JJ·:D I1 ~CIJENTAL LE!.RNING PROJ UCTS 
1. An awareness of fa ll{ mus __  c as a ~Jriceless 1Jart of 
o' · American sritage .. 
2. A eeper awareness of rhy.hmic patterns i n bot. 
music and poetry . 
11 30 
3. An un~:. erstandin~: of v arious fo n-Jays , and how they 
Jeterm i necl tlle c:·un·ac t e ris t cs of E:ac 1 y .7e of f o JJ;: 
son .... ·• 
An a ))I'ec l a t j on of e1e be8uty ctnd orig .na1i t y of 
t,mer i car f o J ;: sone:.s .. 
J.. 1 ~tt l tude of to l ert:1nt2e fo r ~11 rc.ces , cr·ee:i8 1 c.n:1 
-: rou)s Hh ich t o ge t , er h::.we. ma...te Aroe rica . 
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- ---
, 
11 Young Corn. ,·, 
( lso : ) 
Pictures from Adventures of America , 1857-1900. pictorial 
record fromHarper i s \if.eek!Z, by John A. Kou"'lenhoven, 
F~rp r and Brothers , New York, 1936 . 
IV. BECORDil\fGS 
A. Colu~bia Records , 1&£., Columbia Eroadcasting System, 
Ne\v York, New York. 
1 . Vocal 
American Folk Songs (Yale Glee Club ) 
erica.n Negro Spirituals (Paul Hobeson) 
Ballad for Americans (Westminster Choir) 
Ealm in Gilead (Paul Robeson) 
Blue~Tail Fly (Bob Atcher) 
By An ' By (Paul Robeson) 
Coming ' Round the :Mounta.in (Dorothy Sha.y) 
Cotton-Eyed Joe (Burl Ives 
Couldn ' t Hear Nobody Pray (Fisk Quartet 
Cowboy ' s Lament (Burl ves 
.rlin ' Cory (Burl Ive s) 
3 6463 
JYI-610 
c ... _9 
17467-D 
2-119 
17468-
CL-60 9 
36736 
-1932 
36733 
36736 
J3B 
========~=================================-=-==--============================*======== 
Early American Folk Songs (:Bob Atcher} 
Folk and Country Songs (Burl Ives) 
Frankie and Johnny (Pearl :Bailey) 
Go Down, Moses (Paul Robeson) 
Golcen Gat S irituals (Golden Gate Quartet 
reer County Eachelor (Burl Ives) 
He Never Said a Mumberlin ' Wo r d (Roland Haye ) 
ear De Lambs -Cryin ' (Roland Hayes 
I Know My Love (Burl Ives 
I vant To o Home (Roland Hayes 
John Henry (Paul Robeson 
Joshua Fit De Battle (Paul _obeson ) 
Leather··Yinged :Bat (:Bt rl Ives) 
Lit ' l Boy (Roland Hayes) 
Mr. Froggie Went A-Courtin ' {Burl ves 
Negro Spirituals (Helen Tratbel) 
Negro Spirituals (Paul Robeson) 
.Tegrc Spirituals (Yale Glee C ubj 
o ody lenows De Trouble I See (Roland Hayes) 
Old-Ti e Barn De.nce (Roy Acuff 
On Top of Old Smokey (Burl Ives) 
eter Gray (Burl Ives 
Plenty Good Room (Roland Hayes) 
Return of the vayfar ing Str~:mger (Burl Ives ) 
Riddle Song (Burl Ives) 
River of Jordan (Fisk Quartet) 
EL-9006 
c- 13 
l-455 
l746?~D 
L-6089 
1-418 
17178-
69812-
36734 
17 7 -D 
1 7469-D 
17470-
36736 
1?275 ... D 
1-345 
lvlL-4221 
:ML-4105 
36464 
1747 -
HL-9 1 
36735 
3 6735 
69812- · 
CL-6058 
36733 
A-1932 
I 
I 
J. 
II 
II 
' Ro n ' ' Bout De Ivlountai n (Roland Hayes ) 
Sea Chanties (Yale Gle e Club) 
Songs of Stephen Foster (Nel son Eddy) 
Songs of t he Saddle (Bob Atcher) 
uongs of the Smokey }1ounta i ·ns (Roy Acuff 
Songs of t __ e Sout hv1est (Al Dexter) 
Square Dances ( ca1ls by La,,..;rence Loy 
Sometimes I ·eel Li ke A }.fat herless Child 
(Pa 1 Robeson , 
Sweet Be t sy fr om Pike (Burl Ive s ) · 
17 78-
3646 
HL-901 :3 
c-1 43 
C-151 
17468-D 
3 6735 
Svring Lo\'1 , Sweet Chariot (Paul Robeson) JYJL- 2 38 
8\'.ri ng Your Pa rtner (calls by Arkie Woodcho:pper ) H-5 
Tam Fierce (Burl Ives) 36734 
vra ter :Boy {Paul Robeson 1 7469-
TayfiOtring Stranger (Burl Ive s) C-103 
vee Coo er 0 ' F ..:.fe (Burl I ve s) 36733 
vler e You There? (Roland Hayes) 
Vester n Classic., Vel . I , (Gene Autry 
Western Classics , Vol. II, (Gene Autry 
\Vhoopee Ti ... Yi-Yc .· (Burl Ive s) 
•Jhoopee Ti - Yi - Yo (Nel son Edc.y) 
Yot. Are Tired, Chile (Rol and Hayes) 
2 . I nstrwnent al 
Cc\'1 oy Rhapsod:"r (1-iorton Gould ) 
Grand Canyon Sui t e (Ferde Gref e 
Nissies i pp · Suite (Ferde Grefe) 
69812-
EL-90 1 
HL-9002 
1-418 
1-419 
1 7275-D 
ML- .218 
JYJL-4 59 
. - 2046 
:141_ 
=======--======-=-=~-#,=·--·==--== 
M. s i c of Step en Fos er (Andre Kos t elanetz) 
* orgy and Bess (Ge orge Gershwin) 
Spiritual s f or Orche s tra (Mort on Gould 
* ( olk opera , oca l a nd instrumental) 
JL-2 7 
:ML-201 9 
JL-2 42 
B. Decca Records, 50 \lest 57 th. Street, New ~ork 19, • Y. 
1 . Voc§l 
Ain ' t No Room in Chu rch for Liars 
(Sister Rose tta Tha rpe ) 
Big Rock Candy Iviount ain (Burl Ive s ) 
Billy Boy (Burl Ives 
Blue- Tail Fly (Eurl I ves) 
Box-Car Shorty ' s Confe ssion (Cous in J"oe) 
Ca ' t No Grave Hold Ny Body D vm 
(Si s ter Ro setta Tha r pe ) 
Co ~oy Songs (vocalist not given) 
Co boys ' Ge ttin ' Up Holl er (Frank Luther) 
Co\'Iboy ' s 11ledi t a tion (Frank Luther) 
48154 
23439 
24547 
23439 
48091 
48154 
65 
CUS-18 
c - 18 
De.niel in t e Li on ' s Den (Si s te\· Rosetta Tharpe ) 46116 
De Camptown Races (A J"ol s on 27181 
Dry Bones (Blue Ridge Quartet) 46249 
Everyb dy T lking ' out Heaven Ain ' t Going There 48180 
(Blue J"ay Singe r s ) 
Fa ir Jennie ' s Lament (Phi l apoleon 
Fee-Fi-Fidd1e-Ee-I-O (Mervin Shine r 
Foggy, Foggy Dew (Burl Ive s ) 
Froggy 1ent A-Courtin ' (L . Font aine 
=--=-~-=-=-~~~-*===-c~=-=-==~-==~~· 
27039 
46280 
23405 
598 
Gal I Left Behind Me (Fra.nk Luther 
Get Along, Little Dogies (Frank Luther 
Go Dovm, 1-'i:o ses {Ju e,la · re s 
Goodbye, Old Paint (Frank uther) 
Great Camp Meeting in the Promise Land 
(Richmond ' s Harmonizing Four) 
Hard Time s Come Aga.i n jo More (Frank uthe r 
orne on the Range (Frank Luther) 
I ' m Goin ' Dow~ the Road (Burl Ives) 
I ' m Gonna Serve My Lord (Blue Ridge ~uartet) 
Iowa Indian Song (Bing Crosby) 
Jesus Met the Woman at the Well 
(Blue Jay Singers 
John Henry (Salty Holmes) 
Kee I nchin ' Along 
(Riclunond ' s Ha~onizing Four ) 
Living Humble (Bethel Gospel Singers) 
Nelly Bly ( rank Luther ) 
Nobody Knows De Trouble I've Seen 
(The Southernaires) 
Ohl Susanna (Frank Luther ) 
Old Chi sholm Trail (Frank Lut he r) 
Old olks at Home (Frank Luther) 
Old Ship of Zion (Jordanaires) 
Old Uncle Ned (Burl I ves) 
01 ' ~fu,n River (Dick Haymes ) 
On the Grand Canyon Line (Burl I ve s ) 
Railroad Songs (vocalist not given) 
48186 
CUS-18 
481 1 
5466 
CUS-17 
23439 
46249 
24800 
48178 
24963 
48121 
481 7 
25466 
14516 
25466 
25466 
2 46_ 
46198 
24619 
40151 
24619 
639 
Sall y Goodin (Clayton McMi chen) 
Ski to [y Lou (Jenkins Chorus) 
*So. g of .America (Fred \flaring lee Club) 
Song of Old Calif or nia (vocalist not given) 
Swing Lo\·l :f Sweet Chariot ( Southernaires} 
Were You T'nere When They Crucified lvTy Lord? 
(Sister Rosetta ~Larpe) 
264 
24602 
nA -816 
49 
14516 
48136 
* (ll[usical saga about the founding and grO\vth of the 
United States . ) 
2 . Instrumental 
Arkansas Tra-veler (Guy Lombardo) 
:See ... r 1:lent Over the MotL'tltain (Guy Lombardo) 
Chicken Reel Square Dance (Guy Lombardo) 
Docey Doe Hoedown {Duel in the Sun Orchestra) 
Fire in the ll[ountain (Guy Lombardo) 
Fisher ' s Hornpipe (Guy Lombardo) 
Frankie and Johnny (Guy Lombardo) 
Goodbye, My Lover ; Goodbye (Guy Lombar do) 
Hand He Do\vn 11y Walkin ' Cane (Guy Lombardo 
Last Round-Up (The Ranch Boys) 
Little Bro'l.vn Jug (Guy Lombardo) 
0 Dem Golden Slippers (Guy Lombardo) 
Old Dan Tucker (Guy Lombardo) 
Old Joe Clark (Guy Lombardo ) 
She ' ll Ee Comin ' ' Round the Mountain ·vfuen She 
Comes (Al McLeod) 
27133 
27132 
24779 
40081 
27132 
24779 
24669 
27132 
27131 
24928 
27131 
27133 
27133 
27131 
40142 
-· . :';1 
-"' . "ii: 
--~-- -------· 
----·- --~--=== 
--r--
Sourwood Hounta.in (Guy Lombardo) . 
Turkey in the Straw {Guy Lombardo) 
Virginia Reel (Guy Lombardo) 
27132 
27131 
27132 
3 . The following Decca recora.s aj:·e also --available through 
the American Book Company, 88 Lexington Avenue, 
New York 16, New Yorka 
Ballads of Old and New England 
(Richard Dyer-Benne tt) 
Bayou Ballads {Conrad Thibault) 
Burl Ives Collection of Ballads, Vol. I 
Burl Ives Collection of J38.llads, Vol . II 
Burl Ives Collection of Ballads, Vol. III 
Co\vboy Dances (Lloyd Shaw, caller) 
Covlboy Songs, Vol. I (Bing Crosby ) 
A 573 
583 
A 407 
A 431 
A 711 
A 524 
A 514 
Cowboy Songs and Negro Spirituals (Carl Sandburg) A 356 
Folk and Country Songs (Burl I ves 
ospel Songs (Sister Rosetta Tharpe 
Kentucky 1-fountain Ballads (Cousin Emmy) 
514 
A 527 
A 574 
isten to OUr tory (ballads edited by A. Lomax) B 1024 
Long\·Ta s Dances ( fargot 1-iayo , leader) 
Play Party Games (Frank Luther, caller 
Porgy and Bess (Todd Duncan and cast) 
Roustabout Songs (Conrad Thibault) 
75 
278 
A 145 
A 451 
Sing Out, feet Land (Burl Ives & Alfred Drake) 414 
Square Dances (Ed Durlacher; caller ) 
Stephen Foste r Songs (Bing Crosby) 
e Old Time Dance Nite (vocalist not given 
=-co==-=-- =-=======·- ---===------------
A 474 
482 
A 525 
l 
II 
tl 
c. Folkwa ys Records and ervice Corporation, 117 est 46th. 
Street, New York 19 , Nei.v York. 
Album l&Ql, Si ux and Navajo Et hnic Music . Four 1 -inc 
n n breakable records, with illustrated me.nual, '•7.33. 
Also available , one 12-inch long~playing record 
(33 1/3 P.:P.M , $5 . 95 . 
iSioux) 
1 . No. 01420 
Rabbit Dance (J:,Iale Chorus, Ferru:tle Vo i ce , Drum · 
Sun Dance (Male Chorus , Eagle-Bone \·Jhistle, Drum 
Omaha Dance (l'!Jale Chorus, Drmn, Bells) 
2 . No . 01421 
Peyote Cult Song (!viale Voice, \vater-Drum, Rattle 
Lo e Song (}mle Vo i ce) 
Love Song (Solo Flute) 
Honoring Song (Mixed Chorus , Drums) 
(lJavaj o} 
3 . No . 01422 
Riding Song (Mixed Chorus) 
Song of Happiness (Children ' s Chorus, Drum, Harmonica) 
Spinning Dances (Female Voice) 
Corn Grinding Song (Female Vo i ce, Basket-Drum 
4 . No . 01423 
Squaw Dance (:r•Iale Chorus, Drum) 
Silversmith ' s Song (JYiale Voice, Anvil 
Night Chant (}:Tale Chorus, Gourd Rattles) 
Album 141 '7 , Vol. I . Secule.r Negro Fol.k !1usi£ of the 
U ited States . Four 10-inch non- breakable records , 
with illustrated manual , $7.33 . One 12-inch long-
laying record, $5 . 95 . 
1 . No . 01481 
Mamma , Don ' t Tear !-1y Clothes . (11:outh Harp 
Southern Pacific (Mouth Harp ) 
Black 1o n (Field Blues) 
2. No . 01 82 
Kansas City Blues (Voice and Guitar) 
Sa ty Dog Blues (Voice , Guitar, Tu~) 
I'm Goi ' Up orth (Ring Game 
Little Sally \·Talker (Ring Game 
S , ee, ider (Ring ame 
. ~146 
3. ~To . 01483 
1~mma ' s Goin ' To Buy Him a Little Lap Dog (Lullaby 
Soon As Iey- Back ' s rned (Lullaby) 
She Done Got Ugly (Work Song) 
:Notv Your YJ..an Done Gone (\vo rk Blues) 
4 . No. 01484 
Brer Rabbit and the Alligators {Folk Tale 
ield Calls (Plantation "Hcllersn) 
1 btun 1418 , Vol.. II. Rel igious . ~{egro Folk M sic of the 
nited States • . Four 10-inch non-breakable records , 
with illustrated manual , ~. '7.33. One 12-inch on -
playing record, $5.95 . 
1 . :No. 01485 
Tramp in ', Tram~ in r (Song 
Dead and Gone lSong 
braham and Lot (Sermon 
2. o. 01486 
Rock Chair, I Told You To Rock (Song ) 
onder Where V~ Brother Gone (Song ) 
Free At Last (Song ) 
3 . ] o. 01487 
Jonah (Story and Song 
Lotv Do\vn Death Right Easy (Song 
Jesus Goin ' To ME,ke Up MY Dyin ' Bed (Song 
4. o. 148 
Prayer Prayer w· t "Moaning" ) 
Prayer Meeting (Song) 
Nove , 1-fembers, :r-1ove (Song 
Disc Album 6 7, - by Bess Lomax, Pete See ar, Butch Hawe s , 
----and TomlGlazer. 10-inch records, ' 3.15. 
1. own in the Valley; Casey Jones 
2. Go Tell Aunt Nancy; Cowboy ' s Lament 
3. Buffalo Gals; Ca reless Love 
~ Album ~~ y Ralph Page (with calls ) doing §quare 
Dances . 10-inch recordst $3.15. 
isc Albl.llll 633, y Greem11ay' s Smo y I•Iountaineers. 1 -in 
----records;-13.15 . 
1. Lo~eTs ' arewell; on ' t Let Your Sweet Love Die 
2. Amelia Earhart' s Last Fl ight; Dust on the Bible 
3. The Bully of the To,vn; Ragtime .Annie 
Disc lbum 658 , by Thrasher \'lenders and the 11 fO Gos e.l 
- Keys " singing Spirituals_._ 10-inch records, $3.15 . 
isc Album '726, by Lead Belly and his g j_tar. 1 -inch 
- :re co:rtl.e-;-13 . ~3 . . . 
1 . Midnight Special; Ha.m and Eggs 
2. rey oose; Yellow Gal 
3 . le.b -·~- Bound Express 
isc Albtun 735 , by Lead Belly and his guitar. 10-inch 
-----records;-i3 . 93 . . 
1 . 
• 
:;. 
TeJce This Hammer; 01 ' Riley 
R ck land irle; Old l1.Jan 
Corn Bread Rough 
D. Libra!Z ~f Congress, Washington, D c. 
lbum : Anglo-American Ballads, edited by Alan Lomax. 
5 r~cords, $7 . 50; 10-i nch s1ngle , . 1.25 . 
1 . No . I.AFS 1 
Hous Carpenter 
Farmer ' s Curst Wife 
2 . No. F S 2 
Gypsy De,vy 
Barbara Allen 
3 . 1! o • .AAFS 3 
retty olly 
ich Old Farmer 
4 . No. S 4 
evil ' s Nine Questions 
Old Kimball 
One Morning in F~y 
5 . No •• ":.AFS 5 
Little Bro1.·m Bulls 
ioux Indians 
==========F-----=-~~========================================~~=-=-==============~==~=-=--=== 
lb ·m II : Shanti~, I>Emc~ _Iune ~, and j;piritual . 
record , $7.50 ; 12-~nch ngle , 1. 50. 
-o. I.AFS 6 
Sally Ero !in 
e.ul A vay lliy Rosy 
Pe.y-Day at Coal Creek 
2. No. S 7 
Little Dove 
Ten Thousand Niles 
3 . o. JI..AFS 8 
Soldier, Won't You Marry Me? 
J nn:lt Jenkirls, Rol l on the Ground 
4 . No . s 9 
• 
o. 
Last of Callahan 
Ways of the world 
Glory in the Neeting Ho se 
ight of Janny 
Sally Goodin 
c n y 
1To . 10 
Olcl J oe Clark 
c ully ri nds 
ripple Greek 
Coal Creek f.1arch 
The Train 
UlFS 7 , Anglo-Americ~ allads 
The olden \Vil lmv Tree 
e Rambl i ng :Boy 
The m l3rot he r s 
The Four ~·1arys 
The T\..ro Sisters 
Lord Thomas a.n d Fa ir Ellender 
olaki n (Lambki ns 
The Three Ea be s 
Sanford Barne s 
Claude Allen 
S 9 , Play Song~ .§.!!§. :ba-~ 
Haste to the vieddingt Of:f She 
Iri sh vashe n 1oman 
Pigtc1u Fling 
Devil ' s Dream 
ancy ' s Fanc:>r 
·------ --=--=-==---=-===-----=~------- -
Goes 
I 
~----==-= 
I 
lifo . 
Old :Slue 'ot'l 
Vher r d You it Yo ' ~'hiskey'? 
ore Little 1·'Iary Set tin ' in the Corner 
Sally Goodin 
ld Sally Bro"tm 
Oh, Fly Around, My Pretty Little Miss 
Soldier ' s Joy 
Bile Dem Ce.bbage T!ovm 
The Girl I eft Eehind !l[e 
Mississippi Sa'l.vyer 
nee 
o . I.AFS 13 , ork Songs 
Long Hot Sum.me r ays 
Jumpin ' Judy 
1 o. 
Long J o:b.n 
s l5 t Nefro Eallads 
Stagolee sung by Jelly Rol !.l[orton) 
John Henry 
No . AAFS 36, '\1/ork SonS!! 
Unloading Rails 
Tampi g ies 
eaving the Lead Line 
Mi8sissippi Sound "ng Calls 
No . .AAFS 39 , Work Son.e;.2 
Hammer Ring 
Wonder vJhe .. t ' s the Jv.atter 
o . LA.FS 45, ~ ~nd ~ on s 
ife 're Going Around the Mountain 
Old Lady Sittin t in the Dinin ' Room 
Little Sally \'l~tlker 
All Around the Naypole 
Sissy in the :Sam 
Little Rosa Lee 
Gwan ' Roun ' , Rab it 
Satisfie 
-=~~=~========~============~=~=-===============-~=-~~=-==-==~==~==-==~--
I 
I 
I 
--===I 
0 
ro . \.AFS 4775, Congreg~tiontl £i£8.ing 
I ' m Gonna Lift Up A Standard for My King 
o . l.AFS 48 , Sermon "II i th Re suonse s 
e Ivian of Calvary (Easte r Day Service) 
J: o. I.A..FS 49, Congregational Singing and "Ji_oJ_z "'ncing 11 
1m Runnin ' for 1·:1Y Life 
I Am A Soldier in the . nr.y of l1Y Lor 
o. AP~FS 50t ££1£ Spirituals by Marian Anderson and 
Paul Ro"be son 
1. 
Heet r.:e in Jeruscdem 
~en I Lay 1-'ly Burden Down 
I n ~e..,d Jerusalem 
Steal Away 
.Ain 1 t No Grave Cen Hold JV'"zy Body DO\,m 
o\'m on l-ie 
Certainly, I .ord 
C.A Vic t or D"vision; Radio Corporation of .America, 
- Cs.mden; New Jersey. 
_i~tings which include arti s t s. 
11-T "me Hits from the Hill s (Eddy Arnold 
}~erican _allad Singer s (Siegmei s ter) 
.American Folk Songs ( J.. J. 1-Ti le s , '\vi th 
dulc~mer) 
.Arkansas Traveler {Spade Cooley) 
Ayapo, American Indian (Gamboz) 
Ballad of Ear )e .. r a Allen (I,admun ) 
Blanket Song (Chief Caupolican ) 
Birmi ngham Ja.il (Sl i m Whitman) 
Che,n t of the Eagle Dance (Hopi Indians ) 
Cowboy Hywns and Spirituals (Bob Nolan ) 
fF-195 
P-41 
48- 0063 
c-32 
4023 
20983 
48-0145 
20043 
P-229 
-==--==IF=·== 
Deer Dance (Skilton ) 
Dry Bones (Delta Rhythm Boys) 
Every l-.1:'1il Da,y (Chain Gang ) 
Folk Songs and :Ballads (Susan Reed, with 
zither and ri sh e.rp) 
Gal I Left Behind Ne (Spade Cooley) 
Good :news (Tuskegee Singers) 
Home on the Range (Roy Roge r s ) 
Live A-Humble (Tuskegee Singers 
Lore of the West (Roy Rogers) 
MY Old Kentucky Home (Marian Ander son 
Negro Spiritua l s (Flonza.ley Q,uart e t 
Night-Herding Song (George Lon.on 
1 ' Man River (Paul Robeson 
' Rotmd the Campfire (Texas Jim Robertson 
Roy Rogers Rotmdup (Roy Roge r s) 
Roy Rogers Souvenir A bum (Roy Roge r s ) 
Sant a Fe Tra il (Farl Me ona ld 
Shawnee I ndi an Iunting Dance (S iJton 
Skip to My Lou and Other Square Dances 
(calls by Roy Roger s) 
Songs of the V.lest {Montana Slim 
Square Dances (calls by .,..;renee Loy) 
Square Dances (calls by Pee wee King) 
Square Dances (calls by Spade Cooley) 
Steal Awa y (Paul Robeson) 
Sunrise Call (Chief Caupolican) 
22174 
IJP-193 
0-1536 
M-1086 
48- 63 
20520 
48-0074 
05 0 
¥~388 
49-0555 
6594 
1 0-1536 
25376 
P- 4 
P-253 
WP-215 
1-'754 
221'74 
P- 59 
4 
WP- 1 55 
P-256 
P-249 
19742 
20983 
-11 T.::·2 
.=\! ... > 
SWi ng Low, Sweet Chariot (Five Trumpets) 
Wa r Dance (Skil ton) 
2. Listings from fi1ms . 
:Slue Slw,dows on the Trail (from \val t 
Disney' s "lYielody Time" ) 
5 0- 0034 
22174 
48-003 
Pecos Bill (from \val t Disney' s "Melody Time" ) 
3 . Listings giving nuraber only, 
Billy Boy 
Cowboy Classics 
De Glory Road 
Early American Ba llads 
Ezekiel Sat.; De meel 
Sheep and Goat 
Sour~7ood Mountain 
~wing Your Partner 
Trampin ' 
Turxe::,r in t h e St:r-a':r 
4. Listings §.Yailable f!.Q!g regue s~. catalog. 
Deep River (arr. Burleigh) 
~re's No Hidin ' Place Down Der e (arr . Br own ) 
Every Time I Feel De Spirit (arr. Brown) 
Negro S irituals (Dorothy Maynor) 
Songs and Spirituals (Marian Anderson 
Ste hen Foster Al bv..m {Richard Crooks) 
---~~- -- . --------
2?1 1 
vJP-16 
?486 
M-604 
20604 
245 2 
21?51 
C-34 
1896 
2213 
5 . Older listings giving ~ nu~ber . 
At..;ay for Rio 
Blo~ the l~n Down 
Gray oose (sung by Lead Belly) 
Gypsy Laddie 
Lulle Lullay 
0 Bury !1e on the Lone Prairie 
Seven Joys of Nary 
Stew Ball (sung by Lead Belly) 
F. ~ght ' s ,Be cord Service, Princeton, New Jersey. 
Recorded by the Westminster Choir. {No number given.) 
Creation, The (arr. Tom Scott) 
Deaf' Woman's Courtship (arr. Powell) 
Ezekiel Saw ])e 'iheel (arr. DavJson) 
Go 'Way from 1-:Iy 'lindovr (arr. !Jiles ) 
Great Get tin ' Up Mornin' (arr. Carroll) 
I 'fonder As Wander {Appalachian Ca rol) 
Lane County Bachelor (arr.. ickson and O' Hara) 
Let Us Break Bread Toget!ler (arr. Lav1rence) 
Lonesome Valley (arr. Lynn, 
01 1 !Jl'a.n River (Kern ) 
Peter, Go Ring Dem Bells (arr. Cain) 
oor fayfarin' Stranger (arr. Jackson and Gatwood 
Ride On, King Jesus (the Choir) 
Skip to Ny Lou (a,rr. 'filson) 
·I r ,,. 
_ . .. ]M .... 
Soldier , Soldier (arr. Powell) 
Sour.vood JYiountuin (a.rr. Brockway) 
St. Louis :Slues (arr. Randy) 
Story of the ~velve (Mississippi Spiritual Chant, 
by Tom Scott and the Choir 
Swing Along (Negro Cake-Walk) 
There Is A Balm in Gilead (arr . Da\vson 
W'.aa t ICinda Shoes? ( arr. Johns on) 
G. Miscellaneous R~rdings. 
1 . Asch. (No number given.) 
Cindy 
Corn Bread Rough 
Darling Nellie Gray 
Dead or Alive 
Don ' t Lie , Buddy 
Good Morning, Captain 
Green Corn (Rural Dance) 
Lightfoot Bill 
Little Brmvn Jug 
01 ' Riley sung b Lead Belly) 
Street s of Glory 
Turkey in the Strat-I 
Vi r ginia Reel 
wnc ' s Genna Shoe Your Pretty Little Fee t? 
2 . Brunswick. 
' c:r 
_· ·• .• :t 
==================· - ----
.._ee1..1 River (Marian Anderson) 
Heaven , Heaven (Mari· n Anderson) 
i~merican Folk Songs (Jo Stafford 
C ~otboy Favorities (Tex Ritter) 
Cowboy Hit Parade 
Or lahoma Hill s (Jack Guthrie ) 
Son s from 11 Grand Ole 0 1.Jry ' 
S<.~ U3.re Dance ( Cliffie Stor m) 
4 o DeLuxe . 
T ilight on the Tra i l ( Denver Darling) 
5 . Disc . (No number given . ) 
Ballads fr om the Dust BovJl 
H~rd T_aveling ----
My Newfoundland 
P~st~rres of lenty 
Bambli ng Blues 
Tg_ll\ in g Columbia Blues 
'l~ben the CurfelJJ Blows 
Hudson ~ ver Songs 
A rip on t he Erie 
Blue l\1ounta i n Lake 
Bonnie Boy o ' Biscay , 0 
Brit i sh Soldier 
Montca l m hltd ·Jolfe 
Tom Moore (or) Tb s Days nf ' 49 
iork and Occuoationa l Songs 
Ca sey JonAs 
Cm,-Jboy 1 s Lament 
c 75 
BD 2 7 
f, J 5:1 
AC 7 
~.u 86 
D 4J 6 
1 
6. Hargail (No numb .:- r g ven. ) 
,.., 
I • 
8 . 
Ba lads and Foll Songs 
He 1 s Gone fn,my 
Ol d Bangu.m 
Shucker o"' the Corn 
Sou~~ood MoLmtaLn 
··:ee Coope r of Fife 
I moArial . 
Square Dances ( calls 
Sc~uare Dances ( calls 
by 
by 
Kevnote e (no number given .) 
Early _ r.o.e rican :c:e:.llads 
Ballad of the Tea Party 
Ballad of Saratoga 
EscalJe of Ol d J ohn \vebb 
Greenland Fishery 
Nantucket Lrulaby 
Patriot i c Diggers 
Pe t er Parker 1 s Song 
Unfortunate Mi ss Bailey 
a rl ~.~ yles) 
Lee Bedford) 
9 . MGM. 
Songs of the Hills and Plains 
Square .l)a.nces 
10. Musi c raft. (No number given .) 
Green Co.rn 
My na me It I s Sam mall (Carl Sandburg) 
V. THE \.TiiiT ASSIGN lEN T 
FD 
FD 
Sugp;est i ons to the Teacher . (1 ) It is su ·gested tha.t 
student s not be encouraged to read about t his music until 
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s 
after they have h eard the recordings and .LJarticipated in 
t he class d s c11s sions . I n this part i c1..1.lar s i tuation , read -
i nc; a ct i v ity i s some\,_rhat f oreign t o t he S ~Jirit of the tmi • 
F'oll mus ic aris es 1.·1b.ere t here i s no literatlJ.r e ; it \vas not 
created to be v·iritten dovm fo r mally ; it cannot be a.:..:)re~- -
a ted 1mless heard . 
(2) The l i st of recor d ings , Hhi le by n o mean_ corn-
plete , a l ows for c wi de ran ge of cho i ce in s election . Cri-
teria i n choosint re c or ds f'or iJres entation shoul d be (a) 
h i gh_ fideli t y of r eco r d i ngs , (b) numbers s t rongly character -
i s tic of each fo lk group , ( c) authori t ative source a :..1 art -
is tic quality , and (d) vJide variety and ba l cnce n se l ection . 
(3 ) I f time a llows , it •:Joul d be extremel y '\rlortl1v,h ile 
to present the 11 Ba llad for Americans ; 11 by Robinson , as a 
fi ttinr_ c l imax to th i s unit. Probg,bly no singl e v1or ~ co1.1l ri 
i mlJress t ile )UlJi l s more str ongly with the im~Jortance of all 
peo~les a.nd t'n.sir dB.ily o ccupat ions i n our deoocratic socie -
ty . Numbers of excellent reco r dings are availEJ.ble , and if 
the high s chool. cho i r incl udes the composi t ion in i ts re_:)er-
to i re (as does the choir of Naugatuck High f, chool ) , i t 1.-J ould 
be a highly e f fective nu:.rnber ,,,J ith '.:Jhich to cl ose the assemb -
l y progr am su ggested in t he " Study and .hcti v i ty Gui de . '1 
The \vriter also vJi sh es to recommend 11 The .Son of 
lirneri ca , '' by Roy Ringwald , an i nsl)iring music l saga \:Jh ch 
te 11 s of our nat i on 1 s f ound :_n g and e;rmvt h f rom the voyages 
of Coh:unbus t o t he deat h of Lincol n . As his text, i ng\vc:;.ld 
has selected ve r ses from the poetry of Amer ica ' s greatest 
writers and set them to beaut ifu~ .:.1nd or g i nal music . This 
is a work for mi x e d chorus, narrato r , <IDd four - hand Ji ano 
accom~Janiment. erha1JS the head of the mus i c de1-•artment 
would b8 ~lad t o have the h i gh school choir or ch orus l earn 
this com)os ition i n con junction wit the study of t h i s unit . 
Performance time is 32 minutes , an 1 the vJOrk has be f. n r e -
c orded by t he Fred ';Jaring Glee Club for Decca . I t i s av a l-
able i n 78 , 45, and 33 r .. p. m. albmns . I n t hese times of 
ideological confli cts , a present ation of t h i s affirmation 
of fa i t h in our country ca..n. b e an event of r eal patriotic 
ns~Jiration to botll _pe rforme rs and listeners . And stndents 
wi ll be hearing a combinat i on of e;ood _poetr:;r and goocl music 
as vJe ll . 
( 4 ) A valuabl e v isua l aid i n t eaching this unit 1t1 ill 
be found in tl1.e u se of a rt ) ictures _pertine ··; t to _me rica n 
f olk mus ic. A list of appropriate pictures will be fmmd , 
a long with books, record i D€;S , and magazine e..rticles , in t he 
section "List of References f or Teache rs . 11 
I ntroductory Activ ity fo r the Teacher . (It is s ug -
gested t hc:. t t he teacher try the fo l l ovJinE introductory 
procedure :) lJithnut co mment, play a record re_;,;resent ative 
of the fol k music of each group t o be studi ed . Hav e t he 
--=-=--==---
first record lJl ayin§. as the students come into the clas s-
room. 
Aft er the records have b e en pl ayed , lead into a 
class dis cuss ion with the first c.i uestions · the follovJ ing 
study and activity guide : 
STUDY AI~; D ACTIVITY GUIDE 
Read t h. i s '1 study and Activity Guide 11 carefully. 
Keep it , to e:ether 11>r i th all your notes , in y ::->ur notebook. 
Be s ure you knovJ the meaning of all t he 1:Jords . Re cord in;;.:; s 
will be pl a yed to illustra te t he folk s ont;s 1:J<j are to study . 
Listen co.refull y to them and t hey 1.v ill b.e l:.J you to artsvJ er 
the s e c~uestions . 
A. Ame r icru1 Folk Literature in General. 
1. \"• ha t kind of sone;s did you just hear? 
2 . How d id t hey originate? With wha t people s'? HovJ 
have they come down to us? 
3 . ~ ~ha t makes folk music diffe rent from the mus ic of 
people who live in cities? 
4. 'tiha t do folk music a nd folk poetry tell you a b out 
the people who produced these f orms of art? 
5 . VJhy is the folk litera ture of the se peoples t rul y 
American ? r ihat c1oes it revea l about life in the Nev.; 
VJo r- l d? 
6. Music and poe try hn re been refe rred to a s 11 s i s ter 
! 60 
rts . 11 Hov; .s thi s tr e o American f ol _ m .s i c and 
folk oetry? 
"'/ . vnat conditions encourage the crea tion of f 1 
ongB and fol . poetry? •J"hy? 
• 
I n viha t 1t1ay do"s mode r n lii.ring ten. to discourage 
the development of folklore? Iow do the r ad i o , e le-
h ne , and a.utonobile affect its evelcpment? 
• 
\Vh are orne of he many - ersons who are devotin 
themselv-e s to the study and recor d i ng of our Ame rican 
folk music? v y do they f eel it should b res~rved 
f or f ture generations? 
1 • vlhy ir. the creati on of f ol -c music a never- ndin 
proce ~ s? \~lh \1/ill cerry on t ~e art of its prod ct i n? 
The \vri ting down of a f ol song unfort1 nately tends to 
estroy as well s.s preserve it . vlhy? 
• 
I ndia g Folk §ong~ • 
1 . · y does Indian mu s ic and oetry s ound strange o 
o , r ears' \fuic tribes were mos t m sical? •,'ha t i n-
strument s d i d t hey use? 
• 
•Jhy are tte red :mc.m ' s prayers and poetry often 
one an . the same tb ~ng? :is songs and dances? 
3 . Wha.t occo.sions i 1 t r i a l lif e a"re e xpressed by 
ndian f ol .. sone:s ? men id he sing and dance? 
4 . Vhy as it been dif f i cul t t c p re se r ve Indian 1 
m s · c? To reproduce it on our modern i nstr ument s? 
-- ---- -----·---"=-== 
• 
5. lt_ough ndian folk songs are extremely pict r-
esque and ·varied, why are they seldom hea.rd or played? 
6 . vJh2t is the i rr.port ance of trying to unders t an c:m 
., 
.I. e 
preserve the s e primitive s ongs a.n. chant s? 
egr o Fol- 1ite r atur e • 
\Vhere did Negro f olk music arise i n t he Tni t e d 
t a te s ? Out of wha t living conditi ons ? ov1 d i d it 
differ frcm fri ce.n mus ic '? 
2 . 'my are regr c folk Eongs such an e . dvanced type of 
. ? IDUSlC . Jhat in st ument i s t sually asso cia t ed \'lit he 
Negr o and his happi er songs ? 
3. 'Jha t i s a 11 spiritual 11 ? A " shout" ? _:ow do t . y 
-· 
- icture t he everyday life o the Negro? 
vny does t_e spiritual repre sent the Negro ' s best 
singi ng? \'1 1y i s E;. _£app~ sing · ng completely na,tv.re.l 
f or t e 1-Tegro? Rame . seve r al out s t and ing Negro choirs 
and s i nge r s . 
5. •lhat a r e the crmr ac teri stics of Negr o singing in 
general? m a t is meant by " syncopation" ? 
6 . Hm..r did vJo rk songs a i d the 1.-Tegro as he toiled in 
the cotton field or on the docks? vfuat other t ypes 
of songs did he sing? 
7 . \Vhat part has Stephen F oste r played in preserving 
egro fol k s ongs ? \Vhy are hi s coTiposi ti ons cons · dered 
true folk musi c? 
• 
8 . vlliat has been the chief contributi on of t e Negro 
1 . 
• 
to music ? '\Vhat q al i ties :rna. ·e the Hegro a natur al 
musician? \mat symphony, 1..:ri tten by a Europes.n com-
pose r while visiting t h i s country, :made u ze of J.iegro 
t une s ? Wha.t new a ttitude among musicians re su ted? 
IN1:te.t f amous Ame rican f olk ope r a, \vri tten by a. Jewis 
com_ oser, i s ba.sed upon the folkways of t he egro? 
Folk l ore of the Ap alachian Mounta i ns • 
\my has the l ife of Appalachi an mount a in fol been 
i so e.ted and primi t · ve until ve r y recently? How did 
their living habit s p r odu ce a rich mu s ica l f ol ore? 
Why ·as thi s kind of fol k l ite r ature unknown t o 
the re s t of the count y? How 1.·.re,s it disc overe ? n 
h a t countries did many of t hese mountain songs have 
their or igin? Why? 
3 . How would you describe molntain mus ' c? What in-
s t r ument s were sed as a.ccom:paniment? How di d it diffe r 
mos t s trongly ·.:_from egro mu s i c? 
4 . 'Wha t is a ballad or 11 ballet 11 ? What functio did 
al ~-d s ingers origim:::,ll r perform? 
5. Wha t other tne s of songs had their beginning in 
mountai n districts? ~mat do t hey tell us about every-
day life and customs? 
6 . ~nat singers of mountain folk songs do you know? 
\IJJ:w .. t are folk festivals? \ 1ere are t hey held? 
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E. . Cowboy Songs . 
1 . Ho-v1 did the life of the cmvboy encourage him to 
create a folk music all his o~m? 
2. i.Vhat ty es f songs did the cowboy sing? Vhat 
nstTIL~ents furnished his accompaniment? Name at least 
two stars of 7estern ictures who also sing and record 
CO"!.vboy so gs . 
• Songs of ~ Shanty Boz. 
1 . "Who was a 11 lu.mberjack11 or "shanty boy"? \v1len did 
he do most of his singin - '? v~? 
2. \iliat Jere the characteristics of the lumberjack' s 
musi c? How did it differ from ether types? Vhy'? 
• 
olk ~sic .£! Sailors ~ Stevedores • 
• 
vlhy did erican sailor song become almost ex-
elusi vely a cappella? \if.b.at ··1as a " sea chantey"? 
11 chan te ;)7j n" ? 
2. \fuy '\rJas the chantey a work song, while tl1.e lumber-
j ack ' s song ·\vas not? Ho''' did the sailor ' s work detAr-
mine the kind of music he sang? 
H. Railroad ~k Songs . 
\men "i.ve re the railroad songs created? By ;..Thom? 
)That vrere they about? 
I . ~ork Songs £f Canal Drivers . 
--
vlhy did mule- dri'!'ers on t ... e can~~:_-~~ng day an~ -------~-=~-=-=-==-=-~· 
--------
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night? \•.r1y did boat captain s encourage their singing? 
J" . The !2.11f So gs ......£ Otber Group s . 
1 . Vhat other groups of people developed fol k songs? 
Hot·/ did t he manner in v1hi ch they lived contribute to 
thi deve lopment? Give the cha racteri s tic s of each 
type . 
2. How did all these folk groups help to build erica 
i to "\'!hat it i s today? •Jhat lesson in democracy can 
we learn through t he sttdy of this uni t ? 
§pecia-1, Cla .s s ~cti vi tir. 
Would yo _ like to resent an assembly program of 
erican folk music as a climax to this unit? Such a shotv 
ought to be t ruly entertaining and of high educational va e . 
Could you make it s o 
f you want t o try it , talk over the possibility of 
i v i g su h a rogre~m \vi th t e he-.dmaster of your school . 
You should secure his permi ss ion first, a nd arrange for a 
convenient date . 
For a well-produced show , you t i ll need conmrlttees t 
(1 ecure talent , 2} design co s t~Ines , (3 find properties, 
( 4) dress your stage , a nd (5 ) construct scenery. 1Jhat others 
viill be necessary also 
·rJJ.y not invite the physical ed .ce. tion departr!'lent to a i d 
\vi th numbers f eaturing folk dancing? Students \<li hi::1g to 
resent - eric"",n s quar - dances such as the Vi rginia eel , 
- - ----- -------- --- ---------- - -------------- ----
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the Portland Fancy, and 11 Pop-Goes-the-Veasel , 11 mi ght sec re 
v :;;. 'J.a le a:::sistm.1c f rom their " gym" taachers . These da ces, 
d ne b couples in costume , \vould be c ol rf• 1 and effective . 
Or , you might even present a 1111.oe-do\·m , 11 complete 1.-.r.:. th ld-
ti e fi .ler a _ d c2ller . 
\ f course yo• r art instructo!' is es ... Jecially q_ al ifie 
t ~~~e uggestions concerni~g the designing of yo r et . 
Th se of you \IJho talce art might 1.vork out an ide·o \·lith her 
fo r p · inting a effective back-drop and set i9ces . 
u 0 r kno\v the,t the '1.-Jood:working department is an 
excellent place t o secure t h e 11 knov.r- ho·w • and ater.: ls for 
uilding your scenery. Every sta~e show needs good carpen-
ters and stage-hands . 
l~ost of y our c ostumes can be assembl ed by looking 
through odds and ends of old c loth i ng a t home . Perha s yo, r 
mother will know of something put away in the attic which 
\vill be j ust 1:Jhat you 1 r e looking for . Hot·mv r , · n designing 
a d !I1:'1.k "ng any special co stumes , yo . mie:,ht request the 
assistance of the home economics depurtmen• . 
The music de a rtment, especially, can be of grea.t 
service in helping you secure talent and in furni shing 
nw bers f r your program. iL'nong t he s t udent body are p r sons 
talented on the v iolin , gui t ar , banjo , or accordian. Some 
f the sing fol~ s ongs ; vJ · t ~ "-'.ccomp&nime. t , ve r y well . 
These people uov.l d be "naturals" fo r solo numbe r s , i~ IJIEJ::e-
u 
---- _\ - costume . Perhaps the A ~pella C 1.o ir \voul . be 1.vill-
-- ----T --
1 
ing to s i n_ a grou of f olk s ongs ·1.-hich t _ ey a lre y a ve 
n .. -e ir repertoire , or :p s s i bly t hey i.vould like to le -.rn 
_ Biv ones i f you lc:m len - eno gh i n adve,nce . y ou 
should decide to h8.Ve a 11 Sin i n ' Gatheri n ' " for one of yo r 
, you mi ght pe rsuade choir member to act s singers i n 
t_ e group , \vi th one of t he student conductors actin as t_ e 
lec..der . 
Thes are only suggestions . Ma e it a go od s o\·J, well 
a 1ne d , an w rthy of an a:pprec i a ti ve a d ience . There i.vil 
be j ob for everyone to perfo rm i n order to make this :pro-
""ram a succe s s . F i nd out f r om t he chairmcm Hhe re y v. ca n 
b · f the greates t service , nd then assume the respons · il~ 
•ty f r carrying out your assignment to the be st of yo r 
ability. Nost f a ll, have f un doin it J Good luc l 
b an iou to see a . d hear the r suits ! 
·e 'll 
1 . 
VI . TKE OPTIONAL RELATEJJ ~C TIVITIES 
p i cture map of the United St ates , lo ca tin 
the areas \vhere f olk songs have originated. Il_ s tr9. e 
your 1=1p '\·lith ictures of the people i.vho created t hese 
s ongs , and include the names of tunes typical of e ch 
e c""'i on. 
2 . J:.fake a chart f a ll the f ol <: s ong -o -r u ear ove r t _ e 
r-dio for t ~o wee~s . Include th ~ foll win items 0 
i f ornlc"ttion .bout each: (1 name of Song; ( 2 T- e ; 
3 Secti on Cotmtry; 4 Uame of Fro r 2m ; 5 ~ra.me 
of Pe rfor mer; (6) Stati on and Time; and ( 11 i ve " r 
Tr an scribed? 
3 . Hake c:. f ol s on of y o r o vn , abo t s ome ase 
f yo r eve r ~ay life . Perhap you would li t o ave 
someone o t _ is .J ro j ec t "~iii th you, one maki ng 
t , _ne an d t _ e ot he r, t he 'T...rords . 
4 . Select t en f ol . s on -.s w_ i c _ yo lL e ez ec i all r and 
• 
whi ch a r e represent a tive of t he va r i ou s f olk groups 
i n the United St a t es . /r ite a pa r a graph on eac , el -
· ng whe r e and 0 1i! it rigina ted, a nd descr i b i n it 
\-1 r d and mus · c . £ poss i ble, i nclude a c opy of eac • 
Co b i ne i n Jookl e t f orm. 
I yo l i e t o ~a e r oems , f ' nd an ol d f lk song 
and creat e nev ·ro r ds f or i t . cr, if you ave a ift 
f or compos i ng , f i nd an appropria t e poem and t urn it 
i nto a f ol k s ong b y making up a tune to go with it . 
(It will be especially effective if you can pre sent 
this folk oong to the class w:i.thout any written -vrords 
or music. Why?) 
6 . Select some dre.matic i nc i dent i n y01 r Olm co~ni ty 
and write a bc.lle.d a bout it . A friend :may hel . yo , 
if yo 1 v!i nh. 
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7 . 
• 
1 • 
11 . 
ich is yo r f avo:r i te type of fol.k song? ~a e e 
collecti of a 1 the fol~ on yov can f · n ,t · c 
b lo i this g!'O 'P• ive a rief acco nt o th 
back round of each . 
rrange a. Ste"hen s t er col. ct i on , i ncltdin 
s , stc:des , ne rs ape r .].i .p ·ng , end sen s . 
yo li_e t dra ,,.., r~ake a ceries f ketches 
illustr" t · ng ea.c t:y'})e o f ol : s · nger. _ry t s J.m· 
he n . ." tions !h · ch led hi o create h · s pa.r-
icular kind of song. 
1-:Ta .,.e no t el:;oo: of i t tr s, el i i n .c , c. mdn s 1 
e . , des ribi_g the lie and c s t ems of any one o 
~ ~rican f lk gro ·ps. 
oes anyone n yo r f amily or c nun ity n v.· f 1 
n t·:hi his unf cn:.i · -. r t u , r · J..:.ch, erh"'} , i ... 
not ve · st d in t best-kno~n co_lecti cns of Am r -
can folk songs~ f o, wh~ ~ ot try c e t h ·:m o te _ 
· t to y 1.? f i·Te discover e1n ur knotvn one , 1e \dll ge t 
i i.·Iri tte d m c-~ 1 ·en i t ... L. rc r r f Con re ss , 
i \lia.shingt n , • C., to a to their co~lec ti n . 
1 2 . ·rite t th n~gs r m CO llp<:my, 2 'Jesey Street , .~.:ret 
v. .. 7 , He ., r _, _ cr e · r bee. tif " 1 :_ o r e I-I of 
t h Tnited 0 tat II resent anc e x lc:dn ' t o th c1e ss . 
:J ")-.:' 
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13. Did yot see the movie 11 So _g of the S t 11 ~ at 
fol gr ou wps r epresente "? _ o "tvas 11 ncle __ m _s 11 ? 
'\'lhat folk ong s d id he sing and play? ~'hat fol l:: c stem:::: 
d i d yol s e ? Tell the c lctss about i -. (You rr-a~ ·want 
C· rep rt en one of t hese otber movi es ~hie _ pres 
f ol gs nd the livi ng h bit s of the eo l e w_o 
crec:. t ed t bem: 1 ) 11 Feud · n ' Rhyt m, " ( 2 11 long t _e 
nto ' 
~earlin , 11 
5 "Acr ss the ide 11issouri. " -lha t other s ce.n yo 
suggest 
1 4 . Trace t _ e 0 d Ch · sholm -rail on a mc:~p of t he n:_ t e 
utates . Illustra te i t t o t ell its t ry in pic t res . 
_ 5 . J.Ia ~e a collection cf son ., s -vihich r e f lect t he vari c s 
inds of a.ctiv:i.ties in t_,e life cf (1) the 1Tegro, 2) 
the ccvboy, or ,3 the mounta i nee r . 
6 . For your next fresbme:m school dcmce , or ch r ch an-
t en dance , lEm a fcl · a r t y . The comn1· ee might 
arrange f or Equare danc i ng , appropriate costumes , decc-
r a tions , a. d spec i e. number f eat ur i ng fol ~ s 
, ita~r ; b<:mjc , o!' aceordian ecom~an · mel t . 
1? . 'What i s a ".~: arody" ? . rite a a r c .y en 1 . ~ s ~nna " 
or " e-mp o\m c.ces ." 
"'8 . F" nd a nmnbe r of s ngs 1 • eh represent the vari o s 
ccupati on ·f the ec- r. y settlerE~ of t e vest. e 1 
t he class ~bout t he i nc "dent in .e:rican 1i:::.tory t 
in these s .n .£ . 
1 • I nvite a loca~ fiddler to co~e to sc o 1 n 
some old dan e tunes f r t he class . Orf if t er is a 
squere-dance csller jn t he a rea , reQuest · re to sho 
t he class ho\'T he 11 calls, 11 cmd how certain j gur e e>,re 
anc d . 
2 • , i th t1:. .. ~-e l:p of yo1.1 r t eacher, a.rrange to o t 2. · n 
a , sho\'I to the cla::: s t_ sound film " tep en Col_..:.ns 
oster, 11 Famous J';Iusic 1\fa.s t er Se r ies, i tzpa tric ~ 
I'ictures , Inc., l:~e vJ York, :He'tv ror • 
21 . Read 1-fc-.r_. T\.rain s 11 ife on t ~e l .Lissi ss ":ppi .u ive 
a \IJri tten or oral report, t ell in abo t t _e '\· ays f 
life on the river · ich encouraged the prodLct "on of 
f 1- so gs . 
22 . Read one of the f olloviing :poems . ~ at is it s 
re a tionshi t this unit ... 
"Je e Ja .... es" •lill i e . O C! 
. "' :Benet 
11 The _orse Thief" II 
" I the l1otmte.iny Si1ger 11 C mpbel l 
" 1 -Tim iddler" C nni .gham 
"Leetle Ba,teese " 
11A Coque tte Corne r ed" nb~.r 
'""""-· · 
. .. ( -
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II e 'rnin· of tl:e Ea ies in the Bed" 
11 Sin e r in t ~e a'l.m 11 
"Jim J3ludso 11 
"Little Breeches" 
"Homesick Blues" 
" The Passive I erd11 
11 Be.llad for P~TTierica..ns " 
"Pra irie S}~:y" 
" The Congo " 
"Hiawa th~t " 
11 The Sla "e ' s Dream'' 
11 nd of the Free " 
" Ci t Carson ' s Rid 11 
11 Song of tl:e ndi e.n ·ra re" 
" Song of Three 1ri e ds 11 
" Ttvo Nethers" 
"Orpheus" 
" e Fv. s t _P.nj o" 
"Year c of t he People " 
11
· ountc in Du cimer" 
11 Vh.en t e Du.lcj_mers r e Gone " 
"A Song f or Occupation" 
II ear Ameri ca Sing ing " 
11 Pionee r D! 0 Pioneers ! " 
Dun a. r 
Eleazer 
Hay 
II 
lug .. es 
Ka f .c:m 
Lato c_e 
ee 
.l.Jin E -Y 
Lon fe 1 
II 
r.:..acLeis_ 
. "ller 
l e · a r t 
" 
" 
obert s 
L sse _ 
Sandb rg 
Sti 1 
II 
' · t man 
" 
II 
23 . Prepare a aper or cra l re~ort on one of the o or-
·-~--= :== ·--------=-=-.= 
ing topics . vfuat is i t s import~nce i n conne t "on · i-
fol .: music? 
arl E.2-ndburg and Hi s FE(r~'lo ' s " ongbag. 11 
Cecil Sh2"rp, Collec t or f I~ounta. in allads . 
Th~ ' "te Top :Ho•.n t a in Festiv 1. 
The Old T.a rp Singer s • 
.Jo:b_n and Alan , the Lom::x Bro t hers . 
Burl Ives, Singer of Folk Songs . 
J ch..n J acob Hiles cmd Eis Dulcimer. 
The American Folk Festival. 
Frances :Densmore , Authority on Indian Jvi s · c . 
reole F~l Songs . 
24 . Cons tr wt puppet or dress a doll to rep re s e n t 
f ol si· ger :r om one of the groups ·we :b...a.ve st di e d. 
5. .Are you good a t building t ings? :Hake a model of 
one of the follow i ng , u s i ng any mate ria.lE yo ·.n 
sui t able : 
Sque.,re De.nce 
Si g "n ' Ga.the r in ' 
Corn Ruski n ' 
Lunberjac ' s Shanty 
InCl icm War- ance 
Cot t on Plantat i on 
Ca.mp Hee tin ' 
ife r c Cabin 
=--==-~rr===--=--=c--· ------=- _.__--
Covlboy unJ.r...house 
Fiddle, :OUlc ·mer, Gui t ar, :Sa.njo, or other instrument 
H;:dlroa.cl Gang 
The Erie Canal 
The Docks a t 1-Tevl or eans 
-egr o "Shoutn 
1- ining Camp 
Cattle Round-Up 
6. H w would you like to read a s ory about one of 
t_ese fol grcups? If you wold, choose a tit e from 
t e list belovJ. Read the selection s.nd te 1 t e cl .ss 
t·:M.t you lec-trne 1 about the customs and living con i tio_ s 
of the people involved. 
"Life on the ~ississippi " So e L. Clemens 
"Uncle Remus Stories" oe C an ler a rri s 
" Tennessee ' s Partner11 Bret a.rte 
II e Luck of Roaring Camp" 11 
" The Cut casts of oker Fla t 11 " 
" San." ill ames 
11 oky" 
" 
"American ndian Old-:£1-Tan Stories" • I.inderman 
11 I ndian f.hy torie s " 
" 
11 ld }ia.n Coyote " II 
11 n A Passing Frontier " 
" 
"Red :Mothe:r" II 
-d==~-
"The Oregon Tra i l" Franc i s Parkman 
" Paul Bunyan11 J ames St evens 
'' The Bl azed Trail 11 Stewart Edward VJh • te 
11 Th e Virgini an '' 01.;en ~~~ister 
2 7o Read the pl ay 11 The Green ?as tures , 11 by Marc Con-
nelly. Describe the leading characters . ~-.hat is the 
aut hor • s plJ.r pose i n writing t his play? How doe s the 
cllal og reveal t he Negro's chi ld-like f a ith in a )E:r-
son1:3. l God ? VJhat incidents, amusing and even r i d icu-
lous t o t he White man J actually shmv the Negro 1 s 
dee~ly religious nature ? V'Jhat folk - customs are d r ama -
tized? What part doe s folk mus ic pl ay in this great 
drama ? 
( If t here is some other pro j ect y ou would like to 
do, consult your t eacher and get b.er <.t;_)proval. 
VII. THE P')QLING - OF - EX -).t.i:UENCE PHASE 
1 . Exhib its . 
z. Demons t rations . 
3 . Reportse 
VI II. THE EST I JVJ.AT I N OF EDUC.A.1'IVE: GRO\IJTH 
Summarv . Befo re the pooling - of - ex1.1erience l)hase , 
- :=----=- - -
1~~s ( . 
__ j 
eac11 IJUpil is a sked. to l'Jri te a summary of -wha t he ha s 
l earned in this unit on American folk music , incl ucl ing 
(l) the various t yiX s of folk music , (2) how folk sonc:_s 
m_·_rror t he people ~,1ho creat e t hem , and (3 ) wha t f o k music 
and 9oetry h c.ve crmtrlbutec_ to A.me r i can literature . 
ruestionnaire . At t he end of tc1e unit , ea ch 
i s as .ed to vJrite answers t'l the f oll mJing e:..ues tions : 
(1 Do y ou like t :lis methx1 of stud~' ? ~·.'hy? 
( 2) 'i~ hat l;a rt of the ,f;ort .i d y-:·u lit:P mos t? \"Jhy? 
( 7. ' ,_; '. 'i he:~ t ) a r t d id ~rou li'ce l e a s t? ~·Jhy? 
(4) Did y ou f:i.ncl this t pe of •:;orl-s:: more clif icul 
t~mn o t ll.P r me thor1s of stnd ? Why ? 
( 5 ) I 11 t hi_s t.y .._-'e of vJOrk , d o you th:i_nk y ou ::.. e9.rne~ 
mor·e or· less t han i n othe r· methods of tu -y? ~Jh~ ? 
(6 If 1ve .l i d. a simil,-::. r· ty~:;e of 1..-vo rk again , what 
s1..1.ggest ions for improveme 1 t could you me.k e? 
Log . 0uring the l a bora t ory ~eriods , the t eacher 
keP. .._)S e.. recorc. of t he behavior, pe r-fo rmance , attitude , and 
ac i eve!nent of each ... :mpil . Any mc.=t rke d i m.._Jr ove ruent 1 o· 
f a ilure to improve , is noted . 'I'he execution of the clas s 
acti•.rities sug::::ested in the unit ass i g,nment prov i cles ev i-
dence of the degree to ·~vhich skill s h c1ve bee_ a c .._u i red . 
I nformal Ob iective Test . At the end of t he unit , t he 
teacher ac1.m-· isters an object i ve t e st , based Ul)on th ma -
j 
I 
,, 
t e :.. i a l. involve in achi eving the slJe cific ob jectives and 
the indirect ear . ing products . 
I X. THE TEST FOR TilE UNIT 1)N !J.IvJLRICAI\~ FJLK L-tm .~ rc 
1 . Choos e t he best e..ns \,Je r in each of the fol owinc: 
situat i on s .. ;::Jh~ ce a check (x _ befo:r the l etter of 
~r ·:mr choice . 
Folk mus ic re;;Jresents the sor1g, and poetry of 
_ _ a . Ci ty dwellers . 
_ _ b. The common people 
__ c . 1'he great composers . 
_ _ d . Wel l-educated people . 
2 . The hobo made u p songs to 
__ a . Li [ hten h i s daily l abor § 
_ . _ b . Get fre e rides on the ra ilroads ~ 
c. rv!ake money. 
__ d . Ease h is loneliness. 
3 . Boa t ca pta i ns encouraged the sin ~ ing of sailors 
and c&~al drivers because 
__ e .• The men '"'Jo r ::ed be ttei' when they sang. 
__ b . It v.1hiled away their leisure time .. 
c. Boat ca)tai ns loved e;ood music. 
__ d . It drowned out t he no i se of the sea . 
.. , ...-:;,8 
- ( ,_ 
The sha ntymen 1 s songs were 
__ a . Sung vJhile they ~tJorked in the .ro ods . 
_ _ b . Tender , gentle melodies . 
c. Not work s ongs. 
__ d . F'ollovied a set rhythmic ... at tern . 
5 . Ba llad makers 
a Served as early nevis repo rte r s. 
_ b. Were poor a t telling stories . 
__ c . Have begun their work only recently . 
__ d .• Never varied a song . 
6 . The songs of the Forty-Niners 
__ a . Were sad , lonely 1 ttle tunes . 
_ b. V.J ere made u~J i n the mine s. 
Co Re present life on tll.e expancl in.g frontier .. 
__ d. vi ere me..de u p by the r wive s. 
7. The songs of the sailor 'iivere unaccompanied be cause 
__ a ~ Sa ilors couldn ' t pl&y i nstruments . 
__ b .. His h ,::.nds vJere alwa ys busy. 
c . Ships didn 1 t have p ianos •. 
_ d . Sailors s ang off- pitch anyway . 
8 . ~Ihen mm .. mtaineers sar..~ folk songs , they 
__ a . I ns i sted upon a banjo accompaniment. 
__ b . Always sang the same words f o r ea ch tune. 
c . Were 'c'lorkine: ha rd in the fie l ds . 
======= 
Vvere more interested in the words t ll::.;.n in the 
accompaniment . 
9. A cappella is an Italian t.erm meaning 
a . Sune: without accorr. ... animent . 
- -
b . S1..mg ba re -headed . 
--
c. Sung l.Vith organ accompaniment. 
d . S'ung withnut a d irector . 
--
10 . The creation of folk literature is handicapped by 
__ a . The abs ence of books and_ news9a2ers o 
__ b . Isolation from civil.tzation. 
__ c. Modern , sophis ticated living . 
_ d . Simple l ivin3 habits •. 
II~ Complete t l1e follow lng senten ces by fillin in the 
m · ssin~ vJOrd or words o V'Jri te the \•JOrd or words on t he 
line to tl1e left of the sentences . 
1. The ______ was a song 1,vh .ich tolu tl e 
story of some outstanding event •. 
2 . To t he American Indian, p oe try and 
______ were one . 
3 . Negro folk music grew UIJ aro1..md life on 
the southern. ______ • 
4 . The i nstrument mo8t commonly u sed by the 
Negro was t he 
------ · 
I 
__ L 
5 . The Negro' s bEst singing is representee 
in the 
6. The strongest characteristic of Negro 
music is its 
------· 
7. Many of our be st-knmlljn mounta i n ballads 
had their ori g i n in a co,Jn try named 
---- -
• 
8 . A melody sunz to make hard labor s eem 
easier is called a • 
9. The men vvho sang to keey avmkP a t nie;ht 
viere the 
------
10 . Moun tain eers often ac compani ed t heir songs 
with a ------ ' a box-like instr"lunent vJ ith 
.four sound-holes . 
------
11 . Although he was a Northerner , 
wro te truly American fo ~U:e sont;s about the 
Sou th . 
12. In t he evenin[. , sang rough s on::::s 
in the warmth of their shanties . 
_ _____ 13 . Folk songs were not ______ , but are 
handed dm'.ln fr om gene r a.tion to generat ion by 
memory . 
- - - -
14. Genuine f oL'k music is produced ':Jhen e. 
group is from c i v ilization . 
15. The American Indian had a f or 
- ----
every occas i on of triba l life . 
===- = ==--- -- -:::- ---=--
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III.. Find the stat ement in "'-;he second column "lfJ ;i ch 
1. 
2 . 
4 . 
5 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9. 
_ 10 . 
_ 11. 
_ 12 . 
_13 . 
_14 . 
_ lo .. 
natches t he i tem i n the first column. 'vJrite the num-
bers in t he blanks at the left of t he f irst co l umn . 
J ohn J acob Ni les 
'"'hantyman 
11 Shout" 
url Ives 
Chantey 
11 Cal .er11 
11 Cam9 Meetin'1 11· 
Stuart Churchill 
Great Spi r it 
Syncopat ion 
Go l d Rush 
11 \tJhoo ee -t i -yi -yo" 
I rish 
1. To wh om t:-le I nd i an danced 
and sa.11g h is :Jrayers . 
2. Form of reli ious r8v iva l 
3 . Uses the d11l cimer to B,c-
company h.i s mountain sone:s . 
4 . Radio s t ar on 11 Fred ':i r i ng 
Sh0'1JJ11 who srJeci alizes in 
mounta i n folic t unes . 
5 . rov ided background for 
sonc;s of t he mining c: miJS . 
6. Famous square - de:m.ce author-
ity and orchestra l eader . 
7. Sung by an Ameri can sai or . 
8 . Another name fo r a h unber -j ack . 
9 . Res ponsible for many of 
our r a ilroad work songs . 
10. Cattl e - call o ten used by 
cm,Jboys in t he ir s ongs . 
11 . Gives direct ons f or sets 
in f olk dances . 
12 ~ ropular recorder of foll 
songs , ~laying guit a r EJ.ccom-
paniment. 
13 . Extremely emotionB l and 
rhythmic song . 
14 . A rhythm wit t he ~ccent 
on t he off - bea t . 
1 5 . Name g ven to a co nt ry 
dance . 
=---- ..;:;_ 
_ _J 
IV. Choose the bes t ans\ver in each of the f ollmd n 
situat i on s . Place a check (X ) be fo re t he letter • f 
your choice .. 
1 Fo . ~ son ::= s f louri sh i n an a rea where 
a 
_ b . 
Mus i c i s hear d on t he r a dio . 
Con certs a re g i ven by t he grea t art i s t s a nd 
orche stras . 
c . There i s littl e or no lite rat ure . 
d . Peopl e have pl en t y of money t o S 1Jend on 
en t e rta i mnen t .. 
2. . I n Amer i can f o l k mus i c 
_ _ ct . 
__ b . 
c . 
_ _ d . 
Song and poe t r y are a l mos t i nse 1)ar a.bl e . 
The aut h or i s genEre.llJ known . 
The songs are writte n by one or t \. JO com os e rs . 
The Neg r o i s r e l a t i ,.r e l y uni mport a.nL 
3 . G.~ c il Sharp i s 
__ a . 
_ b. 
c . 
__ d . 
The i nv entor of t h .... j u l c i mer . 
A s l y , cra f t y ch r a ct e r i n mo1..mta i n f ol. 1 re . 
A col ect or of Eng. i sh f olk s ongs f ound in t he 
The __ i r e ct or of t he Tusk egee Choir ~ 
4 . I n :lian s on[s are sel dom h ee:trd or i ll ay ed b eca1 se 
__ a . '11 ey a r e unj_mportant .::: 2'1 ~ . lJ.n:i. . t;-l~estin~_ .. 
__ b . T' ~ey are ver·y d iffic 1lt foi' t l1e Ihit e JIJ:.:>.n t -J 
- - =-=--= --==---=- -·-=--
-~~2 
·1. ':!:' .:::2:3-t .. : .. E:.s "t-J it~ thE InrJ i~n.s .for b . r __ :i.t . 
\·:orl::: of <::.r t be ca u s e 
a . It i s e labor at- ax ~ c··). ... -.:l i cated i n fo- m. 
- -
b . It i s ... :.: l uyed b y 0 , o ~,...,"tr lll'llS i c ic.ns • 
--
.... "-A..L..LJ 
I t we.s vJI t ten )__;y t.L e '.vorl d 1 s greates t co 1:;o tS ·s . 
__ d . It i s character·· zed by m~::lody , ha.rm ny 5 emotion , 
The '1 S.;.Jiritua l s " 
a . Expres s t e Negro • s deep f c:ti t h i n a per s onal 'o 
_ b . ~,. e re t 1e Negr o 1 s lftJ y of \vol·~{ ing magic, or "voodoo . " 
__ c . ',[ere 1~1Su~lly accom~ e.nied b y the b::~njo . 
__ r • ··,ecame ~:;he m ns t e l s ong s of f:t. l e.t er !:c-.eiCJ·l .. . 
7 o The ,..h i s f cont ribut i on of t1.e Negro to mus ic ..:..s 
__ a . i s t nven t ion of the bun j o . 
Tl1.e ca r eful '~'lording of r.:.is s ongs . 
c . His CO DJ{)l e t e l118. stsl~ r of r- thmic effe ct ~ . 
The beaut~r of h is ore :testr a l arre.n t;F.:ments . 
T' e foll of t he A_. palachi'• 1 f·l!01.1.11.te. i ns cres.ted a un:Lc~' '-e 
r:...11d f:.::. sc i nat i nt.:. lite r a t ure because 
~-a · The~,r r e ce i veJ rrn .. 1::.dc bo o _s f "'om the cities on 
t he Ohio R .. ve r . 
_ _ b . Frequent v isitors taugll the children ne1 
tu.'fles . 
c ., 't1..ey I!Je r c-o i· or·e mus icc-;,1 ti1c....11. the Jegro . 
'I'l"~.ey T,-vel"'e i s o a t ed a..nd 1..ms c 1.00 eel. .. 
0 
..I • The cm-vooy..) created s 1162 of the i r ovm becau~ e 
__ a .• They cou l ci hear Roy l ogers and G8ne Aut ry 
over t he ra io .. 
_ b . Their 1.10 rk vms usue.lly l ong , tireso11e ~ and 
one y . 
c . They \·Jere the be st sineers in the ~·Jes t . 
__ d . The cattle li;_~e the music a ~d \Tere easier 
to _ e rd ~ 
lJ. The s a i l or • chc.nte T made his v1 o ,~- easie1· b 
' 
--'- · 
_ _ b . 
.3ettine: t::te beat and rhy+.h.c.o. for hi s eavine: 
and pulling . 
Givin him a chance to s it dm-m an.Lt r e s t. 
c. Ke eping the ca pta i n entel"t·-· ined .. 
_ _ d .. Mak i n him ' .. lllPOIJlJ.l cJ. r i4 ith t h e other men .. 
( s ' , • f Tr t m -'-) ee A}penalx .or ney o l es~ 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGEST IONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The 'l.vri ter has already explained the limi ta.tions 
of this study in Chapter I. Since it has been impossible 
to test the three units up to the pre sent time, the wri ter 
necessarily must omit the usual sections of this chapter 
'l.vhich ordinarily come under the headings "Summary" and 
"Conclusions ." However, the writer wishes to suggest that 
further research might be done in the following areas per-
taining to this fie ld of study: 
~Unit £ll Conversation. 
1 . A similar study at the eleventh or twelfth-
grade level . 
2 . A survey of conversational practices among 
high-school or college students . 
3. A study of the degree of listening acuity in 
a given grade . 
4. A survey of the incidence of English or speech 
courses at the high-school level which offer units 
in conversation as a speech art . 
~ Unit ~ ~Evaluation of Radio and Television. 
1 . A survey of the incidence of English or speech 
courses at the high-school level which offer units 
!1~ 4: 
I . ..... ~v 
in radio technique and ev~tluation. 
2. A survey of the radio•listening and television-
viewing habits of students in all sChools of a 
given city. 
~ . A study of the c ompetitive effect of television 
upon the quality of radio programs. 
4 . A study of the competitive effect of television 
upon the quality of films, and upon movie at-
tendance. 
5 . A survey of the incidence of student broadcasts 
in the high schools of a given area. 
~!!!!!!. .2!! ~ M~ f:!. §:!!Approach i£ Poetry. 
. j 
1 . A detailed study of the songs and poetry created 
by one particular folk group . (Such a study 
would be especially interesting and va..luable to 
the students of a high school located in an area 
where a certain type of folklore has flourished.) 
2. A study of the rhythms of song and poetry 
peculiar to each folk group, including a com-
parison with the rhythms representative of other 
groups . 
~ . .A. unit of study in \vhich a c lass in choric 
speech selects and prepares a c ol l ection of folk 
poems typical of each group, illustrating dif-
ferences in rhythms , moods, and themes . 
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KEY TO TEE TEST ON CONVERSATION 
(50 items) 
I . ~ultiple Choice 
1 . c. 11 . b . 
2 . a . 12. a . 
:3 . d . 13. b . 
4 . b . 14. d . 
5 . a . 15 . a . 
s. b . 16 . c . 
7 . d . 1'7 . c . 
s . c. 18. a . 
9 . d . 19 . d . 
. 10 • c. 20 . b . 
II. Completion III. ~ltiple Choice 
1 . sa,y 1 . b . 
2 . fire:t 2 . a. . 
3 . "How do you do l" :3 . c . 
4 . lady 4 . c . 
5 . "starter" ( "opener" ) 5 . d. 
6 . " small talk" 6 . e .• 
7 . business '7 . a . 
B. personality a. b . 
9 . directory 9 . d . 
10 . intelligent 10. c . 
11 . talking (conversing) 11. a . 
12 . host (hostess) 12. d. 
13. take 13. e .• 
14. correctly (clearly) 14. b . 
15 . home 15 . e . 
(~ro points for each item) 
~======9F======~=-~-=-=-=-==-=~==============~=-==~-=-=-~-=-==-=~-==-=·======================~=-==~--
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KEY TO TEE TEST ON AN EVALUATION 
OF MDIO AND TELEVISION 
(50 items) 
I . Completion II . Mul tiple Choice 
1 . radio 1 . c . 
2 . listening 2 . a . 
3 . ea.r 3 . d. 
4 . microphone 4 .• b . 
5 . re.dius 5 . b . 
6 . hearers (audience) 6 . d . 
'7 . soa,p- operas 7 . a. . 
B. Guide s . b . 
9 . Andrews 9. c . 
10 . voice 10 . c. 
ll . conversational 11. b . 
12. II S II 12. e .• 
13. script 13. d. 
14. ad- libbing 14. d . 
15 . imagination 15 . b . 
III. ~tching IV. Comple~ 
1 . a. 1 . public opinion 
2 . 6 . 2 . " The Telephone Hour" 
3 . 11 . 3 . conversation 
4 . 2. 4. emotion 
5 . 10 . 5. voice 
6 . 12. 6 . "Mr. pre sident 11 
7 . 4 . 7 . " transcription" 
B. 7 . B. eye 
9 . 1 . 9 . "Mind Your Jvianners 1" 
10 . 3 . 10. " commercial" 
{Two points for each item) 
---~--=-======= 
YOUR HJilliTS IN LISTENING TO RADIO 
All.D WATCHING TELEVISION 
{PLEASE PRINT) 
Name --~~~~~~~~~--~~~~-------(I.as t ) (First ) (J.viiddle) 
Age __ _ 
Class Period Date Sex 
--- --- ---
(Please ans\Arer all questions very ca.refully. Be as 
accurate a s possible.) 
1 . Ho~; many radios are there in your home? 
None _ , 1 _, 2 _ , 3 _ , 4 _ , 5 _ , 
2 . Do you have a television set in y our home? 
Yes No 
3 . Do you have a ra.dio of your o\Am? 
Yes 
4. \ihen do you listen to the radio? 
:Before school . 
After school. 
In the evening. 
Weekends . 
5 . If you have a television set , hovl late do you stay 
up to \'Ia tch it 'i 
9:00 _ , 10 : 00 _ , 11:00 __ , 12 : 00 _ , 1 : 00 
I ~• (: 
I - • i;j}' -
========~======================~-----c============~====================4========== 
6 . Approximately how many hours a day do you listen to 
the radio or watch TV? 
None _ , 1 _ _ ; 2 _, 3 _, 4 , 5 _ , 
7 . With whom do you usually listen to the radio or 
watch TV? 
Family _ Friends Alone 
B. To what radio stations do you usually listen? (Add 
stations not listed. ) 
w.BRY _ , WATR _ , VJV.!C O _ , WTIC _ , 'WDRC _, 
WLCR _ , WN.BC , WCBS _ , WQXR _ , WELI _ , 
WOR _ , WJZ _ , ____ , 
----' ----· 
9 ~ vfuich TV channels prese nt your favorite programs? 
Two _ , F our _ , Six _ , ___ , ___ , 
---· 
10. Do you usually do something else while lis tening to 
the radio? 
Yes No 
11. If you do , what activities are you most likely to be 
engaged in? (Add any activities no t listed.) 
Doing homework 
_ Eating 
Rea. ding 
_ Talking 
__ Writing letters 
_ Playing cards 
_ Knitting 
_ Ironing 
--· Washing dishes 
__ Cleaning house 
Playing games _ Dancing 
Entering radio contest s __ Driving the car 
12. How do you prefer to learn the ne,vs ? 
Newspaper _ Radi o Television 
13. Do you watch or listen to programs ,..,hich have been 
suggested by your parents or teachers? 
Yes No 
14. If so, what are these programs~ 
15. Name your five favorite radio programs in order of 
your preference: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
16. Name your five favorite TV shows in order of your 
prefe renee: 
.I 
I 
'I I .QI ••.fl> 
==========~====----
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
1 '7 . \•ihat type of program do you like best? 
--
Religious 
Newscast 
Drama 
Variety 
Sportscast 
:rvrusic 
Comedy _ Quiz 
------
18. \Vhat type of program do you like least? 
_ Variety 
_ Comedy 
Sportsca.st 
Music 
Religious 
Q.uiz 
Newscast 
Dro.ma 
19. Name the program you think is the funniest: 
2·0. Name the program you think is the most exciting: 
------·--------------------------·------------------
21. Vho is your favorite male star in radio or TV? 
----------------------------------------· 
========~--=-~~========-=-=~-~~~========~==-=-============================~====== 
22. \AJho is your fa.vori te fema.le star in radio or TV'? 
23 . Have you ever \vri tten a "fan" letter? 
Yes No 
24 . Have you ever entered a radio contest? 
Yes No 
25 . How do you choose your radio and TV programs? 
Consult the daily newspaper . 
Consult Badi£ Guide or a similar magazine . 
Try to remember what is scheduled. 
Twist the dial until s amething pleases you . 
Watch or listen to whatever happens to be on. 
_ Seek advice of par ents or teachers. 
Watch or listen to programs your friends like . 
~J .. ~Qt=h=e=r~?~)-----------------------------------· 
26 . vfuat radio program do you think is best produced? 
27 . What TV program do you t hink is be s t produced? 
(:. 
-~ 
-=---=-=-~ ----------
KEY TO THE TEST ON A.IviERICAN FOIK MUSIC 
AS AN APPROACH TO POETRY 
(50 items) 
I . ~ultip~ Choice III. Matching 
II. 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
? •. 
8 . 
9 ~ 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 . 
1 . b . 
2 . d . 
3 . e. . 
4 . c . 
5 . a . 
6 . c . 
? . b . 
s . d . 
9 . a . 
10 . c . 
Completion 
ballad 
prayer 
plantation 
banjo 
spiritual 
rhythm 
England, Scotland , or Ireland 
work song 
canal drivers 
dulcimer 
Stephen Foster 
lumberj ack (or shantyman) 
written 
isolated (or remote). 
song 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 • 
9 . 
10 . 
11 . 
1 2. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
(~10 points for each item) 
3 . 
8 . 
13. 
12. 
7 . 
11. 
2 . 
. 15 . 
4 . 
1 . 
14 . 
5 . 
10 . 
6 . 
9 . 
IV. Multiple Choice
1 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
? . 
s . 
9 . 
10 . 
c. 
a . 
c . 
b . 
d . 
a . 
c. 
d. 
b. 
a . 
I 
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